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TOWARD THE IMPROVENENT OF CLINICAL INSTRUCTION

Despite the fact that clinical education has been long recognized

as both a significant and'essential component of professional education

in the health sciences, relatively few attempts have been made to ex-

amine the instructional skills felt critical to the teaching and

learning within this often unique environment and to systematically,

from a needs assessment approach, recommend instructional enhancement

programs for improving the instructional effectiveness of those

charged with teaching responsibilities (1-8), While of good quality,

too often, educational research has been reduced to factorial descriP-

tions of, the teaching act in the hope of deAsing the ulti=qte teacher

evil uatin 5=.7-stems which largely consist of statistical feedback on

what has been done well 4nd not so well, with little concern for how

one might do better.

Unlike the classroom setting utilized in pre-clinical portions

of curriculum, the clinical setting. has been relatively void Of

pertinent study exploring its educational opportunities and instruc-

tional potential. At best, teachers have made valid attempts to

teach as they were taught, while still others have employed techni-

ques commonly associated with traditional didactic lecturing.

Coupled with a general lack of formal training in the science of in-

struction, quite the 'same as his pre-clinical counterpart, the clin-

ical'Anstructor is subject to irregular and often demands-of patient
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care responsibility and not uncommonly is tailed upon to perform

an instructional role as a part of his or her often less than full-

tire, often volunteer, university or hospital appointment;

Training institutions have often limited their efforts to

the improvement of instruction by relying almost entirely upon

written student assessments of the quality of teaching, which are

at best; utilized,to re-assign instructional responsibility dr

document teaching activity in fulfillment of promotional require-1'

=ants. Most often,they have been left with little more than the

knowledge that the ability to transfer knowledge; impart enthusi-

asm and the desire to learn, and the ability to assess learning

outcomes seeus to vary from Superb to poor. This report describ6

three parallel studies aimed at the improvement of clinical in-

struction skill and uses as its data base, the cullectiVe ludge-

manta of students, faculty, and exerts charged with the im77ovement

of educational prograLs in schools of Meaicine, Dentistry, and

Nursing throughout the United States.

THE STUDY PLAN

In order to gather and synthesize brbad based information for

the design and

grams aimed at

implementation of teaching;iMOrovement pro-

the enhancement of

structionaI skills and strategies

a consortium based

specific, and clearly defined in-

it Medicine, Dentist:7, and Nursing,

study ander the auspices of the National Library

of Medicine; and entitled1,--"A Comprehensive and Systematic Assessment

of Clinical Teaching and Strategies"; was awarded to The Ohio

State University, with subcontracts to The MedicaI.Colle2e of Virginia,

a



The State University of New York at Buffalo; The University of

Alabama; and The University of Washington;

The intentqpi this study effort was co establish and employ

a consortium model in order to:

1. Collectively generate and review representative skillS and

strategies of effective clinical instruction in Meditine,

Dentistry; and Nursing;

2. Describe through survey techniques; a "State of the Att" Of

clinical teaching skiI"

Describe through discrepancy model formulation; perceived

differences in actual (observed) and ideal (expected) skill

utilization.

4. ProVide a translation of skill discrepancies into prioritized,

.instructional objectives intended for designing instructional

materialS.

5. Provide instructional listings of activities; by objectives,

useful in resolving skill discrepancies;

6. Provide alternate instructional strategies through'which skill

resolvement caw be accomplished.

7. Provide a description of an optional plan for resolving skill

discrepr.itties.

This document provides the reader with an "Executive Summary of the

. .

Final Report:" a description of the methodological approach any

analytical procedures employed.



PURPOSE

EXECUTIVE;SUMMARY OF THE FINAL REPORT

The study focused "around a fourteen member consortium represent-

ing five schools each of Medicine, Dentistry, and Nursing from five

independent institutions.

The study had five major goals.. They were:

1) To generate; assess and collectivelj,approve a comprehensive

listing of teething skills and strategies tnat represents an

approximation of observed and representative behaviors in

determining the state of the art in clinicd1:sciences teach-

ing in Medicine, Dentistry and Nursing.

2) To conduct a national assessment of the state of the 4crt of

clinical teaching through a national survey or Dental; Medi-

-cal and Nursing schools.

3) To develop a real model description for each of the three

4%-
disciplines and to develop an ideal model. The difference

between the "real" and "ideal" would result in a diSCrepancy

model;

4) To develop strategies for the resolution of the discrepan-

Cies; i.e., to formulate a methods)- which can be utilized

by institutions to increase their fachlries' skill: in

clinical teaching for each of the three diSCiplines.



5) To recommeAd a strategy whi:h would best.be utilized by the

institutionsto iutrease their faculty's skills in clinical

teaching.

The response to these goals involved six phases including the

establishment of a.consort:Ium representative of the three professions.
4

4

The consortium included five institutions whe7ein.each of the thr,e

disciplines were represented. In order to maintain regional dis

tribution the following inv:itutions were asked to participate:

The University of Alabama at Bittingham

The State. University of New York at Buffalo

ThL -Alio State University

The Virginia Commonwealth University, MCV

The University ,of Washington, Seattle

AII o »t one of the institutions included the three professions..

Only Medicine and Dentistry were represented at the'Universitv of

Washington; Seattle; The final consortium cansiSted of fourteen in

dividuaIs TheSe individuals were chosen according to the following

criteria: (1) capacity to deliver
*
the necessary services, (2) know

ledge; interest, and experience in managAng teaching skills and

behaviors related to clinical teauhing. (3)'knowledge, interest, and

experience in observing; reportinq and'writing behavioral teaching

objectives; and (4) ongoing experience in'evaluating clinical .skills

teaching.

In order to maintain liaison with the institutions, one person

at each institution was identified and asked to serve on a steering



committee tor the consortium. The purpose of this steering committee

was to:

1) provide input to.the-project staff on decistons related to

development of study materials;-

2) aid the project staff in setting the agenda for the

consortium sessions;

3) review prelitlhary data tesulting from work of the

consort4pm;

4) respond to specific procedures involved in data gather-

ins, sampling design, and pilot testing; and

5) coordinate the efforts of their colleagues at their

institutions in order to insure commonality and consist-

. ency in data acquisition.

The consortium was charged with the following responsibilities:

1) generating, from direct observation and student-generated

Critical Incident reportaidescriptions of clinical teaching

behaviors;

collect t vely generating a discipline-specific listing of

clinical teaching behaviors;

3) applibVing the methodology for a national assessment of the

"state of the art" in clinical teaching behaviors

4) approving the methodology utilized to derive the clinical

teaching discrepancy model;

5) identifying and approving' thtough consensus Lnose clinical

teaching behL demanding prithary attention;



6) converting: primary discrepant clinical behaviors into

performance objectives;

' independently and collectively generating potential acti-

vities to be employed in attaining the discrepant perfor-

mance objectives for the discrepant clinical behaViors;

8) cataloguing the objectives and activities according tL

primary and secondary teaching strategies which could be

utilized in attaining the performance objectives;

9) developing an "optimal" protocol of teaching strategies

for enhancing the clinical teaching of faculties in the

three professions; and

10) accomplishing the aforementioned objectives in the time-

frames developed;

PROCEDURES

In order to meet the five goals of the project, .six major

phases were developed; They were:

I. Organization; Planning; and Survey Development

II. State of the.Art

III. Development of the Discrepancy Model

0

IV.' Development of Instructional Objectives

V. Development of Instructional Strategies

VI. Development of the "Optimal Plan"

Each of the six phases involved a series of specific procedures

designed to move each phase forward; For purposes of discussion each

will be treated in appropriate sequence.



Phase l- Organization; Planning; and Survey Development

As mentioned:previously; five institutions; i.e., fourteen

individuals; five in each of-Medicine and Dentistry and four indivi-

duals representing Nursing; constituted the consortium. The project

staff's responsibility was divided according to management principles

of administration; planning and evaltmtion,whichserved to assist and

facilitate the consortium's work effort. In this way all elements of

the project would be attended to by one principal. Dedisions concern-

ing survey and data analysis were attended to collectively by the

project staff:

Once the consortium was identified; a planning meeting of the

steering committee was held. The objectives of this meeting were

_
threefold: (1) to become acquainted with the other liaison represen-

tatives; (2) to better understand the scope of the project, and (3)

to develop the agenda for the first consortium meeting.

THE DELPHI APPROACH

An objective of phase one, aside from organization and planning,

ofwas the development or the survey instrument; To achieve this objec-

tive, a modified Delphi approach was selected. The Delphi technique

is a method of eliciting and refining group judgments; The rationale

for the procedures is primarily the adage "two heads are better than

one;" where the issue is one where exact knowledge is mot available

(Daltrey; 1969); The procedures have three features: (1) Anonymity in

responding -. opinions are obtained via formal questionnaire; rating

form; checklist or in some cases anecdotally; (3) interaction and con-

trolled feedback - interaction is effected a series of exercises

Y.



involving one or more interactions with carefully controlled feed=

back between rounds; (3) statistical group response - the group re-

sponse is defined as an appropriate aggregate of individual OpLnions

on the final round; These features are designed to minimize the

biasing effects of dominant participants, irrelevant communications

and of group pressures toward conformity. The procedure also permits

the development of consensus acrossidistance and within a protracted

period of time.

The procedure is; above all,a rapid and relatively effiCieut way

to utilize the best thinking of a grailp of knowledgeable people. It

involves; in general; less effort for a participant to resttmid to a well-

designed questionnaire than to participate in a con'retice or to

a paper. A Delphi which is properly managed can be highly motivating

for the participants; The feedback is mutually self,-respecting The

use of systematic-procedures lends an air of objectivity to the out-

comes that may or may not be ,spurious; but which is at least reassuring;

To the project at hand, the Delphi procedures were seen as

vehicles to employ sustained effort in-attaining group consensus on

descriptors of clinical teaching. In order to initiate the Delphi it

Ties first necessary to develop the instrument to which they would re-

spond. Two procedures were establi%hed to ascertain the "state of the

art" in clinical teaching: Direct Observation and the Critical Inci-

dents Technique.

1) Direct Observation - It is the intent of the prdject totiden7

tify and record,without bias, specific teaching behaviors as



they occur in or relate to clinical procedures; attitudes

or other behaviors. Institutional representatives were

instructed on standardized observational techniques;

This was accomplished at the first steering committee

meeting; The representatives discussed observation tech-

niques and practiced recording observed behaviors;

Upon return to their institutions, participants were

asked to meet with the other consortium members in order to

standardize the observational techniques; Direct observa-

tions and recording of clinical teaching began immediately

after observer training;

An Observation Response Form was developed (Appendix A).

The form requested that the observer record the following

data: age, sex, academic rank, years in teaching, level of

student, and specialty area or discipline of the clinical

teacher; The observers were also asked to identify and choose

three different locales or settings from which observations

were made. The areas targeted for direct observation were:

Medicine - grand rounds, patient rounds, one-on-one in

corridor, seminar, formal lecture, oral examination, emer-

gency room, specialty rounds, etc.

Dentistry - General Clinic, emergency service, screening

clinic, diagnostic clinic, specialty clinic, hospital rounds,

extramural rotation, radiology service, outpatient clinic, etc.



Nursing - 'Patient bedside, clinic conference, patient

rounds; out-patient clinic, community agency, mental health

center; ett.

These areas were identified by the steering committee and

serve as guides for the observers. C40

It was felt that as wide a range of representative

clinic teaching behaviors as possible be observed. By Nt,

;

choosing three sites as a primary focus, concerted effore

could be better directed. The observers indicated their

preference of locale/setting. In turn, the staff requested

other settings if over-suscription occurred.

The observers were also asked to vary the 'time of their

observation(s). To accomplish this the observers were asked to

'complete the following obiervation checklist.

NAME SETTING N T w Th F T w Th M T w Th F

The checklist permitted the observers to guage their

time while insuring some variability in the clinical

structors and teaching Site;

The information requested from direct observation was

) a listing of specific behaviors as viewed by the observer

which were not to be interpreted and were to be vtittan as



quickly and succinctly as possible; (2) a description of the

setting which required the observer to carefully deaCribe '

the environment; teaching tools used, and nUtbei. of Students;

(3) their impression of the observation. The ObSerVera were

asked to crake. some judgments about what they saw. This infor-

mation would not be used in constructing the inventory.

2) Criticai_inci-dent-Tachtioue (CID_ - In order to Obtain as

broad a statement on clinical teaching in Xedidine, Dentistry

and Nursing, the CIT was used. This technique was first re-

ported by Flannagan in 1954, and can be tracedback to the

late 1800's. It .is a set of procedures for calladting

direct observations of heman behaVior in such a way as to

facilitate their potential usefulness in solVing practical

problems By an "incident" is meant any observable human

activity that is sufficiently complete in itself to permit

tnferences and predictions co be made about tne person per-

forming the att. Flannagan (1954) writes: "TO be critical

an incident must occur in a situation when the purpose or

intent of the act seems fairly clear to the observer and

where its conSiStencies are sUfficiently definite to leave

little doubt concerning its effects.!' The outline for an

effective Critical Incident reporting form includes: (1) an

introductory statement usually pertaining to the research

nature of the form, (2) delimitation of the situation to

I 0



be responded to, (3) the specification of detail in the re=

sponse. The Critical Incident report can be present-

oriented or based on a prior situation, event or experience.

The Critical Incident Techniqup-employed in this

li.ppendix B) study called for the recollection of a most

eZfective clinical teacher; who they as students had exper-

ienced. Students involved were currently enrolled students in

MediCine; Dentistry; 2nd Nursing'at the Consortium represents-

tives' schools. It asked the students to describe: (1) the

setting in which this event occurred; (2) what led up to the

event; and (3) precisely what the teacher did or said; and ex-

press how the event made him/her feel;

Development of the Survey Item Pool From CIT

The Delphi procedures included the development of an instrument for

the group to respond to. To accomplish this the following steps were

employed.

1) Preparation oftisting - All Direct Observatioug and Critical

Incidents report forms were catalogued by setting and categor-

ized according to the three professions. To facilitate that

effort, the reporting forms were color-coded: green - Medicine;

blue - Dentistry, white - Nursing. The project staff then

transposed all statements to three master listings-one each

for Medicine, Dentistry and Nursing. After reviewing the list-

ing and eliWitating obvious duOlications; the staff prepared



the final listing. Elimination of duplicates was done only

on agreement by the entire staff; Language; word choice

and syntaxiwas unaltered unless it was deen to be nonsensical.

The edited listing was compiled ana prepared for the first

round mailing to the consortium members;

2) Instructions to Consortium - The consortium members received

edited lists for their disciplines. They were asked to re-

view the lists, make editorial revisions; rewrite them so they

were in parallel form following the antecedent; "Be able

to ", and add to the listing if they felt any behavior

to be MIssing: They were also asked to eliminate and/or

collapse statements which were interpreted as being redundant;

3) Collation of Listings - The listings were returned to.the

project staff within three weeks. Responses were merged into

three discipline-specific listings. The final determination

Of teaching behavior listings became the agenda for the first

consortium meeting held in-Columbus; Ohioiu November; 1975.

4) The Consortium Meeting - The project staff prepared separate

listings by discipline in order for the consortium to meet

and, resolve differences pertaining to the listings. Each

participant received, in advance of the first meeting; the

restats of the first pass. In this way, it was felt that

they would be prepared to negotiate the item content of the

survey instrument. Working within discipline-specific group-

ings the participants "hammered" out the final form. The
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specific directions they received for this task were simply

they were not to remove, add to, or markedly alter any state-

ments unless agreed to by group consensus.

Meeting in Columbus, the groups were provided with meals; mate-

rialsisecretarial assistance and a time-frame of 24 hours in which

to accomplish the task. Groups were free to schedule work tim,' as

they chose;

Within this environment the participants worked and evolved in-

to a group of highly motivated individuals. Listings were subse-
.

quentIy typed and redistributed to each group for further review.

At the close of the 24 hour period, the final product emerged.

retrospect; the tithe spent in this way was most productive: It

reinforces the hypothesis that if a number of reasonable people

work together to do a reasonable task, a reasonable product will

come from it The peripheral ingredients of support and structure

were facilitative to the process.

Modifying the Delphi technique, i.e., the second review was done

in person; helped to validate the comprehensive item listings. The

participants hadcithe opportunity to confront one another's percep-

tions. The project staff reports no eVidene of dominance, group

pressure; and/or irrelevant_ commUnication, These listings were to

provide a baseline statement for the "state of the art" in clinical

teaching in Medicine; Dentistry; and Nursing.

,Synthesized statement listings provided the item pool for the

National,Survey of Clinical Teaching: Final review, prior to



validating the pilot survey items, was coordinated by the project.

staff. However, validation of the pilot survey was conducted at

three of the five consortium institutions: namely, The Ohio State

University, The Medical College of Virginia. (Virginia Commonwealth

University);and The University of Alabama in SirMinghami in order

to assess internal item consistency and presentation format.

The second item on the agenda during the consortium meeting

was the development of the survey sampling methodology. Copies of

the projected survey form and survey response format were among the

materials sent to the groups prior to the November meeting. Two

specific objectives were met regarding the "state of the art" docu-

ment and the subsequent discrepancy model..

The Survey Plan

Direct .Observation and Critical Incident Technique provided the

project staff with a good first approXitation of clinical teaching

in Medicine, Nursing, and Dentistry. The credibility of this state-

ment is born from the fact that the consortium did an excellent job

identifying the statement listings that would be used in developing

the National Survey as a measure of the "state of the art."

facilitate the gathering of brosd-based need assessment data;

i.e., data necessary to describe the "state of the art" in clinical

teaching skills and to identify-differences perceived between "state

of the-art" (actual or observed) clinical teaching skills and "ideal"

(model or expected) skill utilization, a mailed survey technique was

developed and employa. Serving as a basis fpr discrepancy model

formation, the survey technique allowed the study team to consider

f )
Awl



the various constraints represented by faculty; students, and the

clinical environment in providing a description or' et of expects=

tiOns Of fedultY performance Further; the survey providd a basis

for the detign of altermite plans and instructional activities for

addressing the most discv.parz skill behaviors;

As depicted in Figures 1 and 2, the survey technique would

all for a translatiOn Of faculty generated skill expectations into

instructional objectiVes to be used as the'basis for developing

instructional strategies or plans and materials targeted specifi-

.

cally to the perceived needs of clinical faculty.

Item Development and Refinement-

As stated earlier; items colleCted through Direct ObservatiOn

and Critical Incident Techniques resulted in the assembly of a rough

pilot listing of behaVioral statements for consortium review-. .Based

on consortium reVieti; three levels of item - statements emerged.

-Alevel items represented observed skills;.in behavioral

terms, as collected by schdol representatives in the clinicEI settings.
.

As'baseline statements, they formed "state of the art" behaviors and

were reviewed by each discipline area for (1.) duplication; (2) wording
>

clarity; and (3) categorization Whete possible; into skill

component areas. No deletion of items was permitted. Priority B'

level items represented the Lritii.al incident statenents.of teaching

behaviors that health science students felt were charactestic of

good instructional practice. As with Priority A level items, dele-

tion of item statements was possible only when duplication occurred;
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Rewording for clarification and possible categorization of skills was

provided within each discipline group. Pr items

cluded additive statements generated upon the collective review of

items within each disciplih9 group: These statements included those

behavioral skills feTt critical to the teaching learning process, but

for sampling reasons; apparently not reported through either the

Observational or Critical Incident Techniques, A modified nominal

group exercis& led by an appointed leader within each distiplite

facilitated the development of additional item inclusions. No attempt

was made to provide for the complete universe of instructional be-

haviors which might be observable in the normal (usual) delivery of

instruction;

As an aid for item review; each discipline group was instructed

to review possibilities which might exist in grouping the universe

of prepared statements into logical and manageable sub-category

scales. Through a review of existent categorical schemes-, a 4-scale

model for item categorization was developed and applied to each dis-

cipiineslisting of observed behavioral statements; As outlined in

Figure 3; and as defined.4by key words within each behavioral Set of

skills; a final review and refinement of Item statements within each

scale was made by consortium members within each discipline.

Item Response Format

A survey response format was designed to'gather perceptions of

the "actual" delivery of clinical instruction and the "ideal" or ex-

pected use of such clinicaleteaching skills in "usual" delivery of
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FIGURE 3

TEACHING SKILLS. SCALE LISTINGS.

THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES WERE ESTABLISHED BY YOUR COORDINATING GROUP

UPON A CAREFUL REVIEW OF ALL ITEMS GENERATED THROUGH OBSERVATION AgD

CRITICAL INCIDENT ACTIVITIES. THE CATEGORIES WHICH EMERGED APPROXI-

MATE MICROTEACHING SKILL MODELS SUCH AS THAT DEVELOPED AT STANFORD

UNIVERSITY; AND CLINICAL TEACHING SKILL MODELS DEVELOPED BY SEVERAL

MEDICAL SCHOOLS'.

PROVIDING '

ASKING-

RESPONDING

DEVELOPING

A; PRESENTATION SKILLS

Organization/Preparedness
Information Giving,
Pacing
Planned Repetition
Completeness of Communication
Demonstration Skill
Problem-Solving Applications
Use of Examples

QUESTIONING SKILLS

Probing for Clarification
Probing for Synthesis and Implication
Fluency of Questioning Skill
Divergence in Content
Utilization of Non-verbal Cues
Assessment and Evaluation Skills

C. ATTENDING SKILLS

Recognition of Behaviors from Non-verbal Cues
Reinforcing Verbally/Non-verbally
Silence in Response
Content Closure/Summary
Stimulus Variation

TEACHING STYLES /&TTITUDES

Authoritariat/PoWive-Negative
Democratic/Positive-Negative_
Laissez-faire/Positive-Negative
Toward:. Teaching

Students
Institution
Patients
Profession
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clinical instruction. With consortium review and modification, a

response format was adopted with clearly defined and weighted Likert

Type Scale response sets; The definition of each scale interval pro-

vided responses with a clearer understanding of the intent of actual

skill use and expected skill use in the "usual" delivery of clinical

instruction, and therefore; provided a frame of reference or context

referent for skill (item) rating; While concern for use of a format

design wherein both "actual" and "ideal" opinions were being elicited

at the same time for each statement was thought to possibly present a

Halo error effect, concern regarding matters of repeated sampling,

administration, and anticipated survey response rates took precedence

in designing the final response. format; Refer to Appendix C; Instru-

ments: National Survey of Clinical Teaching Skills;

Pre-testing Pilot Survey

Pre-testing of the "draft" survey instruments was facifitated

through the assistance of institutional representatives and coordin-

ators; i.e ;; members of the consortium from three schools The Ohio

State University; The Medical College of Virginia (Virgins Common-

wealth University),and the University of Alabama in Bittingham. A

cover letter; explaining the intent of the study and requesting re-

view and completion of the instruments was provided to instructors

selected for pre-testing purposes which wcUld approximate the method

of administration planned for actual use. The technique also helped

to insure that scrutiny by faculty, known to be interested in the

instructional 'process; would probably occur. A pilot testing program;
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guaranteed to yield representative sampling from each disciprIine;

resulted in responses from faculty members in Medicine; in Dentistry;

and in Nursing. Six clinical instructors per discipline were re-

quested to complete the pilot survey at each school; Comments and

responses to the pilot survey instrument allowed for revision and

refinement. Cluster and correlation analysis programs were employed

to reduce the item pool. A paradigm describing the relative conditions

for item inclusion/exclusion is presented in Figure 4; Item variance

vas studied for both the "actual" and "ideal" responses; The asspmp-

tion was that a greater consistency of response would be expected with

the "ideal" portion of the item response anditherefore; would have a

higher tendency to indicate which items appeared to be unclear or

ambiguous.

A nine step item removal process used for item reduction purposes

provided below:

1) Removal of those items having a higher "ideal" response

variance than "actual" response variance

2) Removal of those-items having "ideal" standard deviations

in excess of 1.0.

3) Removal of those remaining items receiving below a .40

item-scale correlation.

4) Removal of remaining items (re-correlated) below a .45

item scale correlation. .

5) Removal of remaining items re-correlated) below a .50

item-scale correlation.
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FIGURE -4

_ITEM EXCLUSION/INCLUSION TECMNIQUE
BASED ON PILOT SURVEY ADMINISTRATION

STANDARD DEVIATION

A > I

ITLM

LARGE
(DROP)

EQUAL

L

SMALL

ITEM
MEAN

(DROP)

EQUAL

CORRELATION

(KEEP)

0

(DROP)

A - ACTUAL VARIANCE

I IDEAL VARIANCE

1

NOT EQUAL

CORRELATION

+ - 0

(KEEP) (KEEP) (DROP) (KEEP)

1- CORRELATION > 1.21

2. SDI < SDA n SDI < SDRANDem

3. CORRELATE ITEMS WITH SCALES n P < .01

4. RECATEGORIZE ITEMS WHERE NECESSARY (WHERE QUESTIONS ARISE UTILIZE PRIORITY

SCHEME PROVIDED BY CONSORTIUM MEMBERS AT FIRST WORKSHOP).
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6) Transfer of remaining items to more appropriate scales

when the item-scale correlation exceeded .6 on new scale.

7) Addition of discarded items to the appropriate scale when

their re-correlated value to One of the scales exceeded .6;

8) Removaiof items which on content review closely resembled

another scale item and had a lower item-scale correlation

level.

9) Addition of discarded items to the appropriate scales

(based'on item scale correlation level) when through in-

spection it was deemed content appropriate and above a .3

correlation level;

The stowise item elimination strategy yielded a net return of

76 items in Medicine; 61 items in Dentistry; and 73 items in Nursing.

(Figure 5). Comments provided by the pilot test group Alsd helped

the study team in refining the response format directions and state-

ments.

Demographic and Setting Identification

Materials to gather demographic information relative to each

'reancindent's (a) academic rank; (b) time commitment for academic

activity, (c) time commitment for clinical instruction; (d) total

years Of Clinical teaching experience; rind (e) previous educational

dthatcemen.t activity; were desigtedi. reviewed by the consortium and

included in the final survey packets; Ti e intent of this information,

beyond providing descriptive information of the respondent sample in

each discipline; was to address questions having to do with a response

set based on each of the described variables;



FICHE 5

STEPWISE ITEM _EL11,11NATIO11-PAM

SCALE (A) Step 1 (0) Step 2 (**) Step 3 (0) Step4 (**) Step (**) Step

6:9

Medicine

(87) 17 (70) (67) 21 (46) 9 (37) 11 (26)

9 (26) 6 (20) (18) 4 (14) 0 (14) 0 (14) +2

A (28) 6 (22) (21) 4 (17) 0 (17) 2 (15) +1

T (50) 11 (39) (38) 7 (31) 2 (29) (23) -5

TOTAL (191) 40 (151) (144) 36 (108) 11: (97) 19 (78)

Detttistri

(73) 12 (61) (57) 26 (31) 6 (25) 9 (16) +3

(20) 5 (15) (12) 1 (11) 0 (11) 2 (9) +3

(27) 5 (22) 1 (21) 5 (16) 4 (12) 2 (10) +1

(36) 7 (29) 2 (27) 7 (20) 5 (15) 3 (12) +7

TOTAL (156) 29 10 39 (78) 15 16 (47) +14(127) (117) (63)

Nursing

P (36) 7 (29) (28) (20) 3 (17) 1 (16)

Q (25) 5 (20) (19) (18) 0 (18) (17) -3

A (50) 1 (49) (48) (40) 4 (36) 11 (25)

T (24) 1 (23) (23) (20) 4 (16) 5 (11) +7

TOTAL (135) 14 3 (118) 20 (98) 11 (87) 18(121.) (69)

(A) Original number of items on pilot instrument

(**) Remaining items by step

Scale Defliition

P = Presentation and Providing Skills

. Questioning Skills

A . Attending Skills

T = Teaching Styles/Attitudes

0)9

(26)

(16)

(16)

(18)

(76)

(61)

(16)

(14)

(25)

(18)

(73)
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Included as a further identifier within each survey package was

a request for setting or site selection. its intent was to provide

each clinical instructor a frame of reference for responding to the

item listings; as well as to provide a description ol the most-

commonly used teaching site for clinical instruction activity. The

teaching site selection form was designed with the input of consor-

tium members within each of the three disciplines.

The Respondent Universe and Sampl

An institutional summary listing of the potential respondent

universe; according to health science school size and type,is out-

lined in Figure 6. Listings which were utilized in Compiling these

data were gathered from (1) the AAMC: 1975-76 Curriculum Directory,

(2) the Annual Report on Dental Education, 1974-75, a summary of the

Annual Survey cri Dental Education Institutions, and (3) State Approved

Schools of Nursiag -- R.N., 1974; prepared by the National League for

Nursing, Division of Research; Figures 7; 8, and -9 depict the break-

down of potential school respocdents,according to size, method of

support, and geographical region; and provides quantitative data re-

garding the stratified/fractional sampling procedure employed in this

study. Stratification; on the basis of institutional size, was deter-

tined by an observation of schools above and below the population

median values for each discipline; e.g.; 500 for Medicine, 400 for

Dentistry, and 300 for Nursing. Geographic regions were determined

by appropriate fit, i.e., based on the criteria of school-size and

method of support.



FIGURE 6

Enrollment

SUMMARY OF MEDICAL DENTAL AND NURSING PROGRAMS IN U.S.

Code: 0 1 2 3_ 4 5 6 7 8 9

kdica1: 0 6.25% 9.381 19,791 23.96% 19.79% 6.25% 3.12% 5,21% 3.12%
Dental: 0 15.69% 15.69% -29,-41%-772- 19.61% 3.92% 3,92% 0 0

Nursing: 12;15% 34;35% 22.111_ =12-5---7.147, 5.10% 1.36% 1.70% .67% 2.72%

1 2 3 4
Code;

Medical: 48.96% 41.67% 4.17% 4.17%

Natal; 56.86% 23.53% 19.61%

Nursing; 53.40% 46.60%

No; Universities Having Medical, Dentali and Nursing Programs: 34

No; Universities Having. Medical and Dental Programs: 8

No Universities Having Dental and Nursing Programs: 3

No; Universities Raving Medical and Nursing Programs: 30

Total Years-at Weeks Instructioa

'Ceara: 3 4

Dental 23.53% 76;47%

Nursing: 0 100%

Web: 114-130 131-139 140-145 146-150 151455 156160 161187
MedlCal: 4;17% 12;50% 27.68%, 11.46%- 8.33%

(3 yr.) (4 yr.)

. ._ .

ENROLLMENT CODE: 0 . 0 to 100 Students. 5 0 500 to 600 Students SUPPORT CODE: 1 . Public

1 . 100 to 200 Students 6 0 600 to 100 Students 2 . Private

2 . 200 to 300 Students 7 i 100 to 860 Students 3 7 State

3 . 300 to 400 Students 8 BOO to 900 Students 4 . Private; State

4 400 to 500 Students 9 ; 900 and above Related
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YLGLT-RE- 7

PROJECTEDSANPLING DESIGN

East

MEDICINE
(Green)

ZONE

Central West-

2.. 3.

9 12 7

2 4 2

4. 5. 6.
6

1
13 3

(15)

(28)

(22)

(25) (10) (50)

.

17
.

11 1,

.

1

10.

9
2

11- ,

4
1

12.

2
1 -

(29)

(15)

. (26) (15) (3) (44)

TOTALS (41) (40) (13) , (94)

202 Ss '9 8 5 (22)

Ss a Sample Size
8 x 22 [1761

1; S'elid 2 X Ss Participation Inquiries where cells permit. If response
is UNDER ideal Ss send inquiries to other schools in cell.

2. Select schools randomly for study, but retain and utilize any
remaining schools for inclusion or potential CONTROL.

3; Mail rnstrumentS to Clinicians.
4 ; MaiI follow-up reminders.
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PROJECTED SAMPLING DESIGN 4

East

DENTISTRY
(Blue)

= ZONE =

Centra.1 West

1. 2. 3.
8

4. 5. 6.
2 7 2

(10) 14)

(18)

(5) (29)

7: 8.

2

9.

10;

1

11.

1

12.

(13)

(9)

(10) 9) (3) (22)

TOTALS (20) (23) (8) (51)

20% SS 5 7 4 (16)

8 X 16 [128 I

a
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FIGURE 9

PROJECTED SAMPLING DESIGN

NURSING
*."

(White)

East

ZONE t

Central West

1.

39
8

2.

41
8

3.

16
J

17
3

30
6

10

(96)

(57)

(56) (71) (26) (153)

7.

44
8

8.

49
9

9.

13
3

'

10.

15
3

11.

14
3

12.

' 4
1

(59) (63) (17)

TOTALS 415) (134) (43)

7,7d-

20% Ss 22 26 9

8 X 57

(106)

(33)

(139)

(292)

(57)

: A
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Survey Administration

Techniques designed for survey administration were developed i:i.

response to the unavailability of clinical instructor rosters within

the three health profession areas; Schools selected through the

sampling technique described were mailed letters of participation

intent through their key, administrative officer. Requested were the

names and mailing addresses of clinical instructors willing, but

selected by'the administrative officer, for study participation.

Refer to Appendix 9; Letters of Intent and Participation.

The initial letter of intent requested up to eight, but at

least four faculty- members to be identified for study participation.

Follow-up letters; eke after the initial mailing, were mailed

if no reply was received from each, of the study schools.

Upon receipt of the names and addresses of clinical instructor

participants; the survey packages were mailed. Follow-up letters were

sent only if the 202 cell requirements were not met. When cell re-

quirements were not met; after a period of six weeks, other schools

within the unfilled cell were contacted for vndy participation. For

a composite list of the universe for thesarhlepopulation of schools in

this studyirefar to Appendix E.

Confidentitv of Data

Expressed within letters of intent and participation request

were assurances of complete anonymity: The names of clinical faculty

participating in the study were requested on the survey forms, but only

for follow-Up purposes and the mailing of study results; Upon
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completion of the follow-up phase of the study; names of clinical

faculty were purged Irom the data base.

-PEASE-II--= STATE OF THE ART

Synthesized statements as a result of the consortium effort

provided the project staff with an item pool for the National Sur-

vey of Clinical Teaching. Correlational inalysis was applied to re-

duce the item pool in each discipline, and each pilot survey was

validated prior to national administration.

The National Survey of Clinical Teaching was administered by

the Division of Research and Evaluation in Medical Education; The

Ohio State University; College of Medicine: Survey return data; and

analyses were coordinated by,the project staff through the Division'

of Research and Evaluation.

TO demonstrate the "state of the art" of clinical teaching; i.e.;

"actual" or observed clinical teaching behavioraplas valid and reli-

able statements of what is occurring in clinical science teaching;

mean values and standard deviations were determined for each survey

response. The "actual" and "ideal" responses were analyzed to re-

port: a) what a national sample of clinical instructors was doing

in clinical science teaching; and b) whether the sample population

was in congruence,or discord with tha consortium study group; The

fact that the consortium did a good job approximating the "state of

the art" can be seen by studying the mean values and standard devia-

tions of the survey responses.

Parallel factor analyses wera carried out on the "actual" and
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the "ideal" responses to validate the predetermined four cate-

gory teaching skill classification subscales and/or identify other

subscales which may be used for the surveys.

Parallel multivariate analyses (one -way MANOVA's) were performed

for each skill grouping in each discipline on both the "actual" and

"ideal" scales; ene-iway MANOVAs were performed using each of the

classification variables; i.e.; size of the student body, geographic

location (East; Central; or West); support (private or public), and

teaching site as a variable;

Classification variables; .e.; size; location, stilliort, and

teaching site; were analyzed by cross tabulations: with obtained des-

criptive data using a X2 statistic to determine if there were

systematic differences due to these variables. Demographic variables

studied were a) academic rank; b) time commitment to teachitg; c) time

in clinical instruction; d) teaching experience, and e) professional

development, i.e., workshops, professional meetings, course work, etc.

These analyses indicated fey differences.

In developing the "state of the art," the consortium meMbers and

the project staff placed great emphasis upon ditect observation and

Critical Incident Technique in order to develop the pool of survey

it for the actual and ideal scales. Two (2) types of errors are

possible in developing the state of the art:

Type' A error - the probability of including a component; i.e.;

teaching skill; that is NOT in fact part of the current clinical

teaching behavior, and
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Type B error - the probability of NOT including a component,

i.e ;; teaching skill, that is in fact part of the current repertoire

of clinical teaching skills.

Y MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A comparison was undertaken between the "actual" and the "ideal"

responses of the survey, i.e., matched t tests were performed to

determine the discrepancy between "actual" and "ideal" for each

statement individually. We statistically verified what appeared to

be obvious since all items were expected to be highly significant.

Since all the differences were significant, i.e., differences being

that the "Actual" survey item statements were being done much less

than the "Ideal", a priority statement scheme was developed;

PELASEIV---Elr-EL-OP--v;'NT OF INSTRUCTIONAL .OBJECTIVES

In pieparation for the next consortium meeting, the project

staff met to discuss the writing of instructional objectives in

order to further develop appropriate learning/teaching/staff develop-

ment activities. Oft inspection Of the "state of the art" (actual or

observed) and the "ideal" (expected) scales, it was evident that the

statements could be rewritten in behaVioral terms as an instructional

objective.:

\z,

An analysis of the mean values and standard deViations of the

statetenta, permitted a priority type Schethe to rank order items

according to four (4) priority levels: Priority I, II, III, and

"zero" level objectives for each discipline. -A study of the dif-

ferences in mean values indicated the importance of each item.
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Priorities were assigned based not only on the mean differences

("actual" versus "ideal") ;but also on the relative importance of the

items. An inspection of a Priority I item discrepancy; i.e., the

mean difference, shows that individual respondents were saying that

they do these activities often (actual) but these teaching actiVi7

ties should be done even more frequently (ideal):

A modified Delphi technique was again employed in developing

instructional objectives prior to the October 20, 1977 consortium

meeting held in Columbus. This two (2) day workshop was directed

toward a) the process for transforming discrepancy statements into

objectives, and b) the process for generating activity listings for

meeting each instructional objective. Each discipline, i.e., Medi-

cine; Dentistry, and Nursing worked as a team in completing these

assignments prior to returning to their respective institutions.

In order to facilitate the process, the project staff generated a

listing of objectives relative to clinical teaching skills, Accord-

ing to the Priority Levels I, II, III, or "zero" scheme. These

objectives were written and directed toward participants in clinical

science teaching. The activity Statements would, in turn, be

wrien by the consortium in response to faculty development efforts.

The specific charge before the group was to review the statements

for clarity and parallelism in structure and to identify specific

activities. an instructor might undertake to meet that objective.

Although several suggestions were Made and advanced materials were

sent to consortium members prior to the meeting, each discipline
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was encouraged to work through the agenda according to their own

rules. HOITIttfet, a finalized list of objectives and activities had

to be derived via consensus. Once all objectives and activities

for priority items I and II were ranked, a summary sheet listing

jectives by number and activities was completed. These materials

were inspected by the projec staff for redundant statements; com-

pleteness of information, and again, clarity and parallelism mid

sent to each institutional representative for final approval; re-

vision, editing, etc. Ultimately these materials provided the

baseline Upon which instructional strategies would be developed.

FRASZ-V--- IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

Perhaps one of the most important decisions lathe teaching/

learning process is the identification and selection of instruc-

tional strategies. Next to the careful selection of educational

objectives, properly utilized teaching methods can do more to pro-

mote efficiency and effectiveness of learning; With the advent of

improved technology, changes in equipment, and costs, the selection

of appropriate strategies has taken on real meaning. Rather than

selecting a strategy based on sound criteria, a strategy was

typically selected On convenience or expediency. Such decisions

could, and typically do,interfere with efficient/effective learning

or the failure to achieve the objective.

There is no single best method of teaching; just as there is no

single or beSt method for learning. Ultimately the choice of strategy

must be compatible With the objectives of the instruction; the type
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of students served, the nature of the school system, and ultimately

the teacher's own experiences with the strategy. One might assume

that an effective teacher (effective program) is one who (which)

utilizes a-variety of methods in meeting the objective as the

teacher assesses the students' capabilitles and learning stylcs.

By combining the knowledge the teacher has of both strategy and

recipient, the better able he/she is to select that method which

will best carry the students forward. The result of proper deci-

sions in this area fosters motivation and learning.

Too often, an instructor or program offers only one or two

methods -- typically the lecture or student assignments. The in-

structor's repertoire is too constricted to meet the varying demands

o is/her subject (objeCtives) and students. As a consequence,

attention and inefficient learning takes place. The selection of

appropriate strategy is a key to resolving this problem.

Definition:

An instructional strategy is a combination of teaching methods-

and techniques designed to accomplish an instructional job. At

instructional method is the basic approach to instruction. It may

include a lecture, demonstration, conference, performance, programmed

instruction, study assignment, tutoring,or a combination of two or

more ofthese methods. These methods combine to make strategies.

They can be catalogued as primary -- that is, the most effective and

efficient ,ales A supportive method in the strategy is an essential

complement to the primary method and an alternative method which may
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be used as a substitute when the optimal one cannot be used;

Faetarsonedder

Every instructional strategy hat advantages and limitations;

It is essential that careful consideration be given to them;

Strategy decisions must be based on careful analysis of the learn-

ing situation from several points:

1) Instructional objective: This is the primary consideration.,

It defines what the student will do as a result of the

program. The instructional activities are action poten-

tials for the objective and aid in guiding the choice a_

strategies.

Course content: This is a difficult factor to reconcile

unless ore is versed in the content of the subject 'being

addressed. Best estimates of strategies chosen where there

some void in content must be corroborated by experts

in the field. This is especially important when consider-
'

ing teacher training.

3) The student populatia:;: The size) experience, educational

level, maturity) etc., impact considerably on the choice

of strategies. When the population extends over multiple

professions as in the case of_Medicine, Dentistry) and

Nursing, similar strategies may be used; Yet, due to the

nature of the variation in al:Libel settings, some methods

may be more appropriate for one group than another;

4) Instructors: Obviously) the instructor's experience in
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delivering instruction will impact on the choice of

strategies.

5) FaCilities, equipment; instructional material: Each

instructional strategy will demand the use of specific

types of facilities; equipment; and material. ObVidiAly,

if requisite resources are not available, an altettattve

method may be called for or support sought for the method

from other sources;

Time. This factor is fast becoming the teacher's most precious

resource. The objective should in part aid in determining Whether

the instruction should be given in blocks; or distributed over time.

The answers to these types of considerations should impinge 4ft the

SelidtiOn of methods. If time is limited; alternatives.shOUld be

chosen.

Costs: the bottom line; This criteria is not distinct from

other factors. Th cost of a strategy should be reasonable when

measuring it again effectiveness; All other factors being equal,

if the expected gair in learning effectiveness of a strategy ddeS

not affect any additional costs incurred by the use of that strategy,

a less costly one can be Chosen; Also, savings in time, personnel,

and facilities must justify the involvement in the Stra;:egy.

Instructional Strategies

To reiterate; a strategy is a plan or method dtilitdri to Obtait

a specific goa/ or result; The following methods are to be ConSider=..

ad by the consortium schools in meeting the identified activities for



improving clinical skills teaching:

The Lecture Method
The COnference Method
The Demonstration Method
The Performance Method
PrOgrammed Instruction
Study Assignments
TUtotials
COMbined Instruction

A discussion of the instructional methods and their applica-

tions appear below. Thete MithodS are then matched with the

specific objectives in each diSCiOline. They are reviewed accord-

ing to fixed criteria and SUbSeguently are ordered into a succinct

plan of action for clinidel Skill enhancement.

1. The Lecture Method

0

A. Definition: A lecture is a semiformal discourse in

which the instructor presents a series of events,

facts, concepts, or principles, explores a problem,

or explains relationehips. Students participate in

lecture mainly as listeners. A lecture is bast-

cally a means of "telling" Students information they

need to know. ,ThiS &Oda not mean; howeveri that all

the talking done by An'inattuctor during a class

period can be termed a lecture. The term must be re-

served to describe a more formal discourse which is

used to achieve at instructional objective. A.

lecturette is a condensed version of a lecture,

typically used to preset: a single concepti idea or

event.
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B Uses: Fundamentally, the purpose of a lecture is to

inform. The instructor has information which he wishes

to transmit to participants by means of oral communica,-

tion. Some of the more appropriate uses of the lecture

are as follows:

1) To orient students to course policies, rules, pro-

cedures, purposes, and learning resources.

2) To introduce a subject, indicate its importance, and

present an overview of its scope.

3) To give directions on procedures for use in subsequent

-learning activities.

4) To present basic material which will provide a common

background for subsequent activities.

5) To set the stage for a demonstration, discussioni\or

performance.

0 To illustrate the application of rules, principles, or

concepts.-

7) To review, clarify, emphasize, or summarize;'

Lectures may be enhanced by including audio-visual aids;

2. The Conference Method

A. Definition: The conference is a method in which group

discussion techniques are used to reach instructional

objectives. These discussion techniques include ques-

tions, answers, and cOmmàdts from the instructor in com-

bitation with questions, answers and comments from the



students, and are directed toward learning Objec-

tives. Basically; there are'thred types of confer

directed discussion, training conferences,

'and seminara; No sharp lines of demarcation exist

between any of these forms. However, the objectives

of the conference; and the -Lind and amount of par-

ticipation, determine when a directed diSdn4Sion

beComes a training conference, and when a training

conference becomes a seminar. The bated for these

distinctions are as follows:

1) Directed discussion. Here the objective is to

help students acquire better understanding and the

ability to'apply known facts, principled, concepts.

policies; or procedures; or to provide Students with

an opportunity to apply this knowledge. The firnction

of the instructor is to guide the students discussion

in such a way that the facts, principles, Concepts;

Of procedures are clearlyarticulated and applied.

2) Training conference: In a training conference.; the

objective is to 2.221 the knowledge and past dtperi-

ence of the students to arrive at improved or more

Clearly stated principles, concepts; policies or pi4

didures. The topics discussed in a ttlitatig -confer-

ence are less likely to have pat answers than those

used in a directed discussion. The task of the'
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instructor is to elicit contributions from the

group, based on past experiences, which have a

bearing on the topic at hand. Balanced partici-

pation, then, is the goal.

3) Seminar; The purpose. of the seminar is to find

an answer to a question or a solution to a pro-;

blew. The instructor does not have an answer or

a solution; in fact, there is no known best or

correct solution. Rather, he is seeking an answer

and uses the group to develop one. The primary'

functions of the instructor are to describe _h

problem as-he understands it and to encourage free

and full participation in a discussion aimed at:

(a) Identifying the real problem.

(b) Gathering and analyzing data.

(c) Formulating and testing hypotheses.

(d) betermiting and evaluating alternative courses or

action.

(e) Arriving at conclusions.

(0 Making recommet4ations to support or arrive at a

solution- or a decision.

B. The conference method is a valuable tool in the in-

strur.toris kit. Some of the mere- important applications of

this method are as follows:

1) To develop imaginative solutions to problems.



2) To stimulate interest and thinking;and to secure,

student participation in situations whic4 would other-

wise allow the class to i

remain passive;

3) To emphasiie the main teaching points;

' 4) To supplement lectures; readi;Igs; or laboratory ex-

ercises.

5) To detettine how well students understand concepts and

principles; and to determine if they are rep.tly to pro-

ceed to new or more advanced material.

To prepare students for the application of theory or

pr6cedure to specific situations.

7) To summarize; clarify points or review.

8) To prepare students for instruction which is to follow;

-9). To detertine student progress and the effectiveness of

prior instruction.

The=Demonstration Method

A. Definition: A demonstration is a method of instruction

where,the-instructor; by actually performing an operation

or doing a job; shows the trainee-what to do; how to do it,
_

i

and through explanations; brings out whyi where and when

it is done. Drily; the trainee is expected to be able to

repeat the lob or operation ifter the dembristrarion; For

this '-reason, the ;_demonstration is often used in conjunction

with another-method. The most common combinations are the

Iecture-demonstration and the demonstration-performance;

;?.
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B. Uses: The basic purpose of-a demonstration is o show how

something is done; It should be employed wherever and when-

ever practicable; Here are some of its more important

applications;

1) To teach manipulative operations or procedures, e.g.,

how something is done.

2) To teach problem-solving and analytical skills.

3) To illustrate principles, e.g., wh-- something work.

4) To teach operation or functioning of equipment, e.g.,

how something works-.

5) To teach teamwork, e.g., how men and women work t

gether to do something.

6) To set standards of worktanship.

7) To teach safety procedures.

The demonstration method has been extended to include

video/amdin tAping wherein rh(' c*".--t observes his own

behavior under supervision of the instructor.

4; The Peranmulbilail

A. Definition: A performance is a method in which the stu-

dent is required to perform under controlled cenditions,

the operation, skill, or movement being taught. ?erfor-

mance is Learning by doing. There are four basic types

of performance:

1) Independent practice. In this type of performance

students work individually and at their own rates.



2) Group performance or controlled practice; Here

students work together at the rate set by the in-

structor; step-by-step and "by-the-numbers;"

3) Coach and pupil; This method involves pairing stu-

dents. Members of each pair perform alternately as

instructor and student;

4) Team performance; Here; a group of students perform

an operation'or function which involves teamwork.

B. Uses: In general; the performance method has the sate

applications as the demonstration method and is used as

follow-up instruction:

1) To teach manipulative operations or procedures.

2) To teach operation or functioning of equipment.

3) To teach team skills.

4) To teach safety procedures;

5. Programmed Instruction

A. Definition: Programmed instruction is a method of self-

instruction in which the student works through a carefully

sequenced and pretested series of steps leading to the

acquisition of knowledge or slcills rL)resenting the instruc-

tional objectives; The student proceeds through the pro-

gram at his own rate; responds actively (or covertly) to

each step in the sequence; and receives immediate feed-

back on the correctness of his response before proceeding

to the next step; Programs are usually designed to permit
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the student to master the desired knowledge or skills.

Programmed instruction can take the form of computer,

paper-pencil exercises, or through latent image writing

in simUlations.

B. US-e8:

1) To provide remedial instruction.

2) To provide make -up instruction for late arrivals,

absentees, or transients.

3) To maintain previously learned skills which are not

performed frequently enough to insure an acceptable

level of proficiency.

4) To provide retraining when equipment and procedures

have become obsolete or have been replaced since

the original training was given.

5) To upgrade production, administrativeiand other types

of skills and knowledge.

6) To accelerate capable students and thereby enable them

to c'.;mplete a course in less than the usual amount of

time.

7) To provide a means of insuring enough common background

among students to profit from formal classroom work

(advance study).

8) To provide the review and practice of knowledge and skills

needed to "set" the learning;
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9) To provide vertical enrichMent (advanced work) or

horizontal enrichment (broader contact) in a content

area;

ICI) To control the variables in a learning situation for

experimental purposes.

6; Study Assignment

A; Definition: The study assignment is a method in which the

instructor assigns readings in books, periodicals, manuals;

or handouts; requires the completion of a project or research

paper; or prescribes problems and exercises for the practice

of a skill. This method involves imposing a task, providing

for student motivation, and giVing general directions for

carrying out the assignment. Implicit in this method are the

problems of setting up worthwhile learning activities, and

anticipating student difficulties and means of overcoming

them. If these steps are not well handled, the objectives of

the assignment are not likely to be achieved. The study

assignment has two basic forms:

1) Independent Study. Here the student carries out the assign-

ment without instructor assistance or direct guidance.

2) Supervised study. In this form, the student carries out

the assignment with an instructor available for guidance

and assistance.

Uses:

1) To orient students to a topic prior to classroom or labora-

tory work,
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2) To set the stage for a ..:ure, demonstration, or

i-_e.. advance study.

3) To provide for or capitalize on individual differences

in ability, background, or experience through differ-

entiated assignments.

4) To provide for the review of material covered in class

or to give the practice essential for the development

of Skills and problem-solving ability, i.e., homework.

5) To provide enrichment material.

7. Tatung

A. Definition: Tutoring, or coaching, is a method of instruc-

tion in which an instructor works direcrly with an indivi-

dual student. The method may involVe exposition, demonstra-

tion, questionihg, coaching, or guided practice.

B. UstS:

1) To teach highly complex skills and operations or oper-

ations which involve considerable danger to men or

hazards to expensive equ...ptient.

2) To provide indiVidualized remedial assistance.

. CoMbinution Instruction

A. Definition: This is a method of instruction which uses

two or more basic instructional approaches in combL.ation.

For example; this method for one lesson might include a

study assignment; a lecture in which safety precautions in

handling a piece of equipment are emphasized; a demonstra-

tion by the instructor; and; finally; performance by the
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students.

B. Uses: Combination lessons can be used tb meet almost any

type of instructional objective in any training situation.

However; they are most appropriLce where skill development

is involved;

PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

.

The process of selecting instructional strategies CtIiibt be Set

forth as a series of routine steps which can be followed mechanically.

Selecting strategies involves so many variables that the process is

extremely complex Strategies decisions; therefore, must be baSed

primarily on professional judgment following careful consideration

and Of all factors To do this well; the instruct-Or must

haVe a thorough knowledge of methods of instruction, systems of Organi--;

iatien; and mediating devices; includi g au understanding of their uses,

adVattag6si and disadvantages. The initial steps it selecting an

instructional strategy appear to be subtle; In fact; the final choice

in selecting a strategy (method) is deceptively siple Houvdr,there

are many judgments involved. For this

viewed as a total process; and only as

Of Strategies selected, even using the

reason; the Procedure must 174

a guide The appropriateness

procedures

still hinges on the quality of judgments made;

as defined below,

The preliminary selection of an instructional module should commence

With a study of each performance objective for the specific block of

instruction. In Ehis particular --Ise,objectives are listed according

to discipline and piiorityi i.e:, relative importatca of teaching
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skills as deterMined by the discrepancy between "actual" and "ideal'

teachinz situation. Clinical teaching skills; identified within each

discipline and occurring in specific `,teaching sites; were developed

into instructional objectives with measurable teaching activities.

These steps; i.e.; the-process leading to the development of instruc-

timal objectives- and activities; were critical to the further de-

velopment of a procedure for selecting instructional strategies (plans,

methods; and/or modules) .

In studying each instructional objective; note what the student is

to be able to do following the instruction and the activities_ to be

undertaken by.the instructor in order to achieve each objective. Refer

to Appendix F. Tables 1-6 lists; according to discipline; a) instruc-

tional objectives; b) activities; and c) instructional strategies to

be utilized in meeting each objective; These work sheets or tables

list instructional strategies for achieving objectives according to

primary; supportive; and/or alternative instructional plans. The use

of these categories permits professional judgment to prevail in the

beleccion of an "optimum" plan. Note chat the primaIT,suppo-ccing and

alternative methods are reported in columns 3; 4; and 5 in TableS 1-6.

For example; the instructional objectives specified in column: I can be

achieved via the activities in column 2; The primary instructional

method recommended is reported in column 3; followed by a supportive

plan (column 4). Should the instructional strategies suggested as

primary and supportive -not be Possible within a particular institution,

an alternative method is recommended in column 5. Depending upon a
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number of factors at the institution, e.g.; faculty; budget; physical

space and student number; professional judgment ultimately enters the

decision-ma:ing process.

Further; the listing of objectives; instructional activities; and

scrategies is a synthesis of though; ideas; and objective develop-

ment and analysis as a result of the consortium study; The specific

selection of objectives; activities; and instructional strategies. is

based upon a comparative analysis of plans within each discipline

(Medicine, Dentistry; and Nursing).

The discipline - specific.' work sheets were forwarded to the con-

sortium members. The consortium members were instructed to:

1) review the sting of objectives and activities; 2) review the

dzscription :he strategies; 3) according to the directionsj'dn-

tertine which strategy would best accomplish the objectives arid acti-

The only criteria used at this point was congruence- the degree

Of fit between the objective and the strategy; That is; for an

objective which demands some degree of personal interaction; such as

role playingj demonstrating a skill; or asking for classification; a

strategy which best permits the activity to be learned would have to

be chosen.

Upon receipt of the consortium work sheetsithe project staff gen-

erated interater reliability coefficients for each objective by

discipline. This step was necessary in order to determine the degree

of agreement among each of the raters within the d7rscipIines. High
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coefficients would provide greater confidence in the choice of pri-

mary and secondary strategies. To accomplish this, the choices made

by the consortium members were weighted. The primary choice re-

ceived a weight of 2; the supportive and alternate choices were

'assigned a value of one each.

It was decided to weight the primary choice greater because of

its clear intent. The supportive and alternative choices could

ultimately combine in value, to provide the project with a clear

second choice; Ic was anticipated that the consortium members

would show relatively strong agreement in their selection or stra-

tegies; =refer to Appeudi:: p for the Interater Reliability Coefficients.

PHASE- a---IDENTIFICATION OF OPTIMAL PLAN

Once alternative strategies were identified* other criteria be-

came operational in selecting the optiMal single strategy for meet-

ing the objectives.

The criteria selected f.Dr assessing the alternatiVe strategies

wet (:1) t:i.me necessary for the development of materialalmeL:lods,

(b) costs involved in the development of materials/methods, (c) time

to be utilized in training, .(d) estimation of success in meeting the

obj'ectives, (e; units of equipment needed, and (f) evaluation poten-
.

tial.

Values were assigned to each criteria, corresponding to a three

level range -- high, med::.um. and low. The valUes (by criteria) are

found in Figure 10. The values are approximations of actual develop-

ment time in weeks, costs* time utilized by the consumer, success

rate* and equipment needs. Figure 11 presents the sample work sheet



FIGURE 10

SELECTED CRITERIA USED FOR

COMPARATIVE ATE X;SIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

C R_I I_E R I A

C

Development
Time (veeks)

Cost For
Develovment_$

>150

Time
lJrllized- (tire

-POSt Test
Performance
( SuccessY%

>75

Uinta of
liquipinent

>5

Evaluation
PotOntial *

I
2 -8 50-150 2-4 50 -75 3-5

11

U

0
<5 k2 <50 a

*Defined i h = limited & product ceedback
b moderate process & product feedback
c maximal process & product feedback

Personnel or travel costs are not included; The assumption has been made that necessary
professional staff are availabiefor strategy development and impleMentatiOn.



FIGURE 11

CoMPARAT/VE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

Discipline Medicine

C

I

R

A

Strategy

Key

Development

Time

Cosi for

Dev:!,criaent

Twe
utjlizA

Post Iet

Performance

Units of

Equipment

Evaluation

Potential *

Priority_ 1 Objective 1 10

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

D PE PI SA T COM

Key:

p primary

s . secondary

L = Lecture

C . Conference

D = Demonstration

PE = Performance Exercise

PI . Programmed Instruction

SA . Study Assignment

T = Tutoring

COM = Combination Instruction

Evaluation Potential

a - limited process aud

product feedba2k

b = moderate prot!ess and

product feedback

c . maximal process and

product feedback

H = High

M Medlin

L . Low
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for evaluating the objectives /strategies according to these criteria.

appendix la, reports by discipline and objectives; Comparative Analysis

of Instructional Strategies Based Upon Selecjted r:riteria.

Each objective and its accompanying activities were entered into

the area provided and assessed according to selected criteria in de-

termining an optimal instructional strategy. The first row called

for a listing of alternative. strategies as primary and secondary.

most cases, three or more, strategies could be identified as being

optimal.
0-,

Once the optimal strategies were entered the matrix using

the five criteria, decisions about the strategies were made by the
rt

project staff. The modified Delphi procedure was employed to arrive

at consensus by the consortium members. These individuals were asked

to review the project staffs' deCisions. If they disagreed with the

decisions made, the consortium. Members were asked to alter the work

sheet accordingly. Obviously agreement resulted in no change in the

work sheet; Responses were returned to the project staff for final

determination.

Based on interater reliability Coefiicier. primary and secondary

strategies were identified. In some eases, no clear preference was

identified for a primary strategy. These were identified by low

interater reliability values. In those cases, the project directors

made the decision pertaining to primary and secondary choices; The

consortium's assessment of teaching strategies by the five (5) criteria

appears in Appendix G.



Tables 7; 8; and 9 cluster specific ObjectiVes under primary and

secondary instructional strategies. A Study of these tables shows pre-

ferred teaching (learning) styles within each discipline.

Medicine shows a preference for Conferance(C) and Demonstraticn(D)

methods: Dentistry shows a preference for LectUring(L); and Nursing

indicates a preference fw7 Conference and Study Assignment SA as an

instructional strategy.

Table 10, presents these data according to clusters od.: objectives

to be achieved under selected strategies. The listing provides for the

reader a selection of objective§ that can be accomplished independently

or collectively when the instructional strategy is used.
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TABLE 7

SUMMARY TA11LE:r_TAIn1-04.-01LINST1tUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE BY PRIORITY Rant BY TEACHINO STRATEGY

11EDICHE

PRIORITY I

PE PI SA COM

1,6 8;10,

11,12

13;15

17;20

2,3;

4,5,

7;9;

11;147

16,18-

19,21

5,8,

i1; l=

16

1,2,

6:s;

7_,9i_

14,16

19,21

1J6, 3,4,

1ii-.11_ 7i9;

15;11,14:5,

20 11,18,

20

.,

12,13 8,10 10,19

PRIORITY II

PE PI SA COM

1,2,

10

5,1,

MI
10,11,15,15,

2,13,17,21,

18,19,22,26,

20,2,21,28

23i24,

25,28

3,4,

6,14,

, ,

8d,
14

1 2

3,6,

14,15,11,12

'1,26,13,18

27

1,2,

5,7,

14,23,19,20,

24,25

3,10,

1,12,

15,16,

17,18,

01,22,

f4a5,

17,28

12 5,17 9,13,

20
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TABLE R

SUMHARY TALE: TABULATION-01I401RUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE BY PRIORITY RATING BY TEACHING STRATEGY

- DENTISTRY

PRIORITY I

PE PI SA COM

1,2,

3,5,

7,8,

1,12,

13

4 3

14

2,5,

9;10

9

10 1,2;

3i5-

7,8,

10;11;

12

4,13,

14

1,4;

5-,4-,

11;14

3 7,8,

0

P

PRIORITY II

PE PI SA COM

6,7, 12

8,9,

10

11

1,4, 4,5 3,5, i

12 7,8,

11
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TABLE 9

SUMMARY TABLE: TABULATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE BY PRIORITY RAMC BY TrACHING STRATEGY

NURSING -

PRIORITY_I

CON-

,3 4;5;

6,7,

9,12,

13,15

17

10,11 2,4,

14,16 P,12,

13,14

15

1.3, 16 2,5,

6,7,

13

S

PRIORITY II

PE PI SA CON

2,7, 2 3,5, 4,6,

8,11, 9,10, 19

14,15 11,12

17,19 13,16

21 18.90

15,16,1,3, 1,4, 2,3;

21 4,5, 6,14, 7,8,

6,9, 15 9,10,

10,12 11;12,

13,18 13,16

20 17;20,

21
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TABLE 10

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES CLUSTERED ACCORDING TO SELECTED STRATEGIES
IN

MEDICINE, DENTISTRY AND NURSING

DISCIPLINE: MEDIJINE (Priority I)

Rrimary Instructional Strategy: Lecture

Objectives:

1. To explain to students what they are expected to
learn from the instruction presented.

6. To present material in a clear, logical, and
organized manner.

Prinary Instructional Strategy: Conference

ObjeCtiVeS:

8. To inform students of evaluatzon criteria for
measuring pc:rformance.

10. To_dak students for data
references to suppc:t opinionsiconcIusions.

11. To prepare for class and student sessions;

12. To 'provide meaningful and p..:curate estimates of
Student performance for evaluation, promotion and/or
review committees on a regular basis.

13. To recognize students' educational problems.

15. To correct mistakes in a positive and constructive way.

17. To ask students about difficulties on service.

'20. To convey a willingness to learn from students;



TABLE-1-0-

(Page 2)

Primary Instructionai_Sttategy: Demonstration

Objectives:

2; To review and criticize the presentation of a
guest lecturer;

3; To instruct haw to structure a consultation
request to elicit specific information.

4. Describe how one tight interact with patients of
different age, sex, socioecor-itic or ethnic backgrounds.

5; To instruct students on how to select-and utilii4
consultants effactively.

7; To calmly organize and control a chaotic
clinical situation.

To encourage and irovide student opportunities to
teach.

11. To prepare for class and student sessions.

14. To provide fteauent feedbark carttrionr

16. To outline component parts of a compler topic or
procedure.

18. To provide consistency it the critique of student
performance.

19; To provide time for discussion with indiVidual students.

21; To convey respect for other specialties, disciplines,
and professions;

Secondary Instructional_Strategy: Lecture

Objectives:

5. To instruct students on how to select and utilize
consultants effectively.

8; To inform students.of evaluation criteria for
measuring performance.

75
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Secondary Ins tructional_Stratwgy: Lecture (cOntinued)

11; To prepare for class and student sessions.

'13; To recognize students' educational,problems.

16; To outline component parts of a complex
topic or procedure.

Secondary Conference

1. To explain to students what they are expected
to learn from the instruction presented.

2. To review and criticize the presentation of a
guest lecturer.

4; Describe haw one tight interact_with patients of
different age, sex, socioeconomic or ethnic backgrounds.

To instruct students on how to select and utilize
consultants effectively.

To calmly organize and control a dhaotic clinical
situatioa.

9. To encourage and provide student opportunities to teach.

14. To provide frequent feedback on student performance.

16 To outline component parts of a complex topic or procedure.

19 To provide time for discussion with indiVidual students.

21. To convey respect for other specialties, disciplines,
and professions.

SecondaryInatructional-Strategy: Demonstration

1. To explain to students what they are expected to learn
from the instruc'ron presented.

6. To present niaterial in a clear, logical, and
organized manner.

76
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Secondary Instructional Strategy: Demonstration (continuPd)

10. To ask students for data and/or literature references
to support opinions,conclusions.

13. To recognize students' educational problems;

15. correct mistakes in a positive and constructive
way.

17. To ask,students about difficulties on service.

20. To convey a willingnesr.; to learn from students.

Secondary Instructional Strategy: Performance exercise

3. To instruct hoc: to structure a consultation request
to elicii soecific information;

4. Describe how one migtxt interact with patients of
different age; sex; socioeconomic or ethnic backgrounds.

7. To calmly organize and control a chaotic clinical situation.

9. To encourage and provide student opportunities to teach.

14. To provide frequent feedback on student performance;

13. To correct mistakes in a positive and constructive way;

17. To ask students about difficulties an service;

18. To provide consistency in the critique of student
performance;

20. To convey a willingness to learn from students;

Secondary Instructional Strategy: Programmed

12. To provide meaningful and accurate estimates of student
performance ;:or evaluation; promotion and/or review
committees on a regular basis;

13. To recognize students' educational problems.



TABLE 10
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Secondary StudyAssignment

8; To inform students of evaluation criteria for
Measuring performance.

10. to ask students for dataand/br literature
references to suppert opinions, conclusions.

f

1 Strata: Combination Instruction

10. To ask students for data and/or literature
references to support opinions,conclusions.

19. To provide time for discussion with indiVidual
students.

7s
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DISCIPLINE: MEDICINE (Priority II)

Prima
_ns : Lecture:

Objectives:

1. To summarize major points at approprtatt tithes
durlps instruction;

2. To outline problem-solving approaches to the case.

10. To ask for a "problem listing" on the patient.

Primary Instructional Strateg7: Conference

5. To relate educational reading material to a current
patient.

)
7. To stimulate student interest in a specific patient

during case pregilPht.otion.

8. To inform students) of evaluation dtitti& for
'measuring his/her performance.

9. To explain incorrect responses to Questions.

10. To ask for a "problem listing" on patient.

11. To ask student to differentiate between essential
and non-essential data.

12. To .a74 questions which make student use deductive
reasoning.

13. To ask student for successive management steps.

18. To give positive verbal reinforcement cn
clinical performance,

19. To assess and focus on level of student
understanding of topic.

a.a To ask students for feedback and Suggestions
for improving learning experience on the Service.
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Primary Instru

Objectives:

C4indAt-etme-(conttnued)

22. To demonstrate an interest in the students'
efforts to learn.

23. To admit limits of own medical knowledge
and experience.

24. To emphasize promptness for teaching sessions.

25. To provide for student participation in the
instructional process.

28. To encourage students to evaluate critically lab
data, consultant recommendations) etc.

Strategy: Demonstration

3. To check selected elements of student work-up by
interviewing or examining patient in presence of students.

4. To demonstrate specific clinical techniques.

6. To describe now to perform high quality clinical
exam as related to a specil

_
14. To present behavicral, social, family and financial

factors in decisions regarding patient management.

15. To point out student's missed observations.

15. To respond enthusiastically to questions.

17. To encourage students while they are performing procedures.

21. To convey a tolerance for uncertainty in medical problems.

22. To demonstrate an interest in the studenta' efforts to learn.

26. To convey and demonstrate leadership skill as a
professional attribute.

4
27. _To demonstrate critical appraisal of lab data, and

consultant recommendations.

28. To encourage students to evaluate critically lab data
-crii--7_tant recommendations, etc.

so

7
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Secondary Instructional Strategy: Lecture

Objectives:

4. To demOnstrate specific. clinical techniques.

6. To describe how to perfo-m a high quality' clinical
exam as related to a specific case.

8. To inform student(s) of evaluation criteria
for measuring his/her performance.

To explain incorrect response to questions.

14. To present behavioral; social, fatally and financial
faceors in decisions regarding patient Management.

a

Secondary Instructional Strategg: Conference

1. To summarize major points at appropriate times
during instruction.

2. To outline problem-solving approaches to the- case.

3. To check selected elements of student workup by
interviewing or examining patient in presence of students.

6. To describe how to perform a high quality clinical er:am_
as related to a specific case:

14. To present behavioral; social, family and financial
factors in decisions regarding patient management.

15. To point out student's missed observations.

21. To convey a tolerance for uncertainty in medical problems.

26. 'To convey and demonstrate. leadership skill as a
Professional attribute;

27. To demonstrate critical appraisal "f lab data, and
consultant recommendations;

Secondary Instruc :_onal Strategy: Demons-tratiam

1. To summarize major points at appropriate tines during
instruction;
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Seccndary instructional Strarey7 Demonstration

Objectives:

2. To outline problem-solving approaches to the case.

5. To relate educational reading t:erial to a cur:ent
patient.

7. To stimuiLte student interest in a specific patient during
case presentation;

11. To a:k student to rUfferentiate between essenti: nd
non-es aantial data;

12. T ask Questions which make student use deductive
reasoning;

ro ask student for successive mat.agement steps.

Lu. To give positive verbal reinforcement on clinical
perforaance;

19. To assess and focus on level of student understanding
of topic;

23. To :u'init limits of awn medical knowledge and experience.

24. To emphasize promptness for teaching sessions.

25. To provide for student participation in the
instructional rrocess.

Secondary instructional Strategy: PerL--matte-Exercise

3; To check selected elements otstuLt.r'7. work-dp by
interviewing or examining patient in presence of s:udeut.:.

10. To as".< for a "problem listing" on the patient.

11. To ask s..:udent to dizfetentiate between essential
and non-essential data.

12. To ask questions whith Make student use deductive reasoning.

15. To point out student's Missed observations.

16. To respond enthusiastically to questions.
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Secondary Instructiona' -ategy: formanceExiSe (continued;

Objectives:

17; To encourage stue'ent8 while they are performing
procedures;

18. To give positive verbe reinforcement Clinical
performance;

19 To assess and focus on lcAal of Understanding
of topic;

20; To ask students for fedback and suggestions for
improvin learning experience on the service.

"1; To convey a.tolerance for Uri( inty in tedical problems.

22; To demonstrate an interest in the atudentST effOrtS
to learn;

/4; To emphasi: promptness for teething :;eStidts.

To provide for stude:., participation is the
instructio=e1 process.

27: To demcmstr_ze critical appraisal of lab data, add
consultant ;7cotirendations.

28; 70 encourage students to evaluate -critically 1
consultan. - commendations, etc.

Secondary Instr=_tional Strategy: Programmed Instruct-

12; To ask questions which =Ice student use dedUctive
reasoning;

SetOndary Instructioual_S_=ateg: Tutoring

_ _
5; To relate educational reading material to a current

patient:

17 To encourage students they ate performiLg
procedures.



Secona:-. Stratagv:

Objectives:

9; To e:zpiain incorrect responses to questions.

13; lo ask studeLt for successive managenzaL F;t-elJE

20; To ask students for feedback and suggestions for

I

improv:ng Iearnir:g experience on the service
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DISCIPLINE: DENTISTRY (Priority I)

Primary Instzuctional Strategy: Lett-tire

Obj_c-ives:

arima_

L. To ex lain to students' what they .a expected to learn
from the instruction presented.

2. To use audiovisual aids or 2- Amensional aids when
appropriate) in describing tE .sues or concepts L7t
are different.

To sumiTarize the tLlsks that are necessary in orcer to
accomplish the objective(s).

5; To demonstrate of explaining estimates of
expenses to patients.

7. To demonstrate the use or a planned variety or instrctional
activity (e.g., questioning, demonstration, etc.).

To idettifya student's strengths/weaknesses in his
cur..ent skill leve_

11. To provide students with a systesuitic evaluation of their
progress.

12. To summarize important pnints.

13. To plat for ,Ascussion time during instruction.

COnte:'cnce

To establish a time lame rec3ssary for students to
accomplish the ob3ecive(s.

13. To plat for eiscus,Ion time during instruction.

14. TO clOtititiLzate one --ceptiveness to students' problems.

instruct:',Enal uemonstration

To rise ).uoiov 1 af_ 2 oT 3 diner! al a_Lds
pr iptiata) desc techr,ique.2. concepts tna:
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Primary Instructional Strategy: Demonstration (continued)

Obiectives:

5. To d,:.monstrate skill or explaining estimates of
Expenses to patients;

9. To ask students fog positive or negative comments on
suggested techniques (procedures);

To ask students to comment on spec is aed,res
during treatment.

To ask student to participate in learning by
discssing; i.e-; procedures; etc

To ask student to define question =1.ch need to be
asked to acceptably resolve a patient's treatment or
management problems;

To ask students to ilE:dfy strengths and weaknesses
in their own performance;

10. To describe requisite behavior prior to a student
beginning a procedurs

Primary Instructional Strategr E%-et.Se

9; To ask students fur positive cr te.gativ-e comments on suggests.
techniques (procedures);

T- ask students to comment on specific procedures during
LreatIlent;

To ask student to participate in his learning by -..Iscussing,
i.e., procedures, etc.

Isk student to defiitequestions which need to be asked to
acceptably resolve a patient s treatment or management problems.

To ask students to identiii -trengths and weakhe: es in thei.r
own performance.

Secondary Instructional Strategy: Lecture

10. To :lescri'ie requisite beh- prior to a sr T '-nt

,thtedui:e.
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Secondary Instructional -Strategy: L.nference

Object `es:

To explain co students what they are expected to
le--n from the instruction presented.

2. To use audiovisual aids or 2-or 3-dimensional aids (when
appropriate) in describing techniques or concepts that
are different.

3. To summarize the tasks thatare necessary in order
to accomplish the objective(s).

3. To demonstrate skill of explaining estimates. of
expenses to patients.

7. To demonstrate the use of a planned variety of instructional
activit7 (e.g., questioning; demon 7ation, etc.)

3: To iCentify a student's stren;tha/weaknesses in his
current skill level.

10. To describe requisite behavor prier to a student
beginning a prn,...edure.

11. To provide students with a systematic evaluation of
their progress.

12. To summarize important points.

Jcondary instructional StratcEz: Demonstration

4. To estaLlish a time frame necessary for students to
accomplish the objective(s).

13. To plan for discussion time during instrucion.

14. To demonstrate one's perceptiveness to students' problems;

Secc.ndaz_Inacructior Strate!y: PEIrf.Jr..=ce Exercise

1. To explain to students wh,t they are expced
ftor.: t..o instruction presented.

to L.

4. To establish a tine frame necessary for students to
accomplish the o'_-jeczive(s).



Objectives:

TABLE 10
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tional Strategy: Performance r.xercisL (continued)

. To demonstrate skill of explaining estimates of
expenses to patients.

6. To exritoit one's ability to follow up students.

4.4.e Pr.jide s:.idents with a systematic evaluation cf
thei.: progress.

14. To demonstrateone'sperceptiveness to students' probiems.

Secondary fastructional Strategy: Srudv ,=_sc cement

3. To summarize the tasks tlatere necessary La order
to accomplish the object:,ve(s).

-nstructional Strategy. Co6biaation -;strUc:_ion

7. To demonstrate 4se of a plsan:zd v-ariety of instructional
activity (e.g.. q122st-i,-- :..,.monstration, etc.).

To identifya studer
current skill Ievel.

4 4As,c,k-r/P,ssas _71 ! .14.s

). To ask students for posve or negatiVe comments sn
suggested techniques ( procedures).

To ask students to comm
during treatment.

in specif4.c procecItt,es

To ask student to participate in his learning by
discussing, i.e., procedures, etc.

To ask student to defiae quest-Lons which need to be asked
to acceptably resolve a patent's treatment cc managem2nt
probleds.

To ask students to id Ir:if-, strengths and weaknesses in
their own performance.

88
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Primary Inst_r 1 StlatPL: -ecZure

Ohjz:ctivas:

2. Ta clarify patient management problems;

3. To L :,; lain the rationale for a particular treatment
modality.

5. To explain alternate treatment plans to student;

24 imary netridttittal-Strategy: Conference

To demonstrate clinical procedures at a rate of speed
appropriate to the students' needs.

6. To ask student if assistance is needed before beginnias
the procedure.

To ask student co describe course of treatment.

12; To explain practical approaches to the management of
patient problems in ways that are clearly understood
by the student.

Primary Inst_n.pcLi-anal-S-trategy: Demonstration

1. demonstrate the propctr use of instruments and aqt.':

7. To -xplain patient care decisions to students.

Primary_lustruttional Strategy: Perrormance Ex.:Ircise

6. To ask student if assistance if needed before beginning
the procedure.

ask 7tudent to describe course of treatment;

7. To explain patient care decisions to students.

8. To demonstrate ability to actively listen to studet':.

To restate reflect; or clarify student's. explanation.

To demonstrate ability to provide reinfo7zement wizen a
student responds to a question.
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Punarv-Instructional State y: Perf;rmance Exercise (continued)

C53ectiVes:

9. To consult, with students regarding their progress on
procedures.

To demonstrate empathy to students whenapp: ate.

10. TO all6W time for student to express differing opinions;

11. To encourage students to ask questions.

?r, mars, instructional Strategy: Combination Instruction

12. To explain practical approaches to the management of
patient problems in ways that are clearly understood
by t!le student.

Secondar7 Instructional Strategy: Confarence

1. To demonstrate the proper use of instruments and equipment.

2.' T6 Clarify patient management problems.

7. To explain patient care decisions to students.

8. To demonstrate abiity to actively listen to student.

o estare; reflect; or cIarfy students explanation.

To demonstrate to provide reinforcement when a
resperuis to a qm:stion;

9. To consult s:udents regarding their progress on procedures.

To demonstrate empathy to students when appropriate.

10. To allow time for student to a cress differing opinions.

To encourage students to ask questions.

Instructiorial Stratet. Demonstratdon

To demonstrate: clinical-procedures At a rate of speed
appropriate to the students. neees:
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Secondary-InStrtttiOhal Strateav: Demonstration (continued).

Objectives:

6. To ask studer- if ass,
the procedure.

needed before beginning

8. TJ UeMonstrate ability to actively listen to student.

o reatatei:reflecti or .''rift' student's explanation.

demonstrate ability to provide reinforcement when a
tudent responds toa question;

SecotWary-ThStrUttilahal St Itegy: Performance Exercise

1: To detOnstrate the pr-per use Of instruments and equipment.

4. To demonstrate clinical procedures at a rate of speed
ppropriata rn the qtriprirnpp,T-q;

12. :To explain practical approaches to the management of patient
problem in ways that are clearly understood by the student.

SAcondamvItatructional Strategy: Study Assignment

4. To demonstrate clinical procedures at a rate o .speed
appropriate to the students' needs;

5.. To explain alternate treatment plans to student;

Secondary Instructional Strate-7: Combination Instruction

3. TO explain the rationale for a patticuIer treatment modality.

5. To explain alternate treatment plans to student;

To explain patient care decisions to students;

To demonstrate ability to actively listen to stud

TO restate; reflecti or clarify student's explanation.

To demonstrate ability to provide reinforcement whti a Student
responds to a question.

11. encourage students to ask questions;
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DISCIPLINE: NURSING .Pritrit I)

Primary Instruc-tiOnal Strategy: Lecture

Objectives:

1. To select appr-riate teaching aids.

3 To involve agenc,. staff in planning learning experiences.

Primary Instructional- Strafe -v: Conference

4 To assist agency Ft-ff in evaluating learning experiences;

5. To question sLudentz to determine students' understanding
of objecties of the clinical experience.

n

6. IL -,uestion stu,' its to assess students' understanding
the plann4d completed clinical experience in terms
the relationship to the unit being stud'-d_

no assist students in understanding the contributf _s of
other health team members to client care.

9. To- explain relationships between clinical assignment
and educational objectiVes.

12 7o remain objective in student evaluation.

13. To. remziL perceptive to student needs and problems;

7o organize teaching strategies to .:.thieve spe,;Pied goalz

17. To ass: ?t stu&IL:,:: in understanding issues -which affect
thl profession of nursing.

FriMary Instructioual Strategy: 2erformance

10. Tomaiw-ain :or repotting aae discussiag ctudent
pmg.:ess ar'ter (..7ch clinical experiTnce.

11. To obsc!T-,:_ corinition of as3igned to each student
eye to ...1.j.ent-re),and Darriers which may inhibit 3tudent frOm
meeting ir-lineP,Atd instracd.cral obiecttves.

14. To .identify reaI.7.Lic expectations regardin3 s .dent per''ormtnce.

16. To assist students in seek : ;ng client's cotitribut on ;:z
develcr:ing a health care plan;
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Primary Instructional_St_rat: Stthv-ASSightent

Objectives:

2; To demonstrate, with student as observer, cL.ent tE

and assessment (presenting behaviors and history).

4. To assist agency staff in evalhating learning experience.

8; To .help students apply research findings.

12; To remain foljective in student evaluation.

13; To remain -!rceptive to student needs_and problems.

1.
14; To idetit, realistic expectations regard rig

student .47formance.

35; To or &- ze teaching strategies to achieve specified goals.

.

Secondat Iusttnc_r_ Lecture

4. To asst;t agetcl, star: in evaluating learning experienc._s;

5; To -cluim eudents to_deterMine students' understanding
of ob:,eives of the clinical experience.

7; To assist students in- understanding the contributions of
other te: matbersth client care.

9; To explain relationships between clinical assig.ment and
educational objeozives.

17. To assist studeits in understanding issues which affect
the profession of :cursing.

,:ondar.7-1.hs-t/tOttohalStr&tie,Vv: Conference

1. To select appropriate teaching aids.

3; To involve agency staff in planning learning experiences.

8. To help stunts apply research findings.

Sinothatms-truckonal Strategy: Demonstration

16. To assist stUdeatr in seeking client's contributirn
developing a health care plan.
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Secondary Instructional Stratev:

Objectives:

Performance Exercise

2. To_demonstratei with student as observer; client teaching
and assessment (presenting behaviors and history).

To question students to determine students' understanding
of obj(-rives of the cIinic:aI experience;

ro qu'un students to assess students' understanding of
'n.liv2d completed clinical experience in terms of the

:elationship to the unit being studied.

7. To assist students in understanding the contributions of
other health team members to client care;

3. To help students apply research findings;

Secondary Instructional Strategy: Study assimment

1. . To select appropriate teaching

5. To question students to dete Lae students' mder5tanding
of objectives of the experience;

5. To questioa students tl assess student'q' anderstanding'.f
the planned corpleted clinical experi-:. a. in term; of the
r,?.7.ationship to the unit being studied;

plain relationshJps be7ween clinical assignment
and educational objectives;

'10.. To maiain notes for reperrins and df.scussing student

-L1-

progress after each clin:kai:exrience.

To observe condivIrsr, -.1;ent ossigned to each student
with an eyt to c d_oarriers which may inhibit
student frc red instructional objectives.

To,,,,ssis students 1-..es which aft : ^t
:,rofession

Secolidar,7 instructional Strategy: Cmantmaticr

13= To remain pciAeptive to student wteds aid
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DISCIPLINE: NURSING (Priority II)

Frimaly Instructional Strategy! Conference

Objectives:

Demonst,a; with student as observe.:-, relationships
with oth ealth team membr

7. To ir..."J. ?lvt agency staff in implementing learning experiences.

3. To provide eyamp: to highlight and clarify content.

11. To question studentE licourage students to identi`V
verbalize their own feelings about the patittit,_hi
condition; and the Care the ,zudent gave the client.

And

14. To sumnarize outcomes of 'learning experiences for studentS.

13. To facilitate commun.:_f:ations oe::ween student, and other
health care profeSsic Ils.

1.7. To -?view with students their ?reparation for
clinical eXperience.

19. To oboerve progress toward meetizg instructional objectives
made by students assigned to "diff-__Lult" clients.

21. To discuss ethical issues of patient care with StidentS,

Primaro: Instructional Strategy,: Demonst,-atiam

2. Demonstrate; with student as observer, relationships
with other health members;

Primary Instructional Strategy: Performance Exercise

To demonstrate effective clinical nursing technique.

5; To demonstrate nursing care rash

_
.

than tell abOU!: it.

To question students to assess students' ab:;..1:1Ly to iLencify
various client manifestations as examples of particular
physiological or psychological conditions about whicA the
student should know.
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Primary Instructional Strategy: Performance-

Objectives:

10. To question students to detertine_students' knowledge
regarding the acceptable limits of "normalcy" in client
condition.

11. To question students_to_encourage them to identify and
verbalize their on feelings about the patient, his
condition; and-the care the student gave the Client;

12. Tc question students to assess their ability to correctly
interpret laboratory charts or equipment data.

13. To discuss student objectives for clinical care.

16. To maintain a listing of students' learning experiences.

18. To encourage students to consider alternative approaches

to client probleMs.

20. To allow students to select learning experiences within
apprOpriate limits.

Primary Instructional Strategy: Study Assignment

4. To respond succinctly to questions.

6; To select clinical experiences that require students
to use decision-making skills.

19. To observe progress toward meeting instructional objectives
made by students assigned to "difficult" clients.

Se-cmudary_instructionaI strategy: Lecture

15. To facilitate communications between students and
other health care professionals.

16. To maintain a listing of students' learning experiences.-

21. To discuss ethical issues of patient care with students.
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t-ottrue-tional-Strategy: Conference

Objectives:

Todemonstrate,withstudent as observer, interpersonal
relationships with clients..

3. To demonstrate effective clinical nursing techniques.

4. To respond succinctly to questions.

5. To demonstrate nursing care rather than tell about it

6. To select clinical experiences that require students to
use decision-making skills.

9. To question students to assess students' ability to identify
various client manifestations_as examples of particUlar
physiological or psYchOlOgical conditions about which the
student should know. ,

10. Tp question_ students to detertite students' knowledge
regarding the acceptable limits of ".normalcy" in client
condition.

12. To question students to assess their ability to correctly
interpret laboratory charts or equipment data.

13. To discuss student objectives, for clinical care.

13. To encourage students to consider alternative approaches
to client problems.

20. To allow students to select'learning experiences within
appropriate limits.

S-ecov.dary-Ins-tructionak-Strategy: Performance Exercise

Todemonstrate,withstudent as observer, interpersonal
relationships, with clients.

4. To respond succinctly to queistions.

6. Tb st:lect_clinical experiences that requite students to
use decision- making skills.!

14. Tt summarize outcomes of learning-experiences for students.

15. to facilitate communications between students and other
health care professionals.
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Secondary Instructional St lregy: Study Assignment

Objectives:

2. Deinonstrate, with student as observer, relationships
with other health team members.

3. To demonstrate effective clinical nursing techniques.

7. To involve agency staff in implementing learning experiences.

8. To provide examples to highli lit and clarify content.

9; To question students to assess students' ability to identify
various client manifestations as examples or particular
physiological or psychological conditions about which the
student should know.

10; To question students to determine students' knowledge regv.rding
the acceptable limits of "normalcy" in client condition.

11. To question students to encourage students to identify and
verbalize their own Feelings about the patient, his condition,
and the care the student gava the clie.nt.

12. To question students to assess their ab!lity to correctly
interpret laboratory charts or enuipment data.

13. To discuss student objectives for clinical care.

16. To maintain a listing of students' learning experiences.

17. To review with students their preparation fär the clinical
expee.ence.,

20; To allow students to select learning experiences within
appropriate limits;

21. To discuss ethical iSsues of patient care with students.

Secondary Instructional Strategy: Tutoring

8. To. provide examples to highlight and clarify content.
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INTRODUCTION

The establishment of a consortium of five coordinated health

S-.1ience institutions, each administered autonomously, contributed

significantly to the uniqueness in studying clinical teaching be-

haviors
.

and activities. The consortium was equally representative

of colleges (schools) of Medicine, Dentistry, and Nursing. The

objectives of the consortium were:

OBJECTTVE_L: To independently and collectively, generate; assess;

and approve a comprehensive listing of teaching skills, activities

and strategies that represent an apprn-limation of observed and re-

piesentative behaviors in determining the "state of the art" in

clinical science tea,hing.

OBJECTIVE 2: To determine the representation of schools to be in-

cluded in the assessment of the "state of the art" according to

specific criteria a) geographic location, b) size of the student body,

and whether the institution was a public or private school.

OBJECTIVE 3: To review, comment, and approve the analytic descrip-

tion of the "state of the art" of clinical teaching skills and stra-

tegies as performed and/or observed-by clinical- science faculty in

medicine, dentistry, and nursing through student input via Critical

IncidentTechnique reports.
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OBJECTIVE 4: As the "state of the art" data was being analyzed; the

advisory group (consortium members) met; as a study team; to develop

an "expected performance model" description of clinical teaching

Skills and strategies necessary for effactie instruction;

OBJECTIVE 5: Utilititg the "state jf the art" report (National

Survey of Clinical Teaching Skills) and the "expected or ideal per-

rormance model" of clinical science teaching behaviors; consortium

members developed, reviewed, and approved a discrepancy model des-

cribing the differences in skills and strategies between the "state.

of the art" and the "ideal" model.

OBJECTIVE 6: The consortium members collectively recommended plans

for discrepancy resolution by developing behavio-al objectives;

activities, and instructional strategies. Four principal questions

were formulated and addressed in this study on clinical teaching

SkillS.

1. What is the "state of the art" in clinical science teaching

ln MediCind, DentistrY, and Nursing?

2. What constitutes the "ideal" clinical teaching skills model

within each discipline?

3. What specific observable clinical_ teaching practices (acti-

vities and/or instructional strategies) are being utilized

Within and across each discipline that maximizes the students'

achievement of instructional objectives.

4. How are these clinicq teaching skills i.e., activities,

orchestrated to produe primary and secondary (alternative)
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instructional strategies for faculty development activities?

With the preceding four questions in mind, the study progressed

according to six phases:

Phase_1. Organizational planning and preparation for the

development of the National Survey of Clinical Teaching.

IThas_e_LL Modified Delfiitechtique was utilized to assess the

"state of the art". (actual) and development of the expected"

(ideal) teaching model.

Phase III; A discrepancy model was developed based upon the

results of the National Survey;

Rhase_IV; As;_2ssment of "actual" and "ideal" performance

statements in preparation for consortium development of in-

structional objectives and activities with each discipline.

Phase V. In a process that led to the selection of alternative

instructional strategies, based upon congruence as a criterion,

objectives and teaching activities were compared,within each

discipline in preparation of selecting "optimal" teaching

strategies or plans.

Phan Vim. Identification of an optimal" clinical teaching plan

in Medicine, Dentistry, and Nursing.

The following pages of this chapter will be devoted tc reporting

data collection and analyses as a result of the study.

RESULTS

Each of the five institutions participated in observing clinical

teaching with a total of 204 observations reported (Medicine 62,

I oi
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Dentistry 57, Nursing 165). The observations and Critical Incident
o

reports yeilded 816 statements concerning,clinical'teaching behaviors

(Medicine 3n; Dentistry 307; Nursing 270). After initial editing

the lists were reduced as follows: Medicine 256; Dentistry 210, and

Nursing 187. The lists were then submitted to the consortium for

their respons7; The task of item reduction-occurred at theit insti-

tutions prior to the first consortium meeting in Colurhus. The

edited listing included 191 items for Medicinei 156 items for Dentistry,

and 135 items for Nursing; The items were placed on_a grid so that it

was possible to identify the statements origin and other relevant in-

foLwation.

For each of the three disciplines the following locales or settings

were identified. In addition; the number of statements relative to that

locale or setting are provide;. Since the statements reflect actively

in one or more settingS or locaies the nuMbers of statements for all

settings and locales, excede the total number of statements.

Medicine 'Teaching-Sites Number of Statements

In Patient Attending Rounds 103

Out Patient. Clinic 48 ,

Lecture 104'

Grand Rounds

Case Conference

Emergency Room

Mortality Conference

Patient Rounds

86

8

151
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Medicine Teaching Sites

Hospital Office

Teaching Laboratory

Fourth Yea,: Surgery

Third Year Medicine

Radiology SerVice

Family Medicine 'Services (first year resident)

Oral Examination one -on -one

Internal Medicine (first year resident)

Number of Statements

2

14

27

10

9-

11

9 .

Dentistry Teaching Sites Number of Statements

Clinic Laboratory 41

General Laboratory '21

Lecture Room 16

Fourth Year Pediatric Dentistry Clinic 42

Fourth Year Restorative Clinic 64

Third Year Restorative Clinic 50

Fourth Year Oral Surgery Clinic 12

Second Year Endodontics Clinic 15

Second Year Periodontics Clinic 14

Fourt4=Year Periodontics Clinic 43

Fourth Year Oral Diagnosis Clinic 36

AdMissions Clinic 5

Dental Auxilliary Utilizaties Clini6

CoMprehensive Patient Care Clinic 11



Dentistry Teaching Sites

Removable Prosthetics Cliaic 35

Patient Operating= -37

Clinic Cbnference Room lg

Hailway in Clinic Area 5

Number of-Satements

Nursing Teaching Sites Number-o-f-StatamervtIS

Nursing Station 18

Nurses Conference Room 11

Hallway of Nursing Unit 11

Individual Patient 27

Medication Room 4

Conference Room (t_=inical) 43

Pediatric Clinic 14

Acute Care Unit 33

,Primary tare Clini 16

Primary Care - HMIS

Physical Therapy Unit

Center for Handicapped Children (bedside)

Center for Handicapped Children (classioom)

Home - Community

4

These statements were derived from 'direct observation of

faculty; The distribution of f culty by discipline§ years in teaching,

and academic tank; and student lvel taught; are reported is Figure .: 12,

11, and,14,
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FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13

YEARS IN TEACHING BY FACULTY IN MEDICINE, DENTISTRY & NUSRING

(Obsetved Clinical Teaching Faculty)
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,FIGURE 14

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF STUDENTS TAUGHT IN
MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, AND NURSING

, NUMBERS OF TEACHING FACULTY

PROFESSIONAL

LEVEL TAUGHT

1

Medicine

1,147

Dentistry

N.T.44 ;

Nursing

N'22

-First 4 I

* ,

Second 4 1

Third 15 13 it

Third & Fourth 15 -0- -O-
.

Fonrth (Clinics) 13 23 5

Observations of clinical skills teaching were obtained prom a

wide range -of experiences and from varied situations. The academic

ranks are well distributed in the three professions. Given a good

distribution in rank, there was found a wide diveristy of the years the

cIinical!.etacher taught. Dentistry's range was one Month to thirty

years as a dental educator with a mean of 8 'jean; Medicine posted a

rang* of I to 30 years with a mean of approximately 10 years. Nursing

educator's range as teacher's was 1 to 17 years w± h a mean of 7 years

in Nursing Education.

Observations focused on the "clinical" years in the students'

education and the third'arid fourth year students where students ex-7-

perience more direct patient care. The identification of settings per-

mitted the sta: make decisions concerning the survey instrument;

107
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MEDICINE

'Surveys were returned by 256 medical school faculty (return

rate = 83.9%). Of this number, 15 (or 5.8%) were eliminated from the

-.-
study because of D% or more missing data. No patterns were noted in

theS6 15 Surveys or in the missing data in the remaining surveys.

Therefore, no further inspection concerning,missing data was conducted.

Refer to Appendix-Ai. Survey Return Data: Medicine; Dentistry; and

NUraing.

Data on the respondent information sheet was collected to provide

a description of the subjects responding to the survey; This descrip-,

tive data helps to verify the representativeness of the sample. Appendix

I. Summarizes this data'for the five areas; academic rank, academic

time commitment, percentage of time given to clinical instruction,

clinical teaching experience, and activities participated in to improve

teaching skills.

Few respondents were instructors:'there were nearly one-third each

at the assistant professor, associate ,professor, and professor levels..

Of the faculty, 77% indicated an academic commitment of 4 days or mare

per week with slightly less than half of this time devoted to clinical

instruction. Only 5% had less than 2 years clinical teaching experience

While 73% had more than 5 years of such experience. Approximately

70% had participated, during the past 3 years; in the activities of

workshops or seminars, professional meetings; and reading educational

journals for the specific purpose of improving their teaching skills.

However, during this same time; only a little more than one in four



faculty members had taken formal course work in the area of teaching

SkillS.

In addition to these frequency distributions, the descriptive

data was crosstabbed with the stratification variables (type of

support, geographic region, and size) to determine if there were

systematic differences due to these variables. Tables for the analyses

which indicated significant differences are given in Appendix J.

Several differences are associated with type of support.

greater percentage, 77% to 60%, of public school faculty have a

`full-time (5 days per week) academic time commitment. 'Faculty

from public schools are more likely to attend workshops. Two

differences are related to geographic region. The western

schools have a greater percentage of full-time faculty, but

since the western region had only 40 responses and the probe-

bility level is borderline (p .046), this result should be

interpreted with caution. The faculty from eastern schools have

more clinical teaching experience with over 80% having more than

5 years experience. No differences were found which were related

to size ofe,schools.

Each faculty member was asked to indicate the type of teach-

ing encounter that best typified his/her clinical teaching. The

encounters with percentage responses are small group seminars

(31%), patient rounds (26%), case presentations with students

(17%), one-to-one interactions with students (16%), and lectur-

ing to students (10%). Crossing these.frequencies with the



descriptive variables identified one difference. A greater

percentage of full-time faculty indicated one-to-one interactions

as their teaching encounter while a greater percentage of part-

time faculty indicated lecturing as their teaching encounter.

Since many of the analyses for the survey proper were to

oe multivariate; it was necessary that the 231 retained surveys

have a valid response for each item on both the actual and the

ideal scales. Subjects seem to have occasionally overlooked a

response such as the last item on a page or at the end of a

section. The mean response of all inon-missing va_ les was calcu-

lated for each item and all missing responses were filled in

with the integer value closest to the mean response for that

item. This allowed retention of all but the previously elimi-

nated 14 surveys and yet is a conservative approaCh in relation

to the statistical analyses to follow. In all, only0.25%-of

the total data points were,filled in by this manner.

Factor analyses were performed to validate the predetermined

subscales of the survey and/or identify other subscales. One

analysis was conducted on the 'actuaIiscale and a parallel

analysis on the'idearacale. For both scales; most of the item

inter-correlations were moderate;' 80-857. were in the .10 to .39

range. A frequency distribution of these inter- correlations is

given in Appendix K Varying numbers of factors were inspec-

ted following orthogonal rotations, but with the moderate inter-

correlations; no clear-cut solution emerged; In fact; most items
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loaded rather high on a one-factor solution; these loadings are

given in Appendix K On the actual scale; 95% of the items

had loadings of ;3 or better and almost 60% had loadings above

.5. On ale ideal scale; 99% had loadings of ;3 or better while

70% met or exceeded the ;5 loading value; For both scales; any

factpr,beyond the first explained about 5% or less of the

variance;

As with dentistry; there seemed to be one general factor

but no statistical verification of specific subscales; Again

it was decided to retain the original item groupings; as had

been previously determined by the consortium's content analyses;

for use in the next step;

To describe the state of the art; means and standard

deviations were calculated for each of the 76 items on the

actualuscale; Results are given .n Appendix L The mean

of the 76 item means is 2.45 which is slightly below the Mid-

point (2;5) of the "often" (2.0) and the "sometimes"- (3;0)

categories; Thus the items as a whole seem to reflect current

teaching practices in medicine.

Item #4; "review and criticize the presentation of a guest

lecturer;" had a mean of"3;95 indicating that it was not done

very often. Five other items have means between 3;0 and 3;5

indicating that they are prpbably done less than 50% of the

time; Four of these items are in the presentation and pro-

viding skills while the fifth was a questioning skill;
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Before beginning the development of the discrepancy model;

analyses were performed CO determine if any of the stratifi-

cation variables were related to the items on either the actual

or the ideal scales. For each of the four skill groupings; 3

one-way MANOVA's were performed using, in turn, each of the

Stratification variables as a factor. Multivariate analyses

were employed as one means to partially protect the overall

type I error rate,

only 3 of the multivariate F's were significant out of 24.

In addition,'only seven items accounted for these differences;

Results are given in Appendix M . The number of differences

is small and, other than the fact that four of the differences

are associated with size of school and came from the ideal

;
scale of the first skill grouping, no patterns emerged. These

analyses indicated that responses to the survey items were

siMilar across all levels of the stratification variables;

Hence it was deemed unnecessary-to consider these variables

fUrther in the development of the discrepancy model;

Means and standard deviations for each item on the ideal

scale are reported in AppendiX L; beside the previously

mentioned data for the actual scale. The mean of the 76 ideal

item means is 1.65 indicating that respondents feel that the

survey reflects skills that should be utilized often to almost

always in clinical instruction. Every item except one (again

item #4) had a mean below 2.5 suggesting that the utilization

I
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level should be at least 65% of the time. For each item, the

ideal mean is lower than the actual mean, indicating that the

skill should be utilized-more than it presently is. Matched

t-tests verified that-each of these actual-ideal differences

was significant (p4C.001). In addition, the correlation of the

76 actual means with the ideal means is ;72;

One "discrepancy model" then is that utilization is

significantly less than ideal for each skill. For a more

practical approach, in terms of time and financial constraints,

a method was needed to identify the skills in greatest need of

improvement. A Simple rank order of the differences was not

totally acceptable since it depends heavily on the scale

positions from which they were derived. Thus a 3-dimensional

analysis was devised. The mean,difference was .80 with a

standard deviation of .27. All items with differences more

than half a standard deviation above the mean difference

[.80 112 .(.27) = .93] were classified as high difference

items: items more than half a standard deviation below the

mean were classified as low difference items. On the actual

and ideal scales items were classified as high (1.00 - 1.99)i

medium (2.00 - 2.99)i and low (3.00 - 3.99). Thus each item-

fell.into one cell of a 3 x 3 x 3 grid. Results are given in

Appendix N .

An item was called Priority l'if its actual classification

was lower then its ideal classification and it was a high



difference item; similarly for Priority 2.except medium differ-

ence and fdr Priority 3 except low difference. Items with the

same actual and ideal classification were given the lowest rating,

Priority 0, regardless of the difference- classification.

Appendix .0. gives the percent of items in each priority by

c.
_ .

each skill grouping. Many of the questioning skills items

received lo wjp riorities indicating the faculty felt less or

a discrepancy between actual and ideal in this grouping. Con-

versely many of the attending skills items received high

priorities indicating this grouping was felt to have the great-

est discrepancy between actual and ideal;
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DENTISTRY

_Of the 219 surveys returned from the dental faculty, 4 were not

usable 6 (or 2.7% of the total) were eliminated from further analyses

due to missing responses on 5% or more of the items. For the remaining

209 surveys, missing responses were identified to check for patterns

that might select certain items on either the actual or ideal scald

that were often left blank. No such patterns were identified. Since

the visual inspection revealed no cause for concern and since the number

of surveys eliminated was small, no statistical comparisons were made

surveys eliminated to surveys retained. Refer to Appendix H. Survey

Return Data: Medicine, Dentistry, and Nursing.

Data on the respondent information sheet was collected to provide

a description of the subjects responding to the survey. This descriptive

data helps to verify the representativeness of the sample. Appendix

summarizes this data for the 5 areas; academic rank, academic time commit-

meat, percentage of time given to clinical instruction, clinical teaching

experience and activities participated in to improve teaching skills;

Acadetic rank was rather evenly split among professor, associate

professor and assistant professor with only 8% at the instructor level.
a

Most of the faculty (86%) indicated an academic commitment of 4 days

or more per week with better than half of this time devoted to clinical

instruction. Only 3% had less than 2 years clinical teaching experience

While 70% had more than 5 years of such experience. Approximately

90% had participated, during the past 3 .years, in the activities

of workshops or seminars, professional meetings, and reading educa-

tional journals for the specific purpose Of improving their teaching



skills. However during this same time, only a little more than one

in three faculty members had taken formal course work in the area of

teaching skills.

In addition to these frequency distributions, the descriptive data

was crosstabbed with the stratification variables (type of support,

geographic region, and size) to determine if there were systematic

differences iue to these variables. Tables for the analYSes Which

indicated significant differences are given in Appendix JJ.

Thq only difference associated with type of support was that

priviate schools use More part-time (less than 4 days) clinical faculty.

There were no differences related to geographic region. Several diff-

erences were related to size of school. Larger schools have a more

senior faculty (in terms of academic rank) and a faculty with more

clinical teaching experience. While most. faculty of both larger

schools (95%) and smaller schools (83%) attend professional meetings

to improve teaching skills, the percentage is significantly higher for

the larger schools. Exactly the same percentages hold for reading

educational journals.

Each faculty member was asked to indicate the type of teaching

encounter that best typified his/her clinical teaching. The encoun-

ters with percentage responses are one-to-one with student and

patient in operatory (68%), atiident groups on clinic floor (15Z);

oneto-one with student (10X), and lecture setting as adjunct to

tlinic experience (7%). Analyses of this variable, type of encounter,

with'the deScriptive variables indicated no significant differences.

I I, 6
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Since many of the analyses for the survey proper were to be

cultivariate, it was necessary that the 209 retained surveys have a

valid response for each item on both the actual and the ideal scales.

Subjq.cts seem to have occasionally overlooked a response such as the

last item on a page or at the end of a section. The mean response of

all non-missing values was, calculated for each item and all missing

responses were filled in with the integer-Value closest to th,2 mean

response for that item. This allowed retention of all but de pre-

viously eliminated 6 surveys and yet is a conservative approach in

relation to the statistical analyses to follow; In all; only 0;36%,

of the total data points were filled in by this manner;

Factor analyses were performed to validate the predetermined

subscales of the survey an r identify other subscales; One

analysis was conducted on the actual scale and a parallel analysis

on the ideal scale; For both scales; most of the item inter- correla-

tions were moderate; about 85% were in the .10 to .39 range;

frequency distribution of these inter-correlations is given in

Appendix -KK. Varying numbers of factors were inspected following

orthogonal rotations, but-with the moderate inter-correlations, no

clear-cut solution emerged. In fact most items loaded rather high

on a one- factor solution; these loadings are given in Appendix I.

From the actual scale, all items had /oadings of .3 or better and

75% had loadings above ;5; From the ideal scale, 97% had loadings

above ;3 and 39Z had loadings above ;5; For both scalesi any factor

beyond the fi5st explained 5% or less of the" variance.`'
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Thus there seemed to be one general factor but no statistical

verification' of specific subscales. It was decide& to retain the

original item groupings; as had been previously deterMined by the

consortium's content analyses; for use in the next step.

To describe the state of the art; means and standard deviatiuns

were calculated for each of the 63 It on the actual ocale. Re-

sults are given in Appendix LI; Tha mean of the 61 item means is

2.40 which is slightly below the_ midpoint (2.5) of the "often" (l.0),

and the "sometimes" (3.0) categortes. Thus the items as a whole

seem to reflect current teaching practices.

Only oue item; /17 - demonitrate skill of xplaining estimates

of expensei to patients; has a mean greater than3.3 which signifies

that it is not done very often. Six other items have means between

3.0 and 3.5-indicating that they are 'probably done less than 50% Of

the time; Of theseseven items; three are in the first grouping

(presentation and providing skilIs).and the other four are in the

second grouping (questioning skills).

Before beginning the development of the discrepancy model;

analyses were performed to determine if any of the'strattfication

variables were related to the items on either the actuel 'or the ideal

scales; For each of the four skill groupings, 3 one-way MAVOVA'a

were pel:formed using; to turn; each of the stratification variable::

as actor. Multivariate analyses were employed as One means to

partially protect the overall type I error rate.

118



Only,4 of the multivriate F's were significant out of 24. In

addition only six items accounted for these differences. With the

small number of differences, no patterns were evident otherwthan

that all of the differences were on the actual scale. These analyses

indicated that responses to4the,survey items were similar across all

levels of the stratification variables. Hence it was deemed un-

necessary to consider these variables further in the development of

the discrepancy model.

Means and standard deviations for each item on the ideal scale

are reported in Appendix beside the previously mentioned data for

the actual scale. The mean of the 61 ideal item means is 1.65 in-

dicating that respondents feel that the survey reflects skills that

should be utilized "often to almost always" in clinical instruction.

Every mean was below 2.5 indicating that every skill should be Used

at least 65% of the time. For each item, the ideal mean is lower

than the actual mean, indicating that the skill should be utilized

more than it presently is. Matched t-tests verified that each of

these actual-ideal differences was significant (p c.001). In addi-

tion; the clrrelation 61 actual item means with the ideal mihms is .87.

One "discrepancy model" then is that utilization is signifi-

cantly less than ideal for each skill; For a more practical approadh,

in terms of time and financial -constraints, a method was needed to

identify the skills in greatest need of improvement. A simple rank

order of the differences was not totally acceptable-since it depends

heavily on the scale positions from which they were derived. ,Thus a

3-dimensional analysis was devised. The mean difference was .75 with

119
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a standard deviation of ;25. All items with differenceS more than

'half a standard deviation above the mean differphc'e (.75 + 1/2 [.25] .88)

were classified as high ,difference items; items more than half a standard

deviation below the mean were classified as low difference items. On

the actual and ideal scales 'items were classified as high (1.00=1.99)

medium (2.00-2.99)i and low (3.00-3.99). Thus each item fell into one

cell of a 3x3x3 grid. Results are given in Appendix NN.

An item .as called Priority 1 if its actual classification was lower

thit its ideal classification and it was a high difference item;

aimilarly for Priority 2 except medium difference and for Priority 3

except low difference. Items with the same actual and ideal classifi-

cation were given the lowest rating, .Priority 0, regaT:dless of the

difference classification. Appendix 00. gives the percent of items in

each priority by each skill grouping. ; Significantly more of the items -

from skill grouping D (teaching styles/attitudes) received ldw priori-

ties; This indicates the respondents felt that actual teaching skills

more nearly reached ideal levels in this area than in the other three.

The remainder of the project focused on the Priority 1 and Priority 2

items.

12
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NURSING

Of.the 672 surveys.returned from the nursing faculty; 25 (or

3.6% of the total) were eliminated from further analyses due to

Missing reisponses on 5% or more of the items. For the remaining

647 surveys, Missing responses were checked for patterns that might

identify certain items on either the actual or ideal scalevtnat were

often left blank. No such patterns were identified. Since the visual

inspection revealed no cause for Concern and since the number of

surveys eliminated was small, no statistical comparisons were made

of surveys eliminated to surveys retained. Refer to Appendix H.,

Survey Returnt Data: Medicine, Dentistry, and Nursing.

Data on the respondent inforplat ion sheet was collected tc

provide a description of the subjects responding..to the survey.,

_

This descriptive data helps to verify the representativeness-of

_

the sample. Appendix 'jam. summarizes this data for the,five areas;

acdemit rank; acadeMic time crimmitMent, percentage of time given

to clinical ir.2tzuction, clinical teaching experience, and activi-

ties participated in to improve teaching skills;

Almost half of ehe respondents were assistant profess6rs,

one -third were instructors; and about one -fifth were ,sociate

professors; Only 1% were full professors; A full-time-(5 days/

week) academic commitment was indielted7by 84% of the faculty;

- Percentage of time devoted to_dlinicaI instruction centered around

-50%. In terms of clinical teaching,55% had more than five years

experience, 35% had two to fly/Years, and 10% had less than two
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years. A range of 80% to 95% had participated,during the past

three years; in the activities of workshops or seminars, pro-

fessional meetings, and reading educational journals for the

specific purpose of improving their teaching skills; Addition-
.

ally; two-third: had taken fqrmal course work relating specific-

ally to teaching skills.

In addition to these frequency distributions; the descriptive

data was crosstabbed with the stratification'variabIes (type of

support; geographic region; and size) to determine if there were

'systematic differences due to these variables; Tables for the

analyses which indicated significant differences are given in

Appendix JUJ.

Faculty members-from public schools tended to spend a higher

percentage of their time in clinical instruction. Two differences

were related to geographic region; Western school faculties have

a smaller percentage of members at the instructor level. Also;

there is a slight tendency for faculty at western schools to

devote a higher percentage of academic time to clinical instruction

and at eastern schools to devote a smaller percentage; Smaller,.

schools have a more junior faculty-in terms of academic rank.

Each faculty member was asked to indicate the type of teach-

ing encounter that best typified his/her clinical teaching. The

encounters with percentage responses are clinical supervision

(72%); small group seminars (16%); one-to-one conferences with
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students (8%), and lecturing to students (4%). Analyses of this

variable; type of encounter; with the descriptive variables

indicated no important differences;

Since many of the analyses for the survey proper were to be

multivariate; it was necessary that the 647 retained surveys have

a valid response for each item on both the actual and the ideal

scales. Subjects seem to have occasionally overlooked a response

such as the last item oh a page or at the end of a section. The

mean response of all non-missing values was calculated for each

item and all missing responses were filled in with the integer

value closest to the mean response for that item. This allowed

a:.
retention of all but the previously eliminated 24 surveys and

yet is a conservative approach in relation to the statistical

analyses to follow. In an, only 0.33% of the total data points

were filled in by this manner.

Factor analyses were performed to validate the predetermined

subscales of the survey and/or identify other subscales. One

analysis was conducted on the actual scale and a parallel analysis

on the ideal scale. For bath scales, most of the item inter-

correlations were moderate; almost 852 were in the.10 to .39

range. A frequency distribution ofthese inter-correlations is

given in Appendix KKK. Varying numbarg- of factors were inspected

following orthogonal rotations, but with the moderate inter-

correlationl, no -clear-cut solution emerged. In fact most items

le

I"3
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loaded rather high on a one-factor solution; these loadings are

given in Appendix KKK; From the actual scale; all but one item

had loadings of ;3 or better and two-thirds had loadings above

.5; From the ideal scale; 92% had loadings above .3 and 37%

had loadings.above .5. For both -scales, any factor beyond the

first explained about 5% or less of the variance.

Thus there seemed to be one general factor but no sratisti-

cal verification of specific subscales. It was decided to retain

the original item groupings, as had been previously determined

by the consortium's content analyses, for use in the next step.

To describe the state of the art, means and standard

deviations were calculated for each of the 72 items on the actual

scale; Results are given in Appendix LLL. The mean of the 72 item

means is 2;15 which is approaching the 2.0 value associated with

the "often' category; Thus the items as a whole reflect current

teaching practices. Only two of the items, (/16 - involve agen.:y

staff in evaluating learning experiences and #30 - help students

apply research findings, had means above 3 which would indicate

that they are probably done less than half of the time.

Before beginning the development of the discrepancy model,

analyses were performed to determine if any of the stratification

variables were related to the items on either the actual or the

ideal scales. For each of the four skill groupings, 3 one-way

MANOVA's were performed using, in turn, each of the stratifica-

tion variables as a factor. Multivariate analyses were employed
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as one means to partially protect the overall type I.error rate.

Only 2 of the multivariate F's were significant out of 24.

In addition only six items accounted for these differences.

Res.lts are given in Appendix MMM. With the small number of

differences, no patterns were evident other than that 4 of the

items were from presentation and providing skills and the diff-

erences were with respect to geographic location. These analyses

indicated that responses to the survey items were similar across

all levels of the stratification variables; Hence it was deemed

unnecessary to consider theie variables further in the develop-

ment of the discrepancy model.

Means and standard deviations for each item on the ideal

scale are reported in Appendixultbeside the previously mentioned

data for the actual scal . The mean of the 72 ideal item means

is 1.41 indicating that respondents feel that the survey reflects skills

that should be utilized "often to almost always" in clinical

instruction. Every mean was below 2.2 indicating that every

skill should be used more than 65% of.the time. For each item,

the ideal mean is lower than the actual mean, indicating that

the skill should be utilized more than it presently is. Matched

t-tests verified that each of these actual-ideal differences was

significant (p t.001). In addition, the correlation of the 72 actual

item means with the ideal means is .83.

One "discrepancy model" then is that utilization is signifi-

cantly less than ideal for each skill. For a more practical

I 1 )
AvI
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approach; in terms of time and financial constraints; a method

was needed to identify the skills in greatest need of improve-

ment. A simple rank order of the differences was not totally

acceptable since it depends heavily on the scale positions from

which they were derived. Thus a 3- dimensional analysis was

devised. The mean difference was ;74 with a standard deviation

of .23. All items with differences more than half a standard

deviation above the mean difference (.74 + 1/2 j.23] = .85).

were classified as high difference items; items more than half

a standard deviation below the mean were classified as low

difference items. On the actual and ideal scales items were

classified as high (1.00 - 1.99);,medium (2.00 - 2.99)i and

low 03.00 - 3.99). Thus each item fell into one cell of a

3x 3 x 3 grid. Results are given in Appendix NNN.

An item was called Priority 1 if its actual classification

was lower than its ideal classification and it was a high diff-

erence item; similarly for Priority 2 except medium difference

and for Priority 3 except low difference.

actual and ideal classification were given

Items with the same

the lowest rating,

Priority 0, regardless of the difference classification.

Appendix000.gives the percent of items in each priority by each

skill grouping. There is more discrepancy in the actual and

ideal scores on the presentation and providing skills and the

questioning skills than on the attending skills and the teaching
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styles /attitudes. Thus these first two groupings account for

more -of the higher priority items.
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END OF REPORT STATMENT

The preceding pages have presented a description.of the

methodological approach and analytical procedures employed in the

study; This report includes analyses of data according to each

discipline i;e;; Medicine; Dentistry; and Nursing; and have been

incorporated ander the title "Executive Summary of the Final

Report";

A monograph; "The Comprehensive Report;" is currently in"

preparation and will include a summary of the findings; conclu

's=ons; and recommendations;

1 S
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OBSERVATION FORM

M

Academic Level. Specialty

/Discipline Locale/Setting

Description of Setting /Background

31

Inference or Comments
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&PFENDIX B

CRITICAL INCIDENT TECONIQUE FORM



THIS INFORMATION WILL BE HELD IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE. YOU

WILL NOT BE IDENTIFIED WITH IT IN ANY WAY.

CRITICAL INCIDENT TECHNIQUE FORM

The aim of a clinic environment, broadly defined, is to provide
you with a laboratory to develop clinical skills and to prepare
you for entry into your profession. In that sense_it is a
learning environment comprised of teachers; i.e., faculty
assistants, service personnel, peers,,patients, and specified
tasks or activities which you perform.

In an attempt to identify the behaviors that occur -in- clinics
as a teaching environment we are making a study of clinical
teaching effectiveness and believe that_you are in a position
to tell us what effective clinical teachig 5.S:: Effective--teach-

ing is defined as any activity, event, contact, etc--that-heIi*ed
you learn. Therefore, please take a few minuses to respond to
the next series of questions.

Age Year/Month in School

Picture if you will an educator who in your eyes is the best
clinical teacher you have experienced:

1: Describe the setting in which this event occurred (where/when).

What led up to this event (whY);

3: Describe as precisely as possible what the teacher did or
said (what/how);

4i: did this make you feel or act?



Please list the behavior observed in functional terms.

On the grid "setting or locale" check wherein the

behavior occurred.' Multiple checks are possible.

Forward compilation to your Institutional Coordinator.

BEHAVIORAL STATEMENT

SETTING OR LOCALE



APPENDIX C

SURVEY INSTRUMENTS
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OMB 68=S77004
DaceMber 1977

An a4sessment 06 ctinica teaching ski.itA and sttategies in Medicinei thAtiatmi

and Nuksing.

A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL

TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

Dear Clinidal Instructor:

A consortium dif-fiVe institutions; The Ohio State University, the_Medical

College of Virginia, The university of Alabama, The State University of New

York at Buffalo, and The UhiVeriity_Of Washington, has been funded by the

National Library of Medicine td conduct a comprehensive and systematic study

of clinical teaching skills in the health sciences. We received your name from
_

yotr administration in response to our request for_mames of faculty involved

in clinical teaching~ Your response to our survey will be critical to our

success in deveIojAng raI teaching models in medicine, dentistry; and nursing.

We appreciate your time and effort in completing and promptly returning our

survey. In return for your participation, we will include the name of your

institutiOt in all published contract reports and will/provide your institution

with a summary report upon study completion.

"The 4e4eakch upon which thi6 matetia. 4.4 based i4 being p c/Lmed puiusuant tp

Con 04Contact No. NO1==5746 with the Nationat Lth'axy of Medicine, Nationat

Institutes oti Heatth, Depattnent o6 Heatth, Education and Wa6ake."



OMB 68S77004

December 1977

A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL

TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

Contract NO1-NLM-5-4746

Recognizing that clinical teaching occurs in variety of faculty-student

encountersr_we would like you to select one of the folldWing encounters where-

in you spend most of your clinical teaching time. Your responses to -the survey

shoUld be based on that encounter; or example, if you choose "small group_

seminars" as-the encounter, then your responses to the skill statements will

reflect teaching in that area.

CHECK (1) ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

( small group seminars

( ) patient rounds
( ) one -to -one interactions with students

( ) lecturing to students (large or small groups)

( ) case presentations with students

PLEASE RETURN THIS SHEET ALONG WITH THE SURVEY FORM
IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE.

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

3190 GRAVES HALL, 333 W. 10TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210
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A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL
TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

SURVEY COMPLETION

Please respond to all 'statements on the survey by placing a circle around the response number which in your

opinion is closest to:

(1) What the ACTUAL skill use presently /S, and

(2) What the WEAL skill use should be

We request that you go thrugh ths survey twice, responding to the (1) ACTUAL column your first time through and

the (2) IDEAL column during your second reading.

While your responses should represent opinions you have regarding the actual and ideal utiiization of teaching

skills in your discipline or specialty, they do not need to be limited to your own particular setting.

The following numerical interpretations should be used in approximating skill use:

ACTUAL AND IDEAL SKILL USE INTERPRETATION

1 AlmoSt Always Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery_of clinical instruction more than

90%of the time.

2 Often Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction about
65% to 90% of the time;

3 Sometimes Utilization of thu skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction about
35% to 65% of the time.

4 Not Very Often Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction more
than 10% of the time.

5 Almost Never Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction less than

10% of the time;

("usual") commonly or ordinarily used; fOund in ordinary practice or in

the ordinary course of events.

XAMPLE:

IIRECTIONS:

'lease circle, for each statement. one response which approximates actual
kill use and one response which approximates Ideal skill use.

Presentation and Providing Skills

Inform students of objectives of upcoming
learning experience(s)

b. PrOVide examples to highlight and clarify content

c. Direct student to learning resources

Copyright @1977
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ACTUAL
How often do you feel clin-
ical instructors In your

IDEAL
How often do yoU feel Clin-
ical instructors in your
discipline shoukl:

*41

1 2

1 0 3 4 5

1 0 3 4 5

A



DIRECTIONS:

Please circle; for each_ statement, one response which approximates actual
1 use and one response which approximates ideal skill use.

A. Presentation and Providing Skill.

1. Explain to students what they are expected to learn
from the instruction presented

2. Summarize major points at appropriate times during
instruction

3. Take time to check and clarify ambiguous points during
presentation

4. Review and criticize the presentation of a guest lecturer

5. Instruct how to structure a consultation request to
elicit specific information

O. Describe how one-might interact with patients of different
age, sax, socio-economic or ethnic backgrounds

7. Outline problem-solving approaches to the case

8. . Instruct students on how to select and utilize
consultants effectively

J. Provide significance of the laboratory data

10. Explain apparent prognosis

11. Use a "problem listing" in organizing case summary

12. Refer to the research of others

13. Discuss and explain basis of alternative diagnostic
procedures and data with students

14. Discuss and explain basis of alternative therapeutic procedures

15. Discuss laboratory results with resident in presence
of students

18. Check selected elements of student work-up by interviewing
or examining patient in presence of students

17. Demonstrate specific clinical techniques

18. Relate educational reading material to a current patient

19. Give pointers on hoW to perform a good clinical physical
exam as related to specific case

20. Present material in a clear, logical, organized manner

21. Calmly organize and control a chaotic clinical situation

22. Stimulate student interest in a specific patient during
presentation

23. Inform student of evaluation criteria for measuring
his performance

Relate general disease concepts to a specific patient

25. Encourage and provide student opportunities to teach

26. Give reading or work-up assignments prior to
presentation or discussion

I " 9

OMB 68-S77004 December 1977

___ACTUAL___
How often do yosa feel din!
Ica! Instructors In your
discipline:

IDEAL
How often do you feel clin-
ical Instructors in your
discipline should:

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

3 4 5 1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

n,. 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

4 5 1 2 3 4 5

4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 9 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



DIRECTIONS:

Circle, for each statement; one response which approximates actual
.1 use and one respcnse whiCh approximates ideal skill use.

IL Questioning Skills

27. Explain incorrect responses to questions

28. Guide the student to a desired answer through a
series of "hints"

29. Pose contrived questions to increase depth of
discussion or understanding

30. Question students regarding diagnostic tests
appropriate to situation

31. Question students about significance of physical findings

32. Ask for a "problem listing" on the patient

33. Mk for a differential din/loci, by the student

Probe Student responses with further questions

". Mk Student to differentiate between essential and
non-essential data

38. Ask students for data and/or literature references
to support op;nions and/or conclusions

37. Ask students how to manage patients

38. Provide diecuteibri by presenting hypothetical patient problems

39. Ask quittioni Which make atinsent use deductive reasoning

40. Encourage students to think about or state other
diagnostic possibilities

41. Elaborate on student responses

42. Ask student for successive management steps

C. Attending Skills

43. Present behavioral, social, family and financial
factors in decisions regarding patient management

44. Prepare for class and student sessions

45. Point out student's missed observations

48. Provide meaningful and accurate estimates of student
performance for evaluation, promotion and/or review
committees on a regular basis ,

47. Respond to student requests for advice regarding
patient evaluation and management

48. Gill series of hypothetical management complications

Respond enthusiastically to questions

50. Recognize students'. educational problems

51. Encourage students while they are performing procedures'

52. Give positive verbal reinforcement on clinical performance

53. Provide frequent feedback on student performance

14')
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ACTUAL
How often du you feel clin-
ical instructors in your

_ IDEAL
HOw often do you feel clin-
ical InstrUctors In your
discipline MiOuld:

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 i 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5. 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 ,4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



I

bIRECTIONS:

Lase circle, for each statement; one response which approximates actual
I use and one response which approximates Ideal skill use.

Assets current level of student understanding of topic
and gear discussion to that level

55. Correct mistakes in a positive and constructive way

r. Provide a breakdown of complicated topics to more
easily understood terms

57. Ask students about difficulties on service

1stAsk students foi feedback and suggestions for
Improving learning experience on the service

D.. Teaching Sty lea/Attitudes

to9. Convey a tolerance for uncertainty In medical problems

Demonstrate an interest in the students' efforts to learn

Admit limits of own medical knowledge and experience

Encourage students to give information

83. Consider student suggestions on patient

k.
evaluation and management

Redirect instruction or discussion to original topic

N. Emphasize promptness for teaching sessions

Show enthusiasm about their profession

7: Allow for open discussion during a presentation

8. Provide consistency in the critique of students' performance

kProvide time for discussion with individual students

70. Provide for student participation in the
lstructional process

1.
Provide a teaching session on an event that just
occurred during rounds

r3.
Convey and demonstrate ieadership skill as a

. Convey a willingness to learn,from students

professional attribute

Demonstate critical appraisal of lab data.
consultant recommendations, etc.

Encourage students to evaluate critically, lab data.
consultant recommendations. etc.

'°5.

Convey respect for other specialties, disciplines
and professions

OMB 68-S77004 December 1977

ACTUAL
RQW Ain Mimi feel clInT
'cal instructors In your
discipline:

IDEAL
How otter+ dc you feel

irs'auctors in your
discipline should:

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1. 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 4 5 1 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF
TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH

RESPONDENT INFORMATION SHEET

OMB 68-577004

_December 1977
CLINICAL
SCIENCES

The following information is requested to help assess to appropriateness of the

sampling response;

YOUR NAME WILL BE USED ONLY TO IDENTIFY NON-RESPONDENTS FOR SURVEY FOLLOW-UP TO

ASSURE A COMPLETE AND ACCURATE SAMPLING RETURN.

(Please Print)

CHECK () THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE.

2. Academic rank:
assistant associate

( ) instructor ( ) professor ( ) professor ) professor

3. Time per week for academic commitment:

*FTF DAYS FTE DAYS

( ) 1.0 . 5 ) .5 a 2 1/2

( ) .9 a 4 1/2 c ) ;4 a 2

( ) .8 a 4 ( ) .3 a 1 1/2

( ) .7 a 3 1/2 ( ) .2 a 1

( ) .6 a 3 ( ) 1/2

( ) a< 1/2 day
*Full time equivalent (1.0 FTE a 100% a 5 days)

4. Percentage of above time given to CliPical instruction:

( ) less than 25% ( ) 25 to 50% ( ) 51 to 75%

5. Total years of clinical teaching experience:

( ) more than 75%

( ) leas than 2 years ( ) 2 to 5 years ( ) more than 5 years

6. Which of the following activities have you participated in during the past 3

years to specifically improve your teaching skills? (Check all that are

appropriate.)

) Educational workshops or seminars

) PTofess14.onal meetings (e.g.; AAMC; AADS; NLM; ANA)

) FJrmal course work
) Reading educational Journals (e.g.; Journal of Medical Education-

) other; please specify

PLEASE RETURN THIS SHEET ALONG WITH THE SURVEY FORM IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE.

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

3190 GRAVES RAU; 333 W. 10TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS; OHIO 43210

4j)



OMB 68-S77004
December 1977

An as:5es5ment ctinicat. teaching :suits and ztitategiez in Medicine; Derr, a

and M.LtSing.

A COMPREHENSIVE AND-SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL
TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

Dear Clinical Instructor:

A. consortium of five institutions, The Ohio State University, the Medical
College of Virginia, The University of Alabama, The State Univerri of New

York at Buffalo, and The University_of Washington, has been funde the

National 1,ibrary_of Medicine to conduct a comprehensive and system study

of clinical teaching_skills in the health sciences. We received yoL name from
your administration in response to our request for names of facultyinvolved
in clinical teaching. Your response to our survey will be critical to our
success in developing several teaching models in medicine, dentistry, and nursing.

We appreciate your time and effort in completing and promptly returning our
survey. In return for your participation, we will include the name of your
institution in all published contract'reports and will provide your institution
with a summary report upon study completion;

"The teaeatch upon which thi.6 matetiat bazed being peAlcoAmed puuuant to

Contlact No. NO1-LM-5-4746 with the Nationat Libuty o6 Medicine, Nationa
Imstitrite21 o6 Heath, Depattment o6 Heath, Education and Wa6ate."

1-13



OMB 68=977004
December 1977

A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL
TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

Contract NO1-=NLM-5-4746

Recognizing that clinical teaching occurs in a variety of faculty-student
encounters, we would like you to select one of the following encounters where-

in you spend most of_your clinical teaching time; Your response to the survey

ShOUld be based on that encounter. For example; if you chocse "small student

groups on tlihit floor" as the encounter,-then your responses to the skill

statements Will reflect teaching in that area.

CHECK (ie) ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

( ) clinical conferences on clinic float.

( ) one-to-one with student and patient in operatory

( ) one-to-one with student in otjaratory

( ) lecture setting as adjunct to clinic experience

( ) small atudent groups on clinic floor

( ) audio/visual presentation as adjunct to clinic

( ) one-to-one with student in office; halli or other

PLEASE RETITRN THIS SHEET ALONG WITH THE SURVEY FORM
IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE.

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

3190 GRAVES HALL, 333 W. 10TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210



A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL.
TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

SURVEY COMPLETION

Please respond to all statements on the survey by placing a circle around the response number which in your
opinion is closest to:

(1) What the ACTUAL skill use presently 1S, and

(2) What the WEAL skill use should be

We request that you go through the survey twice, responding to the (1) ACTUAL column your first time through and
the (2) IDEAL column during your second reading.

While your responses should represent opinions you have regarding the actual and ideal utilization of teaching
skills in your discipline or specialty, they do not need to be limited to your own particular setting.

The following numerical interpretations should be used in approximating skill use:

ACTUAL AND IDEAL SKILL'USE I NTERPRETATION

1 Almost Always Utilization of the skill iii the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction more than
90°/41 the time.

2 Often Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical Instruction about
65% to 80% of the time.

3 Sometimes Utilization of theskill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction about
35% to 65% of the time.

4 Not Very Often Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction more
than 10% of the time;

5 Almost Never Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction less than
10% of the time.

("usual") commonly or ordinarily used; found in ordinary practice or in
the ordinary course of events.

EXAMPLE:

DIRECTIONS:

Please circle, for each statement. one response which approximates actual
skill use and one response which approximates ideal skill use.

Presentation and PmeldIng Skills

Inform students of objectives of upcoming
learning experience(s)

D. Provide examples to highlight and clarify content

Direct student to learning resources

Copyright @1977

OMB 68-577004 December 1977

ACTUAL
How often dO you toll Clin-
ical Metructors in your

6

_IDEAL
How often do you feel clin-
ical Instructors_ In your
dtWolete

145.

5 1 2

5 0 2 3

5 0 2 3

5



DIRECTIONS:

Please circle, for each statement. one response which approximates actual
skill use and one response which approximates ideal skill use.

R. Presentation and Providing Skills

1. Explain to students what they are expected to learn
from the instruction presented

2. Identify and emphasize the more important concepts

3. Make specific suggestions regare' ing procedures before
treatment

4. Explain own patient-management observations

5. Give suggestions to increase speed in performing
procedure

6. Demostrate proper use of instruments and equipment

7 Use audio-visual aids or 2 or 3 dimensional aids when
appropriate in describing techniques or concepts that
are different

Summarize tasks necessary for each student to accomplish
the objectives

Summarize time-frame necessary for each student to
accomplish the objective

10. Use humor appropriately

11. Assist in clarifying patient-management problems

12. Suggest alternate procedure when student is correct
or incorrect

13. Give rationale for a particular treatment

14. Demonstrate appropriate clinical techniques

15. Demonstrate clinical procedures at a rate appropriate to
the students' needs

16. Explain alternate treatment plans to student

17. Demonstrate skill of explaining estimates of
expenses to patients

18. Exhibit ability to follow-up on students

19. Use a planned variety of instructional activity (e.g.,
questioning, demonstration. etc.)

OMB 88- S77004 December 1977

ACTUAL
How otton do you tool olio-
Ical instructors In your

(DIAL
How often stow's, foal cltn7
leaf instructors -in your
Oise:Wino should:

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1. Questioning Skills

D. Identify a student's strengths/weaknesses in his
current skill level 1

I. Answer student questions immediately 1

1?. Ask student for_positive or negative comments on
suggested techniques i

O. Ask student to comment on specific procedures during
treatment 1

14. Ask student to participate in his learning by
discussing, i.e.; procedures, etc. 1

A V
X t)

1 3 4

3 4

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

5 1 2 3 4 5

5 1 2 3 4 5

4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 4

2 3 4 1 3 4

2 3 4 5 2 3 5

2 3 4 5 3 5

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



lease circle, for each statement, one response which approximates actual
sk;il use and one response which approximates Ideal skill use.

Ask for student opinion

S. Ask student if assistance is needed before the procedure

27. Ask student questions during demonstration to
maintain their attention

Ask student to describe course of treatment
.

r. Ask student to define queStions which need to be
asked to acceptably resolve a patient's treatment or
management problems

30. Permit students to assume primary responsibility
for answering questions

.1

Ask students to identity strengths and weaknesses in
their own performance

Attending Skills

Explain basis for decisions in patient care to student

Attempt to describe model behavior prior to a
student beginning a procedure

-Give students systematic evaluation of their progress

5. Maintain eye contact

Actively listen to student

37. Provide-direct and to the point responses to
student questions

8. Summanze important points

39.
,

Restate, reflect or clarify student's explanation

Provide instructional time for discussion

1. Provide reinforcement when a student responds
to a question

rWilling to offer assistance if needed in procedure

Teaching Styles/Attitudes

Encourage students to use own judgment, when appropriate

Prepare for class and student sessions 1 2

45. Consult with students regarding progress on procedures 1 2

Permit student expianation of issues 1 2
FFFF

Take time to be perceptive to students' problems 1 2

9Provide empathy to students when appropriate 1 2

.. Offer constructive crititism to student 1 2

50. Allow time for student to express differing opinions 1 2

Establish rapport with students 1 2

OMB 88-977004 December 1977

actuat
Now often do you feel din-
ice! . instructors In your
discipline:

IDEAL
Now often doyou few
iCal instructors_ :n your
discipline should:

1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4

4 1 2 3 4

4. 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3

3 5 1 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 ..,-, 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

3 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2

2

t o 1 P1

3 1 2

3

3 4

5

5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3, 4 5 1' 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 . :

3 4 5 1 2 , 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



DIRECTIONS:

Please circle, for each statement, one response which approximates actual
1/401 use and one response which approximates Ideal skill use:

OMB 88-S77004 December 1977

ACTUAL
How often do you feel clin-
ical instructors in yoUr
discipline:

IDEAL ;
How often do yoU feel clin-
ical instructors in your
discipline Moak!:

52. Make themselves accessible to students 3 4 5 1 2 3

'53. Assist rather than direct students in completing
procedures 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 S

54. Clarify uncertainties in clinical diagnosis 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 S

55. Encourage students to ask questions 1 2 3 -4 5 1 2 3 4 S

56. Provide the opportunity for the student to diagnose 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

57. Explain practical approaches to the management of
patient problems in ways that are clearly
understood by the student 2 3 4 5 2 5

58. Avoid negative criticism of students in front of
patients 1 2 3 5 1 2 3 4

59. Avoid negative criticism of students in front of staff 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

"1, Attend clinical teaching sessions 1- 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Treat students with respect in the presence of patients 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 S

I S
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December 1977
A COMPREHENSIVE AN6 SYSTEMATIC ASSESSME4TT OF CLINICAL
TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

RESPONDENT INFORMATION SHEET

The following inf,rmation is requested to help assess the appropriarteness of tne
sampling `response.

YOUR NAME WILL BE USED ONLY TO IDENTIFY NON=RESPONDENTS FOR SURVEY FOLLOW=UP TO
ASSURE A COMPLETE AND ACCURATE SAMPLING RkTURN.

1. Name:
(Please Print)

CHECK () THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE.

2. Academic rank:
assistant associate

( ) instructor ( ) professor ( ) professor ( ) professor

3. Time per week for academic commitmentr:

*FTE DAYS FTE DAYS

( ) 1;0 * 5 ( ) .5 * 2.1/2

( ) .9 go 4 1/2 ( ) ;4 * 2

( ) .8 so 4 ( ) ;3 * 1 1/2

( ) .7 * 3 1/2 ( ) ;2 * 1

( ) . 6 = 3 ( ) ;1 * 1/2

( ) .1 - <1/2day
*Full time equivalent (1.0 FTE '6 100% * 5 days)

4. Percentage of above time given to clinical instruction:
4

( ) less than 25% .( ) 25 to 50% ( ) 51 to -it% ) more than *75%

Total years of clinical teaching experience:

( ) less than years ( ) 2 to 5 years ) more than 5 years

6. Which of the following activities have you participated in during the past 3
years to specifieally improve your teaching skills? (Check all that are

appropriate.)
)

( ) Educational workshdps or seminars'
( ) Ptofessional meetings (e.g., AAMC, AADSi ULM, ANA;

( ) Formarcourse work. 7'

( ') Redding educational journals (e.g., Journal of Medical Education)

( ) ottieri please specify

PLEASE RETURN THIS SHEET ALONG WITH TIE SURVEY FORM IPA THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE.

1-t

Tr.2 OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

3190 CRAVES HALL, 333 W. 10TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OHIO, 43211

1-!
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An azzezzment 06 ainicaZ teaching isk-A:VA and zAategiez in Medicine; DentiztAy;
and Mazing;

A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL
TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

Dear Clinical Instructor:

A consortium of five institutions, The Ohio State University; the Medical
College of Virginia, The University of Alabama; The State University of New
York at Buffalo, and The University_of Washington; has been funded by the
National tibraryof Medicine to conduct a compren42nsive and systematic study
of clinical teaching_ skills in the health scien,:es. We received_your name from
youradMinistration in response to our request for names of faculty involved
in clinicalteaChing. Your response to our survey will be critical to our
success in developing several teaching models in medicine, dentistry, and nursing.

We appreciate your time and effort in completing and promptly returning our
survey. In return for your participation; we will include the name of your
institution in an published contract reports and will provide your institution
with a summary report upon study completion.

"The useatch upon which thLs mat cat. is based is being pet6oAmed putsuant to
Coattact No. NO1-LM-5-4746 with the gationa Lifmaty of Medicine; Nu, iona
InAti,t/te,s o6 Heath; Depattment 06 Heat.th, Education and WeZ6ate;"

5 LI
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A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL
TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

Contract NO1-NLM-5-4746

Recognizing that clinical teaching occurs in a variety of faculty-student
encounters; we would like you to select one of the following encounters where-
in you spend most of your clinical teaching time. Your responses to the survey

should be based on that encounter. For example; if.you choose "small group_
seminars" as the encounter; then your responses to the skill statements will
reflect teaching in that area.

CHECK 0) ONE OF THE FrILLOWNr:

) small group seminars
) lecturing to ,c.udents (large or small groups)
) one-to-one cords-rences with students

) clinical supervision

PLEASE RETURN THIS SHEET ALONG WITH THE SURVEY FORM
I; 'HE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE.

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

3190 GRAVES HALL; 333 W. 10TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS; OHIO 43210



A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL
TEACHING SK!LL Q AND QTRATFn!Fq Its THE HEALTH SCIENCES

SURVEY COMPLETION

Please respond to all statements on the survey by placing a circle around the response number whiCh in your
opinion is closest to:

(1) What the ACTUAL skill use presently lS, and

(2) What the IDEAL skill use should be

We reqUeSt that you go through the survey twice, responding to the (1) ACTUAL column your first time through and
the (2) IDEAL column during your second reading.

While your responses ShOUld represent opinions you have regarding the actual and ideal utilization of teaching
skills in your discipline or Specialty, they do not need to be limited to your own particular setting.

The WI-Owing numerical interpretations Should be used in approximating skill use:

ACTUAL AND IDEAL SKILL USE INTERPRETATION

1 Almost Always Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction more than
90%of the time;

2 Often Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction about
65% to 90% of the time.

3 aciftietiMeS Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction about
35% to 65% of the time;

4 Not Very Often Utilization of the skill in the "usual" delivery of clinical instruction more
than 10% of the time.

5 AlMbst NeV6? Utilization of the skill in the usual delivery of clinical instruction less than
10% of the time.

("usual") commonly or ordinarily used; found in ordinary practide or in
the ordinary course of events.

EXAMPLE:

DIRECTIONS:

.....INE

Please circle, for each statement, one response which approximates actual
skill use and one relpore which approximates ideal skill use.

Presentation and Providing Skiiin

-. Inform stodrints objectives of upcoming
learning experi,:ince(s)

Provide examples to highlight and clarify content

c: Direct student to learning resources

Copyright @1977

OMB 68-S77004 December 1977

ACTUAL
Now often do you feel din-
iCal . instructors in your
discipline:

IDEAL
How often do you feel clin-
ical inatruc_:cra In your
discipline should:

1

1

1

5 1

4 5 0
4 5 0

2

2 3 d 5

2 3 4 5



DIRECTIONS:

Please circle, for each statement, one response which approximates actual
ill use and one response which approximates Ir..teal skill use.

A. Presentation and Providing Skills

1. Inform students of objectives of upcoming learning
experience(s)

. Provide examples to highlight and clarify content

. Direct student to learning resources

. Select appropriate teaching aids

5. Demonstrate nursing procedure

6. Demonstrate, with student as observer, nursing
care for client

7. Demonstrate, with student as observer; interpersonal
relationships with clients

6. Demonstrate; with student as observer, interpersonal
relationships with other health team members

9. DemonStrate, with student as observer, client teaching
and assessment (presenting behaviors and history)

10. Demonstrate effective clinical nursing techniques

11. Respond succinctly to questions

12. Demonstrate nursing care rather than tell about it

si:ripet rlinicgl experiences that require studerit.ls
to use decision-making skills

14. Involve agency staff in planning learning experiences

15. Involve agency staff in implementing learning experiences

16. Involve agency staff in evaluating learning experiences

B. Questioning Skills

17. Question students to determine accuracy of observations
of client conditions

18. QUeStiOn StUdentt to determine completeness of
observations of client conditions

19. Question students to assess understanding of the purpose
of procedures

20. a.lestion students to assess students' ability to
apply principles 'o client's condition and rir:ezis

21. Question students to assess.students' ability to
apply facts to client's condition and needs

OMB 68-577004 December 1977

ACTUAL_
HOw often do you feel olln-
idsl instructor$ in your
discipline:

IDEAL
How otten_do you feelolin-
isal instructors in your
discipline should:

i
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

?. Question students to assess students' ability to
identify various client manifestations as examples of particular
physiolcgical or psychological conditions about which
the student should know 1

23. QUOttioti StUderitS tO determine students' knowledge
regarding the acceptable limits of "normalcy" in
client condition 1

L73

4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2' 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 '3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 4

2 3 4 5 2 3 4

2 3 4 5 1 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 a. 3 K

2 4 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 3 4 5

5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4

5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3

2 3 4 5 5

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



DIRECTIONS:

Please circle, for each statement, one response which ...imates actual
ill use and one response WhiCh approximates Ideal ski!. use,

24. Question students to determine students' understanding
of objectives of the clinical experience

25. Question students to assess students' understanding of the
planned completed clinical experience in terms of their
relationship to the unit being studied

26. Question students to encourage students to identify and
verbalize their own feelings about the patient, his condition,
and the care the student gave the client

27. Question students to assess their ability to correctly
Interpret lab, chart, or equipment data

29. Determine level of student preparation

29. Help students to understand the contributions of
other health team members to client care

30. Help students apply research findings

C. Attending Skills

31. Answer students' questions during a teaching session

32. Explain relationship between ciinicai assignment
and educational objectives

33. Inform agency staff of student assignments
and responsibiliNes

34. Explain modifications necessary to correct ineffective
plans of nursing care

35. Discuss student objectives for clinical care

36. Provide written feedback on students' performance

37. Provide oral feedback on students' performance

38. Keep written evaluation (numeric or narrative)
on students' performance

39. Summarize outcomes of learning experiences for students

40, Compliment students for competent clinical performancQ

41. Return assignments to students as promised

42. Maintain notes to report and discuss student progress
after each clinical experience

1. Observe condition of client assigned to each student with
an eye to client-related barriers which may inhibit student
from meeting delineated instructional objectives

44. Identify errors in students' procedure

45. Inform students of correct procedure

46. Give students the opportunity to perform procedures correctly

OMB 68-S77004 December 1977

ACTUAL
How often do you feel clin-
ical instructors in your
discipline:

IDEAL
How often do you feel clin-
ical instructors in your
discipline shoWd:

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 1

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

-1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5



DIRECTIONS:

sue circle, for each statement, one response which approximates actual
use and one response which approximates Ideal skill use.

OMB 68-S77004 December 1977

ACTUAL
How &ten do you foal clin-
ical instructors in your
disriniina

IDEAL
How oftin do you feel clin-
lcil instructors_ in your
dIsciplint shoukt:

47. Give direct assistance to students when performing taskS
the students perceive as being difficult 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

48. Remain objective in student evaluation 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

49. Remain perceptive to student needs and problems 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

50. Remain realistic regarding expected student performance 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

51. Facilitate communications between students and other
health care professionals 2 3 4 5 3 4 5

52. Facilitate student participation in disci' ions 1 2 3 4 5 3 4 5

53. Modify tea' Ing strategies to achieve specified goals 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

54. Assist students in intervening on behalf of the client 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

55. Encourage students to express feelings 1 2 3 4 5 1 3 4 5

Teaching StylevAttitudee

56. Maintain a listing of students' learning experiences 1 2 5 3 4 5

57. Review with students their preparation for the
clinical experience 1 2 3 4 3 4 5

58. Encourage students to consider alternative approaches
to client problems 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

59. Observe progress'toward meeting instructional objectives
made by students assigned to "difficult" clients 2 3 4 5

60. Assist students in seeking client's contribution in
developing a health care plan 2 5 2 3 4 5

61. Assist students in understanding issues which affect the
profession of nursing 1 2 3 4 5 4 5

62. Seek student opinions regarding teaching effectiveness 1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

63. Provide time for student accessibility 1 2 3 4 5 2 4 5

64. Advise students about performance 1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

C5. Maintain calmness and deliberateness in behavior 1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

6o. Deal with student's frustrations, confusion.
and anxieties 1 2 3 4 3 4 5

67. Allow students to select learning experiences
within appropriate limitS 1 2 3 4 5 1

,.I_ 3 5

68. Display enthusiasm 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

'19. Remain consistent in behavior toward students 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Discuss ethical issues of patient care with students 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

71. Display self-confidence 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

72. Ask students for suggestions in improving
the learning experiences 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4
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A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL

TEACHING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

RESPONDENT INFORMATION SHEET

The following information is requested to help assess the appropriateness of the

sampling response;

YOUR NA!iI WILL BE USED ONLY TO IDENTIFY NON-RESPONDENTS FOR SURVEY FOLLOW-UP TO

ASSURE A COMPLETE AND ACCURATE SAMPLING RETURN.

Name:
(Please Print)

CHECK ) THE APPROPRIATE. ESPONSE;

. Academic rank:
assistant associate

( ) instructor ( ) ProfeSadt ( ) professor ) professor

3. Time per week for academic commitment:

*FTE DAYS FTE DAYS-

( ) 1.0 = 5 ( ) .5 = 2 1/2

( ) .9 = 4 1/2 ( ) .4 = 2

( ) .8 = 4 ( ) .3 = 1 1/2

( ) .7 = 3 1/2 ( ) .2 = 1

( ) .6 .4 3 ( ) .1 = 1/2

( ) .1 - < 1/2 day
*Full time equivalent (1.0 FTE = 100% = 3 days)

4. Percentage of above time given co clinical instruction:

( ) less than 25% ( ) 25 to 50% ( ) 51 to 75% ( ) more than 75%

5, Total years of clinical teaching experience:

( ) less than 2 years ( ) 2 to 5 years ( ) more than 5 years

6. Which of the following activities haVe ycu participated in during thepast 3

years to specifically improve your teaching skills? (Check all that are

appropriate.)

) Educational workshops or seminars

) Professional meetings (e;g;; AAMCi AADS, NLM, ANA)

) Fornal course work
) Reading educatiOnalAburnaIs (e;g6 Journal of MddiCal Education)

) other; please specifY

PLEASE RETURN THIS SHEET ALONG WITH THE SURVEY FORM IN TI.2 ENCLOSED ENVELOPE.

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

3190 GRAVES HALL, 333 W. 10TH1A.
COLUMBUS, OHIO 432104.k)
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THE
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

FACILITIES

Office of the Dean
Division of Research and Evaluation

in Medical Education
Phone (8141 422-9083

TC:

FROM

DATE:

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MEDIC :4E

A2PENDIX D

Grant O. Cleves Hail
333 West 10th Avenue
Columbus. Ohio 43210

Institutional Coordinators and School Representatives

C; Benjamin Meleca; Ph.D.; Principal Investigator
Frank Schimpfhauser; Ph.D.; Co-Investigator
Joseph Wittemann; Ph.D.; Co-Investigator

February 10; 1976

SUBJECT'. Pilot Survey Completion

We are finally ready for the pilot phase of our program! We have
sent to you prototypes of the materials which; when the final, drafts are
collated; will be sent to the various discipline administrators we have
randomly selected at schools throughout the country.

Acting as "pilot administrators"; we would like you to select at
leas; 10 clinical instructors from each of the three disciplines; Medicine;
Dentistry; and Nursing; and (through the school representatives) distribute
rf, them a copy of the pilot survey instrument; the introductory request_
letter; tie informatic sheet; and the self-addressed return envelopei for
their completion and comments; We have Inclosed 15 sets of material fär

your use

After collection of the informatixa obtained dutr'..ng this pilot
phase; dle final survey Will be constructed aid distributed in March. A

copy of the final survey instrument and written materials will be sent to
you before formal distribution; for your final comments.

If you have any comments or suggestions regarding the enclosed
materials; please call or write.



REQUEST FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL ASSISTkNCE

Pilot Survey Development

Dear Clinical Faculty Member:

Thriugh your institutional coordinator; we are asking for a small
amount or your professional time to help us in the development of a re-
liable and valid survey instrument which will be used in studying; and
hopefully improving; the state of the art of clinical instruction; As
part of a f:'.ve school consortium effort involving The University of
Alabama, The University of Buffalo; The Medical College of Virginia; The
Ohio State Cliversity; and The University of Washington; we are pilot
testinga.survey forth which' will form the basis for data collections at
a number of health science schools throughout the country;

While effective clinical instruction and the teaching skills appro-
priate to carry them out may vary greatly according to personal style
and physical en-ironment; it is assumed that certain instructional be-
haviors enhance iearning while others may not have as appreciable in-
fluence;

The teaching behaviors and skills which we would like you to re-
spond to represent those gathered through the observation of clinical
instructors at each of five schools and are not necessarily intended to
be inclusive of all possible teaching skills:

Upon return and analysis of your candid responses; which will remain
anonymous; ycu will receive a copy of the refined instrument for your
personal refererce and file; In order to insure the inclusion of your
responses; please return the survey in the envelope provided by Wednesday;
February 25;

A five school consortium effort funded through the contract NLM 75-113/504;
"A Comprehensive and Systematic Assessment of Clinical Teaching Skills and
Strategies in the Health Sciences"
National Library of Medicine
2/10/76
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December 1977

An assessment of cl;inical teaching skills and strategies in Medicine; Dentistry;
and Nursing.

A Consortium Study funded 5y the National EiiI7Pary of Medicine. Being conducted by
The Ohio "State University, The Medical College of 7irginia,_The Univerity of
AZabama, The State University of flew York at Bufflo, and The University of
Washington.

Dear

Your school has been_selected* to participate in a national study survey
aimed at the assessment of specifically identified teaching skills and behaviors
currently being used_in the:_cliniCal portion of undergraduate health sciences
curriculum. Funded by the National Library of Medicine, a_consortium of health
science schools has worked over the past six_ months to collect observable skills
and strategies_ representative of actualjteaching in the clinical setting. TO

assist us in obtaining broader-based informationj_which Will be used in posing
alternate approaches for improving clinical teaching effectiveness, we-are
requesting-your assistance in securing
at leLtt foie clinical instructors who would be tAlling. to complete -a -Sheri
to -lad -sum If at all possible, please utilize more than One Clinical
department in faculty selection.

So-that-we may-mail the -sury
we -have- enclosed- fox your retu a

the form to us as soot: as peaSib le.
participant hat also been ,closed

for direct to-each chnical-ins5ms
name and-address-hating form Please retu:A

An infOrtatIbn Sheet for each itittrifctidt
for your -use,

Should_you feel that your institution will_NOT be able to participate with
us in this important study, please return this letter of request so noted in
the enclosed return envelope MEDIATELY. _In_either case, your prompt attention
Will be appreciated as we AItslAtiited to followun-n-OhrtapendentS.

Ih return for_your valuable assistance, we will include the name of your
school as a participating institution on all published contract reports and
provide you personally with a summary report upon_study_completion. You may
be assured that complete anonymity Will be maintained with retard to individual
respondents.- Questions related to any dtpect_Of the study may be directed_te
Metbert_Of the ttudy_teed_at_preiiided On the back 6f thit sheet. In accordance
With federal regUlations it is our_ responsibility to state that your cooperation
in responding to us is strictly voluntary. Further, faculty members cooperating
in completing the survey form, do so voluntarily. _

*Representative sampisng based on geograPhical region) enz-oZ:tent size) and t7-,p
af support.

"The research upon which this materioa is based is being_performed_pursuant_to.
Contract -'lo. :10Z- 2 -5 -4746 -ith the :Tationdi: of _Medicine; flario-nal Institutes
of Health; fecartrzent of Hed:tk; Education ctui Welfare."
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Participating Clinical Instructors To Glhom the 30 Minute Survey on
"Teaching Skills and Strategies" Should be Mailed for Completion

(Name, Dept., and Mailing Addrgs)

1. 5.

6.

3. 7.

4. 8.

Please comrl;?te and return this sheet as soon as possible in the enclosed;
stamped; seladaressed envelope.

Clinical T'eaching Skills Assessment Study
Division of Research and Evaluation in Medical Education

College of Medicine
The Chi° State University

3290 Graves HaLL
333 West Tenth Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43E10



C. Benjamin Melecai Ph,D-
The Ohio Str7te_University

Phone - 614-422-9063

. -

Medicine

Jack Hain, Ph.D.
University of Alahama

John 3ichert, Ed..);
Stare University of New
York at Buffalo

CLINICAL TEACHING gc7..ILLS PROJECT

Pr ocasncs Project Sta

Frank T.ScniMpfhaUser, Pn.J.
State University of eW York
at- Buffalo
.5-dhOOL Of Medicine

Ph-One = 7l6=831,=.2811.

Consortium Rerresentatives

Dentistry

Sylvia froDanteZ, Ph. D.

University of Ala) "Java

Charles Garverick, Ph.D.
State University of New York

. at Buffalo

C;_BenjaminMeleca, Ph.D.*
The Ohio Stare University

Frank Schimpnauser, Ph:D.4

The Ohio State University

Eugene ArnoZd; M. D.
The Ohio State University

Martin Harris, M. L.
MedicaZ College of Virginia

David 1.5,by M; Div;

University of Washington

L. Gregory -PawZsoh,
University of Washington

Mary Gnezda, Ph.D.
The Ohio State University

Joseph_WitteMann, Ph.-D. _

Medical College Of Virginia

James Clark, _Ph.D.
university of Washington

Sala GLswoZ.d;
Liniovusity o6 Was h...c.ng to n

*Health Science School Coordinators

68-S77004
December 1977

Josevh K. Wittemann; Ph.D.
Medical College Of Virginia,
V.C.U.

DentSchool of:Dentis try
Phone - 664-770-4501

Nursin7

Norma Mobley, M.S.N.,
University of -Alabama

Donna Juenker,
State Unzversit
York at Buffalo

d; if;

of New

Patricia Schwirian, Ph.D.
The Ohio State University

EZizabeth Mason, 7.Y., Ph.D.
Medical College of Virginia



An assessment of cZinical teat
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skiL,s and strarecies in Vedicine,.Dentistry,

A Sonsortium Study funded by the National Library of Medi:?ine; 3eing conducted
by The Ohio State University; The Medical CoZ:ege of Virginia; The University of
ALabama; The State University of :Te:;,'Z'ork.at 3uffa7;o,:and The Universb,i of
Washington;

Dear Clinical Instructor:

We are pleased that the adminiatrat e officer to whom we have made
contact; and you; have agreed to participate in a short lational Study Survey
funded by the National Library of Medicine;.

pnThe purpose of the study;survey; which will- be mailed to You for compIeti
is to help assess specific listings of teaching skills and behaviors currently
used by teachers responsible for undergraduate clinical instruction;.
behavioral survey statements you will be asked to respond to have been carefully
collected through structured observatiOns of clinical teaching and critical
incidents of teaching reported by students; and have met rigid pretesting
criteria after pilot administrations zt each of the five major, coAsortium study
schools listed above; Your candid responses will be used to help pose alternate
approaches for hopefully improving the clinical instruction received by health
professional students;

As manly selected schools have been asked to articinate;_your completed
I resoonses_are_nrucial to_ study rcmpl]Prion; complete anonymity will be maintained
with regard to both individual articiaunts and participating schools. The

confidentiality of your response will be assured through the use of the return
envelope mar...ed confidential and through the policy of purging personal names from
the data base once follow up for non-respondents has been completed; Questions

related to any aspect of the study may bl directed to members of the study team
as pzov4,:ed on the back of this sheet; In accordance with federal regulations it
iz -:zsponsibiIity to state that your cooperation in responding to the survey
form is strictly voluntary;

Thank you again for your willingness to participate!

4
"Me research won which this material is based is being performed rursuant to
:cntract 7o. Z1-LM-5-4746 with the' NationaL Library of Medicim, :/ational fnstil7utes
of Health, Decartment of .Yeai.th, Education and WeLfare."
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE UNIVERSE POPULATION

FOR NATIONAL SURVEY INSTITUTION LISTING

DISCIPLINE:

Chic
R±gioft; West

Public Univ. -of Calif.-S.F.

Institution . UCLA

T-51)0 Univ. of Colorado

Lt

?ublic

histitution

600

Univ. of Washington

Univ. of Cala.-Irviau

Of Arizva

Univ. of 1.w 12xico

Univ. of

Univ. of Uti.1

Univ. of Oregon'

Central

Univ. of Minn.-Minneapolis

Univ. of Oklahoma

Univ. of Nebraska

LoaiSiana State Univ.

Univ. of Michigan

Univ. of Kansas

Wayne State

lndianaUniv.

Univ. of Tons-alvest,w

Univ. Of

Univ. rA Iowa

OW State Univ,

J61, of

Univ. () Wisconsin

My, Jf Alabama

Mici4iin State Univ.

Univ.

Univ.

Univ.

Univ.

Univ.

Univ,

Univ,

Univ.

of Arkansas

of Texas-Wlas

of Notth Dakota

of lexas-San Antonio

of Kentucky

of Louisville

of South Dakota

of Mississippi

of Missouri-Columbia;

East

New Jersey Med. School

S.U.N.Y. Dti.-a. Med. Ctr.

Virginia Commonwealth U.

Univ. of Pittsburgh

Temple Univ.

Med. U. of S. Carolina

S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo

Medical College_of Georgia

Univ. of North Carolina

Univ. of Florida

Univ. 01 Vermont

Univ. of Virgiht6

Rutgers

S..N.Y. Upstate Med. Ctr.

West Virginia Univ.



DISCIPLINE: Medicine

Ce(111:P1'_ic

tegi.41:

Private

Institution

)500

Private

IfigligiQD
<500

;AMPLE UNIVERSE POPULATION

FOR NATIONAL SURVEY INSTITUTION LISTING

West Central

Stanford University Northwestern Univ.

Univ. of Southern Calif. St: Louis University

Tulane University

Baylor College of Medicine

Loma Linda Univ. Washington

Univ. of Chi, 0

Meharry Medical College

Loyola Univ. of Chicago

Creighton Univ.

Vanderbilt University

Case Western Reserve Univ.

Med. College of Wisconsin

Chicago Medic:, School

Univ. of CinclnAati

East

Albert Einstein

Hahnemann__Med. College

Columbia University

Jefferson Med. College

Harvard Medical School

University of Miami_

Only, of Pennsylvania

kW York. University

Georgetown University

Yale University

Bowman Cray Schooldif Med;

Howard Univ.

Johns Hopkins Univ.

Univ. of RoJiester

George. Washington Univ.

Mt. Sinai

N.Y.,Med. College

Med. College of Pennsylvania

Brbti University

Dartmouth

Emory University

Penn State University

Albany Medical College

Duke University

Boston University

Cornell University



SAMP-LE UNMSE -POPULATION

FOR NATIONAL SURVEY INSTITUTION LISTINO

DISCIPLINE: Dentistry_

peovaphic

Region: West

Public Univ. of Calif.-L.

Institution Univ. of Minnesota

Public

Institution

et00

Private

Institution

>400

Private

Institution

<400

Univ. of Oregon

Univ. of Washington

Univ. of Catic.:S.F.

Central

Univ. of Tennessee

Indiana Univ.

Univ. of Texas-Houston

Ohio State University

Univ. of Missouri

Univ. of Michigan

Univ; of I inois

Univ. of Iowa

Univ. of Kentucky

Univ. Of Alabama

U. Of Texas7San Antonio

Loulsianna State Univ.

Univ. of NebraSka.

Univ. of Louisville

Univ. of Southern Calif. Loyola University

Marquette University

Univ. of the Pacific

Foma Linda Univ.

Northwestern Univ.'

Baylor College of Dentistry

Meharry Med. College

Univ. of Detroit

Case Western Reserve Univ.

Creighton University

Washington University

1'1kJ I

East

Univ. of Maryland

Virginia Commonwealth Univ.

West Virginia Univ.

Med.Univ. of SO.

at BUffillo

Howard University ,

Medical CO:liege of Ceorgia

New Jersey Delltal Saba

Univ. of Connecticut

Univ. of North Carolina

Georgetown University

New York U.-Brookdale

Univ. of Pittsburgh

Univ. of Pennsylvania

Temple University

Tufts University

Fairleigli Dickinson Univ,

Columbia University

Harvard School of Dental Med

Emory University



SAMPLE UNIVERSE POPULATIOM

FOR NATIONAL SURVEY INSTITUTION LISTINC

DISCIPLINE: Nursing

q!2BELIPhic

West

Public Univ. of Oregon

Institution Calif; St. II-Long Beach_
>100 Univ. ofWa6hington

Arizona State Univ.

Calif. St. U.-Los Angeles_

Intercollegiate Ctr. for Nag.

Univ. of Arizona

Calif. St. U. -Chico

U. of Northern Colorado

Montana State Univ.

Central

Univ. of Illinois

Univ. of Kentucky

Kent State Univ.

N. C. Central Univ.

Univ. of WIscorNin

E. Tennessee S qniv.

Indiana Univ.

Marquette Univ.

Indiana State Univ.

U. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Univ. of North Dakota

Univ. of Michigan

Ball State Univ.

U. of lean.-Knoxville

NortheLn Illinois Univ.

Northwestern State U.

Prarle View Agric. & Mech.

U. of Southern Louisiane

Univ. of Texas

South Dakota St. Univ.

Univ. of Minnesota

Univ. of Missouri

Univ. of So. Mississippi

Univ. of Alabama

Univ. of Iowa

Ohio State University

Wayne State Univ.

Texas Woman's Univ.

tc College of Arkansas

Univ; of Cincinnati

Pennsylvania State Univ.

City College School of Nsg

State Univ.

Hunter College

Univ,oi South Carolina

East Caroltna Univ.

Univ of Comecticut

U. of N. C. - Charlotte

Salem State College-Sqth

FitcWrgh State College

Univ i Maryland

S.U.N.Y. at Plattsburgh

Univ. of Vermont

Rhode Island _College

of Pennsylvania

Univ. of Virginia

Univ. of Main-Portland



DISCIPLINE Nursing

InERIAS.
Region: West

SAMPLE UNIVERSE POPULATION

10R NATIONAL SURVEY INSTITUTION 'JSTING

Public

julittabn Univ. of Utah

ato Calif. St. 1J.71layward

S.F. State Univ.

Idaho State Univ.

Univ. of Hawaii

Humbolt State College

Calif. St. U.-Fresno

Univ. of Wyoming

Univ. cF New Mexico

Univ. c,;: Colorado

Univ. (41' Nevada

U..of.Calif.-S.F.

San iego St; Univ.

Calif; St. U.-Sacramento

San Jose State Univ.

Central

Murray State Univ.

Central Missouri St. U.

N.C. ?gdc& Tech St. U.

Southzrn Illinois Univ.

Wichita State Univ.

Kent State U.E. Liverpool

Univ. of Akron

Eastern Kentucky Uhiv.

Florence State Univ.

U. of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Winona State College

U. of Tenn.-Chattanooga

N.E. Missouri State Univ.

Wright State Univ.

Chicago State Univ.

Fort Hays Kansas State College

Mankato State College

Univ. of Nebraska

Sanford University

Michigan State Univ.

Bowling. Green State Univ.

Univ. of Oklandma

Grand Valley State College

Louisiana State Univ.

Kansas St. College of Pitt.

Univ. of Wisconsin

McNeese State Univ;

Univ. of Kansas Med. Ctr.

Univ. of Tennessee

Southern Louisiana Univ.

Minot State College

1

East

Lowell State College

Florida Agri.& Mech. Univ.

Valdosota State College

Southern Conn. St. College

Univ. of Ala. Huntsville

Virginia Commonwealth Univ.

S.M.?. Dn. St. Med. Ca.

William Paterson College

Medical U. of S. Carolina

Western Carolina Univ.

Radford College

E. Stroudsburgh State Colleg

Western Conn. State College

Univ. of N. Carolina

West Chester State College

S.U.N.Y. at Binghamton

Univ. of Florida

Rutgers-The State Univ.

Albany State College

Southeastern Mass. Univ.

Univ. of N. C. Greensboro

S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo

S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook.

Rutgers-Camden

West Virginia Univ.

Trenton State College

Georgia State Univ.

S.U.N.Y. at Brockport

Edinboro State College

Univ.. of Rhode Island

Towson State College



SAMPLE UNIVERSE POPULATION

FOR NATIMIAVRVEY INSTITUTION LISTING

DISCIPLINE Nursin& (pained)

apgrapIlic

!alon:

'61i1 Ii:

[nstitution

300

continued)

Weut CeL.ial

Univ. of Arkansas Ned; Ctr.

Central State College

Northeast Louisiana Univ.

Jacksonville State Univ.

Univ. of South Alabama

East Central State College

UnLv. of Nebraska-Orvis

West. Texas State Univ.

Eastern Michigan Univ.

Univ. of Mississippi

East

Uni.V. of New Uampshire

Old DOMinien Univ.

Winston-Salem State Univ.

H. H. Lehman College of C.U.N

Univ. of Massachusettes

F.ederal_City College

Univ. of South Florida

S.U.N.Y. at Albany



#SCIPLINE Nursina

,eogrIlphic

tealon:

44Vate

Bitil7.110(11

30.6.

SAMPLE
UNIVERSE-POPULATION

FOR NATIONAL SURVEY INSTITUTION LISTING

Univ, Of San Francisco
Brigham Young tidy;

Walla_Walla College
Seattle University

Gents!

Creighton Univ..

Mercy College of Detroit

College of St. Scholastics
Villanova University

Baylor University

Vanderbilt University
Texas Christian Univ.

Loyola Univ.

Northeastern Univ.

Univ. of Evansville

Alverno College

Viterbo College

College of Si, Teresa
St. Louis U. Jchool of sg.

East

long Wand Univ.

Adeiphi Univ.

Univ, of Delaware

Russell_Sage College

Boston_college

D'Youville College

Malloy College

Boston University

St. Auseim's College
Colnaia University
Univ. of Pittsburgh

Duke University

Wagner College

Niagra University

Seton Hall UniverAty



DISCIPLINE Ilursti

itaraRP-c-
Keaton: West

SAMPLE UNIVERSE POPULATION

FOR NATIONAL SURVEY INSTIMTION LISPING

Private Loma Linda Univ.

Institution Alaska Methodist Univ.

(300 Seattle Pacific College

Biola College

Westminster College

Marycrest College

Stanford Univ.

Point Loma College k

Carroll College

Univ; of Portland

Mt; St; Mary's College

Pacific Lutheran Univ.

Loretto Heights College

Central

Domidnican College

Avila College

Baylor College

Andrews University

Augustana College

College of Mt.St. Joseph

Mount Mercy College

Custavas Adolphus College

Incarnate Word College

Univ, of St. Thomas

William Carey College

Bradley Univ,_

William Jewell Coll,ge_

Union College in Lincoln

OliveL_Nazarene College

Illinois Wesleyan Univ.

De Paul. University

Mississippi College

Hoeston Baptist College

Valparaiso iiniversity

Dillard University

Spalding College

Lewis University

Craceland College

St. Xavier College

St. Mary's College

Rush University

Case Western Reserve Unix',

College of St; Catherine

Depauw University

North Park College

Mary College

East

Emory University

Pace Univ.-Westchester

Salve Regina College

Univ. of MiamiAliscayne

Our Lady of Angels College

Bloomfield College

Villa.Maria Coll ge

Barry College

Skidmore College

Catholic Univ. of America

W. Virginia Wesleyan College

Holy Family College

Alderson -Broaddus College

Roberts Wesleyan College

Duquesne University

Temple Univ.

Hartwick College

College Misericordia

Albright. ollege

Fairleigh Dickenson College

Eastern Mennonite College

Widener College

Hampton Institute

linty; of Rochester

Keuken College

Wilkes College

Mt; St. Mary's College

Univ. of Pennsylvania

Univ;. of Bridgeport

Simmons College

Thomas Jefferson Univ.

Carlow College



pISCIPL1NE Nursing

Ceograpfrie

Region:

Private

institution

<300

(continuedl

f

West

SAMPLE UNIVERSE POPULATION

nit_ _NAT LONAL Z14/ EY__IN ST I TUT1 ON 1.1 s I NG

-Central

St. Olaf College

College of St. Benedict

Goshen College

Medlin College

Berea College

St; John College-Cleveland

Southern Missionary College

University

Mount Marty College

Nazareth College-Kalamazn

Marion Colleg^

Dallas Baptist College

Marian College of Fond Du Lac

lcwa Wesleyan College

Jamestown College

Oklahoma Baptist Univ.

Marymount College

East

IJoward University

Columbia Union College

American University

Cornell University

Atlantic Christian College

Alfred University

Lenori Rhyne College

New York University

Parfield Univ;

Ueorgetown University

Univ, of Tulsa

Tuskegee In3titute

Syracuse University



APPENDIX .F

GUIDE TO THE SELECTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

BASED UPON CONGRUENCE: MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, NURSING



CUIDE TO 1111: AUCTION PP

IDSTROCTIODAL STIATECIES BASED UPON COOCIANCE

TABLE 1

DISCIPLINE;

Pk 10AI fY I 1

ilnitCTIVB11 ACTIVITIES

L:::',V4:71,,,K14-'7.--" na' .

1, Tu eaplalo to ettpleute_whet they

ore expected to kern from the

inetruction preeented Ly1

2, To review end citicire the

proleotatioo Of peel lecturer lys

IIISTIOXVONAL STRATEGIES

1-1, Writing lesson plans r,111 4latributing to ettalente.

Developing couia oudine eod distributing to students.

1-3, Writing examlnetion Homo before course begino.

1-4. Preparing and distributing (WOW review queetiono

each veok.

1-5. Akin g elndents to suomarloo Or LOOM what Instructor

expecte them to leern.

1-6. Cluing pretest covering materiel to be leatned.

1-7, Ur1tlig, developing and using learning objectival.

1-U. Buheoraing telling studenta what they are expected to

learn (e.g., mole play),

2-1, Developing notee on what a lecturer mayo.

2-2, fetabliohial criteria lot the critique of guest

premeetetlei%

1.-1. Inotructing otudents in observation (reining.

2-4, Duelopies obeervation akille via use of meltimedia.

2-5. Developing teedback and emery 611;4 Aiella onj I

.--.1

practice.

1

surmulve ALTENIA JIVE

fey: L - Lecture PI - Programmed Inotrucrlon

C Conference SA - Study Assignment

V Pemunatrotlon T Tutoring

PE - Performance Exerciae CON - Combination Inutructlon



081ECID::

GUIDE TO 111E SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES' RASED UPON CONGRUENCE

Table I (continued)

DUCIFLINE: MEP""

PRIOR 11 X 1

2

IHSTRUCTIONAL STHATECIU:

ACTIVITIES 3 5

PRIME! SHREW ALIERIIAIIP,

2. (continued) 2-6. Peveluping assertive tutip',1 akilla - risk taking dine

1: TO litt.t!lict Lou to structure...1

concultAtiou ropes!. to dicit

specific ligAmutIon by

4. Ucactlbe how .00e might interact with

initiate of different age, '41,

VOCIUCCOflaic Or ethnic backgrounds

by

2-7. nem:clog knowitlge gnl atudenta.

3-1. Organizing a conaoltatIon request to elicit specific

Infarction.

3-2. kat:dial% criteria for atructurIng consultation rcoueut

to eiicit specific information.

3-3. Demonstrating or role ploy structeclog of con. ultatIon

tequeut.

1-4. Describing thu structuring of consultation,

1-5. Being able to elicit a iltructure.for a mediation.

1 -6. PfdLtiCillg micro-reaching a real aelialon using all

atrategica preuented,

1-1.'Frneticing peer teaching with crift,ue.

4-1. Uulug fllam or tepee to stimulate discussion,

4-2. Dr/matt:1ns or 001118011g a case presentation.

FaployIng rule play.

. Procticlq wicro-teschiug in almulered cr cal oe3Alono,

log peer tending critique.

15



001E11 411:3

4, (cootinuel)

lo.inatroct atudento ou bow to oeloa.

and idilite conooItanta ciuctvuIy
bv;

6, prudent iriI is clear

logical; al Ligtio±ted manner by

ii

T6 114 s,lEr.

t.:71.1,1KIES 1,,U1 CONCV,UNCE

table 1 (continued)

2

ACTIVITIES

-ilECICIIIE

PRIORITY: I

IHSTRUCTIOHAL SWUM

SUMATiVE

4-6. Ucigning and employing a collttagne crltique or mote-

1. Ilettivini, ood employing A eiodent Jitique of inatructor,

5-I, htrAdilzIng or employing Ot

nolleanment of 1nAtrv:tor.

5-2. Dral,..,tblo! or emp:,y!,); atudunt rAllIgoo of

limitucto.

5-3. 13 prot:!ema r which Anowera ney-

!,hnciiying thou e .ch con be uddrosued by

) Specifyiny yap, 1n oh counO!.inta con !. r ..t.

6-1, heactibing tot effectivo

Conatructlu al employing a Iceon

6-1, Aiumbillui leciruc!,: inforantion on delivery titylea,

Lutructot informotion tl;p del lecture, nelf-

ir.vt,uction, etc.

6-5. Dagm,t, log etw,,,tating tlaching mtylco (e,g6

nlonited vu. dluQtrgialzad).

6-6. Conducing peer critique ni leason plan and prenentation.

16

ATEMATIVE



OILIECTIVES

b, (continued)

GUIDE TOM SELECTION OF

1161bUCTIONAL STIATYCIER EASED um CONGRUENCE

Table 1 (contlnued)

2

ACTIVITIES

MCIPIANE: HOICK

Tatman stmas_
A 5

rum surronive ALTERNATIVE--

64: CejiJuct tji i student critique of Imp plan and

preaeutation,

1. T9.VGIMIly GIVRIU 04(1 Man)! i chaotir /el, Naclulf,Ing end explaltimg crit)c-Ia. or guideline for

iIlul! Atit.alleo by: what L Jo ad that pot to dc la G hypUtketiC41 altation,

ro atudLnte of evaluation

Lri,terla fur atirlog performeao. by:

1-2, Eagle, ;; ululation with faculty ar.d si Jenti.

abilL in E:11: with peer review,

the recognition of oat fajta,

1-5. Wilting critical incidente of preview' emergency

oltuatle6x,

1-6. Examining and diacuaing irIggcr films,

8 1, Experiencing a learning citation where criteria for

el/election were not provided,

a critical incident technique Li

, a evalualt,n criteria.

r44004 or rationale for privIdIng ear la

to atudents,

8-4. Ememilileg qd diummaing a videotape interview pi

etadentut response to wittletruili where no alto+ I

precented,

Ii



1

011ECTIVES

GUIDE TO 11E SELECTOI OF HISCiPLINE:

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES hA5Ii VPOU CONCRONCE PRIORITY:

Table 1 (continued)

2

ACTIVITIES

9. To enruntoge our, provide otudent

osultnnitica i teach by;

10. To ;,,;!,. atudento for MA and/or

.11cro:Jte refeteneeo.to auppo:t

oploiono coocludone by:

To piepAre for claw' and otod,:Ar

otualuno by;

5-I. AAA slUdents to demonetrate

lodes And techniques.

INSTRUCTIONAL S1RATEHIES

SUPPORTIVE Atli),"14711iE__

9-2. Requiring laud utti to ptsseot coon preJentetluus,

9-1. Roving 1,01,1:uto hatruct otror ataeutia,

9-4, Dim:ming the advantageo of student learbinfi activity.

10-1. OL..Inlug where Tort for conclusion auuld not

faciiitate learning or produce most reeved It4101111,

111-2. DevolOgin, mod discusoing criteria or gnidelInei for how

to auk 0lu:tt.I.3 to perform th took,

101. Rule p104g or timutating how to gather data.

10A, Recognizr,g 1.44'0 own styii In za1hering dote.

ding Inotructer with railoaale 44 this objective.

'usirstj,g roe Importuner, 0 date gathering.

11-1, Identifying oideur heeds In cilnlui

r' rttparlog cnijecl,vea law; plan,

111



GUIDE TO TEE SELECTION

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES DASED UPON CONGRUENCE

OBJECTIVES

H. (continued)

Table I (continued)

DISCIPLINE; MEDICINE

1011 ITT I--

2

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

5

PRIHAlti 'ORT-INE-- 1JVK

II-1, Devitiopin; And diotrihnt!,7 "endue outline,

11-4, Dimming Wei:Ilea for IdentIficalion of Rodent

nude or wcaknessea.

II-5, Demonstrating differing technique' or atrateglett

fat identifying student nude (chat audit).

11-6, Practicing differing strategics for identifying

student needs (chart Audit; potion"; student

obaervation, as teiddeere, etc.).

12, To provide meaningful and accurate 12-1. Developing criteria for ultimates.

eatImocu of ntedent peihroanta.for _

munition, Iiuwiti un And/or teview 12 -2; DeveInpIng method of coo/eying information.

committal/ on e regular basis by;

1

al. Lilting the Alma And purpose° of aided evaluation.

12-4, Recording performance - evaluation data,

12-f. Participating lo rater t aluIng actIvItlev.

12 6, DIticesulog need for and uue of performance

for etude-Ate; faculty; and administretore.

11-2 Dlagooloi 15e conaguences of lot maintaining

acentato student performance catimates,

12-8. LintIng the ailed(' for promotion.

-19-



(lb aim

WIPE T THE RUCTION Gi

INNINNET1H!, SI' AlrildS BASED UPON Co:'at0E10.

fable I (cowinued)

2

ACTIVITIES

I). To recognize rtudente 11-1 lowing when and how to refer etndentc dith

edknflundt problems by educational problems.

11-2. Depuotraring knowledge and underatanding of kinds

eflprobien which exist in ethicatiunnl programs,

11-3: RecopizIng data _to be lathered to dlagnoua

educational pi-Alen.

114 Defog able to recognize typical nod apecific

thorium' problema,

11-5; vaIng lieu to identify educational problems

In specific studenta.

13-6, Developing awurencua of and giving information about

typical arni.aignificant educational problems

(e.g riding skillo, etudy skills, problem rolVing

14114), through lecture, ca pretentat

14; Tu provide frequent Le45.A 011 14-1: Recognizing (he NpurrneLe of providing learning

atodest performance by: feedbuck.

14-2. Demount:rating giving rItoJe .eedback.

14-3. DiatIngulahing purpooed of different rypeu of

feedback,

14-4. Dincneolng Implicariunt of lidayed feedback on

'ent Varian; and tdmIniotrativt diartoral

DINCIVIAMEt _MEDICINE

PRIORI1T. 1

IHSTROCTIONAL STRATECIES

4-

PErliAlf I SUPPORTIVE ALTERMATIVE



0111EC1IVE,S

MINI TO THE SELECTION OF

IN5ThIC7IDNAL MUCUS RAM UPON CO/CRUNCH

14, (continued)

TAlit I (continued)

2

ACTIVITIES

14-5, Utilizing reuourcel ivalliLln to provide Ic6Acic,

I. To correct 'haulm lo a positive 15-1. (Stile as activitite for i14 above)

mid eondtructlie way Gy;

15-2,iiscosalog sliOle cases of different problema In

correcting nitnei.

IS-I. AnslyzIng trigger film on providing comooctive

reinforcement.

15-4. Suggesting impovemento aud prospective evaluation.

15-5. Identifying and °pinning 1:Appropriete ways

of 6atOtliii mistake°.

16, To oot1100 component puts 4 a 16-1. Analyz14 coxplicated NOLA,

complex topic or rocehre by:

11-2. DUzln! DOA tedn. . I !surge to structure

Into vopinient porta,

16-3. PcileticinLexpliining or discoing medical

tener with oun-phydelani.

16.4. C ;fling topics prior to pceoentatimai.

16-5, _:...tlog cooerqa exaspin of A breakdown

4 WIC,

16 b. Demonatriting adequate and lomik, rte liteAdome

of complex

- 21 -

0

DISCIPLINE; HENICINE

PRIORITY; I

INSTROCTIONK_StRATEGIES

PRINART SUPPORTIVE -fiTERNAT-Pit--.. .

I j



GUM Ti) Till SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON COMENCE

Ulu 1 (continued)

DISCIPLINE: NE0101.

PRIORITY; I

1

OBJECTIVES

2

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL SIBATECIES

PRIMARY _ALM lArIVE

16, (continued)

17. To auk atmth.riii Aug difficulties

jII aervica by;

18. To provide conaletency In the

critique of student performance by

1

,TIe..,..1,

11-1, Learning. to explain a topic without repeating

any of the lame none at key words,

11-1. Developing format for qucutioning.

11-2. DeecrIbing studento moat common problems In

clinical learning. .

11-3, Setting up periodic wilily with atudents.

11-4. Training itt lietening dills and in non defensive

probing of utudeut.

11-S. Simulating relationaltipti through game or role

pliyifig;

18-1. Providing obaerver training,

18-2. Critiquing videotape playbacks.

18-3. Leading faculty discuadona on expected

perfatmance criteria.

184. Reconciling differences in evaluation ratinga.

18-5. Discueoing opportunities In participate in

Obeerver traininz activities.

-22-

jfa '



°MOVES

19. To provide time fur diucuoulon

with Individual atudent s byl

20. To convey itwillingneuti to learn

from utudento by:

21, To convey reupect for other opecial-

deo, illuciplIneo, and

prufeoolous 4y;

GUIDE TO TOE SELECTION OF

IlITITUCTIONAL STRATEGLE3 BASED ROO GOOGIMENCE

Tale 1 (continued)

11101111'9:

2

ACTIV111E3 ) 5

111511UCTIONM, STRATEUVS

19-1. DemonotrotIng Ocilla of time management and schedule

perledlc conferences with individual students.

19-2. DeacribIng purpoaco of IndivIdael Conferencei

bath utudent and teacher,

20-1. DemenutratIng improvement In liateding Oath,

20-2, Developing senuitivIty toward learning by being

aware of peroonal/prufeeolenal concerto' of studentu.

20-1, Docribiog benefits to lie gained from student

learning.

20-4. Employing attitude a which elicit utudunt

[mom/reaction.

20-5, Reeogolaing and expresuing qualities of openneas,

warmth; etc.

20-6. Describing what th mint by Interpersonal proem

ttcall.

21-I. Demonutrating knowledge of sethoda which cun be

employed to gather data 01061 Incident, nominal

grvop, etc.).

21-2: Simulating ditiparoging remarku in !ems of they

own field and prafeualoo.

21

SUPPORIVE HIENKAHVE _

1'4



WIN TO THE SELECTION Of DISC111,111P.: NEDICINE

1115TRUCTIONAL STRATEGIB RASED UPON CutiGRUENCE VR10111111 -1

Paulo 1 Isentinut4

2

CAVITIES

1141111117 1111AI, STHATIREL1
PRINARY SUPPORTIVE

21-3. Otecueolnp proh1emo of etereutyping.

Demoomirating polltlue rola modeling technbinen.

11-5. Lading dincueolone on the topic,

- 24 -

1 ti



OBIECTIVES

(11E TO TUE SELECTIOO OF

IUSTAUCTIOHAU STRATEGIES OASEP UPON MOM

TAKE 2

1, To ouzawrIze major pointo at

oppropriote times during

lui(ructIon by:

2. T ootliae

approaches to Ao c.de hyl

2

ACTIVITIES

1-1. Developing criteria for eummarlzing inatruction.

1-2, identifying moor loom end difficult week'

before lostructional oeoelon,

,1-3. Wing students to summarlie.

1-4. Developing repertoire of me to illearize,

1-5, Attention to riming of aummorization beginning;

after each point, and at end.

1-6, Deleting each malor polo to preceding major

polka:

1-1. Developing i summary atrategy which include(' the

preocetation of information, use of examples, end

practice in oboervation; and diecnoolon oummary.

1-0. Snmmarlzing RP. painti at appropriate times during

inatruction.

2-1. Dealgoing a Wilout covering Accepted approaches

to problem eolvIng,

2-2. Explaining alternate aye to aolvo coon end have

student decide bea.

2-1, Diacuouing meow, proe.aud cone of voriouo

approaches in clan olation,

- 25 -

DISCIpliNE: HEDICIN
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ID,TROCTIOOAL STRATEGIES

A111111ATIVE

tiy L - Lecture

C Conte once

D DOM tration
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CUM TO THE SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON ENCRUENCE

Tabu 2 (continued)

2

ORJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

111SCIPLIOE: HEDICINE

PRIORITY:

IRSTRULTIONAL STRATEGIES

2. (continued) 2-4. Huvin 6-116 student a different prilary

diagnoalu and explain indication and outcose.

3. To check selected elements of student 3-1 Identifying key element' of ouch an interaction. Ask

work-up by interviewing or_examising 'andante to demonutretu and henna elenonto.

patient in preuenco of atudento by:

4. To downstate apecific clinical 4-1, ldeatifying critical erementi.of techniques.

technique by:

4-2; Ali. atudeut to critical element and to difficulties

to be encountered. Apprise of advantages and

dleadvantagea of alternative techniques.

4-3. Identifying and opprlee students of cuea at each

atop, rut whether Tuna correctly,

4-4, Halting sore student con ace demoutration.

S. To relate educational reading 5-1, hiking student to look up and report topic(o)

satetiul to a current patient byl relevant to patiot,

5-2, beacribing the patient in relation to current

reaenrch.

5-3. Relating 'specific element of work-up to current

literature.

5-1. Preparing bibliography(lee) of relevant topic,

- 26 -
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CUl0 TO THE SELECTION OV

11131TDCTIDNAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON CONGRUENCE

Table 2 (continued)

ENCINEViril,PIE; tI_

1110RiTI:

2 INIROCTIONAL SHAMES

ACTUME9 3_ 5

UNIT SUPPORTIVE ALTERNATIVE=1.4...

To dunk how to priors a high_ 6-1. Detertining what's isportont to nota in particular

quality clinical elle 40 refuted to a caaa, 4

Opecifit coot by;

Te atImelate °Went hitateit 6

specific patient Jring case

presentation by:

To Infers atN,',.at(e) of evaluation

cniteria;Tor_senhwing hisiher

pdrformance by;

6-2. Presdnting !leveret vivo to check 'loner finding°.

6-3, Suggesting relevent shortcut' in the ma,

6-4. Distingutahing between objective and subjective

7-1, Galidirsihe student 111 hie/her nose.

1-2. Pointing out Interesting or chtilentlbg weal'

of the c:ae,

1-3, [J011110[4 or asking the student(s) to deacriba

unique elements of Me or prognosis.

B-1, kacribing atudent ours° objectives.

0-2. Telling how wainscot of objective° will be measured.

Preparing an iatribute c cures ayllnboa,

S. To explain Incorrect responoes 9-1. See Its (Priority 1 Item)

to queatIons by

- 21 -



CUiii TO THE SELECTION OF DISCIPLINE: HttlliiiE

PRIORITY; 11INSTRUCTIONAL,STRATECIES BASED UPON CONE RUENC

6

OBJECTIVES

Y^......

/ibli 2 (national)

2

/CITIES

ITISTIUCTIONALITRATEIES_

PRIILIRT SUPPORTIVE -ALTERNATIVE

10. To oak for "problem Hating"

on LIo IMAM. by;

II. To oak indent to differentiate

between email' and non-errientia1

data by;

12: TO eek.questions which make student

use deductive reaming by;

13. To auk student fur aucceusive

management uteps by;

10-1. Learning Problem Oriented Record,

10-2. Practicing Problem Oriented Record,

10-3, Developing queutioning

10-4. Asking for priority of problem.

11-I. Lesruini effective qucutioninglechniquei.

11-2, Determining what is eurrentlal and non-easential.

11-3. Peer reviewing re; ausential wits.

12-1; Natio; Illustrating quentione which ahoy

deductive reaming.

12-2. Developing criteria for deductive rearming.

12-3. Practice asking Osationl.

13-1. Knowing uccerreive uteri in logical order.

11-2. Giving hypothetical mem and nuking/comparing to

peer stendard.

0-3. FOR format.

- 20 -
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GUIDE TO TOE SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES RASED UPON CONCRUENCE

Tina_ 2 (cnalithed)

mulling; 111:111CI;rti,

PRIORITY: ii

IISIEcrivEs

2

ACTIVITIES

1113TRUCTIOHAL MANUS

14, To present behavioral, (load, folly 111-1. Refer to I (Priority I Rol) oloo

and finoLciel factor' In declaim
, Identifying critical nandgenent Interview highly

regarding patient tat geatht hyt affected by these factors.

15. To point out otudot's ahead

observations by:

14-2. Providing case otudiee illustrating influence of

these variable's,

15-1, Deciding %diet student should notice,

15-2. Writing ubeervation reporte.

Alio I IS (PrldrIty I It)

16. To reepund enthuallatically to 16-1. Defining and describing int, whom,

potions by:

16-2, Wog questions le in opportunity to saki point

with ettident's full attention.

16-1. Practicing enthaeleam.

I/. To encourage etudeute while they 17-1,, Describing using the technique of positive

ere performing premium by: reinforcement.

11-2. Diatingulah thu important things to reinforce:

11-1. become-knnuledgeable of literature on reinforcement

peychology.

11-4. Anticipating diecoorsgial events and Orr, Itudeat

in advance.

- 29
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. GUIDE .TO_TIIE SELECTION.OV

111Si'Ellet101141. STRATEGIES BASED VON COlIGINIENGE

Table 2 (continued)

DISCIPLINE' NEDICINE

FRIORITY:

OBJECTIVES

2 INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

ACTIVITIES

18. To give poultice verbal reinforcelent 18-1. Sea fll above (lame)

on clinical perforunce 111

_ ninon ALUM!!VI

19. Ti ddlid8s and facia on Ievel of etu- 19-1; Divaloplug quellonIng ikille rem pment toktotailhg

dent undemanding of topic by

20. To oak students 'for feedback and

suggeotionu for_isproving learning

experience on the uervlce byt

9

19-2. Developing akin§ In the design end uao Of pre-teeto.

19-3. womb' imillar with appropriate language and

concepto.

19-4. Encouraging tandent(a) to interrupt and question at

appropriate thee.

19-5. Seneitielng atedentfe1 to periodically eummarize.

19-6. Exaolnins students) for feedback at Ipproprinta

content level'.

19-7. hemonetrating dill In Iddreleing topic

miounderetunding.

19-8; Demonstrating dill In the uuu of higher order

questiks.

19-9. Demonetrating kill In developing and using clinical

evaluation.

20-1. Developing eitarneto stretches for gathering

feedback data.

- 30 -



QUIRK TO THE SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED NEON CONGRUENCE

Table 2 kentIneetl)

1

OBJECTIVES

20: (cuntioutul)- _

2

ACTIVITIES

21. To convoy s tolerance for un-

certainty in medical problem byi

22. To demonatrate an Intermit In the

students' efforte to learn byt

23, T admit limits of own medical

knowledge and experience hyt

20-2, Developing alternate strategicn for evaluating

feedback data;

Aloo - Sea 1 17(Priority I Item)

frittithig aiid mai role modeling strategies;

21-2, Illustrating and dlleunglng maple, of humhlo,

tolerating and arrogant Intolerance.

21-3; Doi/doping skill In the use of triggerillos to induce

In faculty a sense of helplessness to discuss specific

ways of handling uncertainty.

22-1. Recognizing and retaining Wows' Mu napes:

22-2. Demonotratlng techniques for eatsblishing rapport,

22-3. Skillfully queatfoning current loaning.

22-4, Providing spproprilta asilltance When problems in

__learning arcidenalled.

22 -5. Identifying student learning style,

23-I, Delineating !WM of strength and weakness.

21-2, Discussing how It hale to admit Ignorance.

2

DISCIPLINE; OKI°

PRIORITY1

INSTRUCTIONAL STRITFCIES

3

SUPPORTIVE



1

OILIECTIVES

GUIDE TO THE SELECTION OP

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES CASED UPON CONGRUENCE

Tblo 2 (Cnnifeiied1

ACTIVITIES

DISCIPLINE' AliDICIIIE-

NIORITII II

23: (continued)

24. To esphanten prosptlioes for

taichifil fiewilOng by

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

3 4 5

NIIHAU SUPPORTIVE ALTERNATIVE

23-1, Practicing In rola playing situation -

"I don't know":

24-1. Rola playing the experience of Wenn'',

26-2, Deoeloptottochnivel o Won that !ordinal' In

not ignored.,

24-1. lorsoleting a plan for recognieing and dealing with

tardineoei

25. To provide fi r etudent participation 25-1. Dlecoaling niternntiva rachaniems for student

In the inotructIond proem by porticipation,

25-2. Practicing technique fat esploying and 4400114

sethoda for Rodent participation,

25-1. Ilavlog students design and present cone ample' of

prolamin,

25-4. DenignIng fending enalgamante for 'minion prenontillon.

26; To convey and dowered Iiidariblp 16-1: 54010tilly didIne luderah1F.

dill all a prefenalonal altrilinte Gyo

26-2. Agetoolni gueplaylog ilturtloos holing ultli

prolacms in profealional sonagesent.

26-3: Identifying Midi own atylo of leadorahlp,

12

pA.Jh

2,0



1

OR IECTIVEi

COIN TO THE SELECTION OS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES DAM UPON comma

Table 2 (continued)..... 1.-.',1*

DISCIPLINE: MEDICINE

11161T11

2

Ml 1IV1TIES

26. (Cunttnued)
26-6. Identifying and giving example of characterMice

of profealional kyle and behavior.

21. To dematrott Ctitital appraisal

of lab datai_aud consultant

racomondations byt

18. To tucouragu abhor to evaluate

critically lab data; cl,;naultent

recommendations, etc. byt

21-1; Dtve19101 sn Comaunicalng criteria forIppraimal.

,21-2, lalat!ng data to Problem lie?,

21-3. Providing onportunitles for atudenta to demonstrate

4111 In appralaal techniques.

Sang as 2)- alga

20/1. haelling'whothor consultaut or lab snowed

quamtial aebed.

INSTRUCTIONAL SUATEIE!

7_177
SUCNITItit 111111011-VE-



GUIDE TO ThE SELECTION-DP'

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED IliON CONGRUENCE

TABLE

1

OBISGTIVES

2

ACTIVITIES

DIMPLINE:

PRIoRin:

iNSTRUCTIORAI; illtATEUES

PRI1IART

A

SUPPORTIVE inuorivE

2'i

1, To eatlain to itadente_what thid

are eMpected to into fro the

inetcuctiun mooted by;

2: To use.eadlevisoil iiJe or 2 at )

dliensional Aids (when 'mintage)

In deocrihing technique's or cocotte

that are different by:

1-1; Being able In gate objectives according. to a

prescribed way,

1-2, Practicing getemeni. orobjectIvol to etudenta,

I-1, identityitti_end writing the eaquentlai gape of

the clinical tall.

Evaluating the clinical task in a toddle( way.

1-5. Observing omit on videotape when explaining

Astectistions,

1-6, Recording yoer expectation° on au audiotape lot

review and critique with colleague,

171, Pointing not tii i the

Instructions being undertaken,

2-1, Wog able to prepare viatial aids.

2-1. Identifying altostione'or conditions In which the use

of A.V. ado would be beneficial to instruction,

T-T; leing.abla to gate and use criteria and °tan-duds

for rvuluatin8A,V, Niko!a in ardor to aelect the

eowattiotriate eethod,

2-4 , king able to usse.A.V, aide,

- 31, -

Roy: L - Lecture

C Conforenee_

_D.- DeroeocretIne

ferforseace Egercied

PI - Progneced instruction

SA - Stndy_Aesignment

Tototlai_

COM - Cembieetlea Instruction

0



OBJECTIVES

=Lre-cC====z1M.='-'

2. (continued)

3. To aulantrize the tasks thot III

necomry in order to accomplish the

oblectIve(e) byl

4. To establigh it time tram necemry

for otuJinh to accompliab the

objective(a) by

WIDE TO THE SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED Mil COIRSNIENCE

Tahle 3 (continued)

2

ACTIVITIEU

015C1111111!i HATISTRY

PRIOR In

INSTRUCTIONAL SUATECIES

SWATHE ALTE

2-5. Being able to state and use,_critorlo and Itindarde

for evaluating the quality of A.V,Ie.

2-6. Listing current norm ;ditch lend, diotribute, give

or produce kV, resource'.

2-7. thilng.abla to recognize, evaluate, and ',gate the

benefits or (IlihIlltio) of various A.V.'s to the

rtudent.

3-I, Reing able to identify the 'pacific nap' needed to

accompliali the objective.

3-2. Being ahle to identify the Appropriate time when

oumaarlzation le needed.

3-3; Kilns able to identify the rain points of the

summary auccinctly,

3-4. Wing the 'indent to comment on the major point'

rode in the Emory,

4-I. Knowing how long A procedure ftntik) will take (or an

amuse "Indent Ly iiI411101 A ['ohm cachet of

studentaiprocedure.

4-2. Idelififyinutime wasters in completing (I)

procedure("),

- 35
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CUM TO TIIR SELECTION OP

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIRS BASED UPON COMMENCE

Tablo ) (continued)

DISCULINR1 DENTISTHY

1111061111

1

lIBIECTIRRS

2-

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEC1ES

4

WIRT _

4, (continued)

5. To Jemenatrite skill or asphalting

eatimateo of expose' to

potiento by:

L; To inhibit onu'u ability to 61100-

up etudeutn byt

5

ALTERNATIVE

4-2. Pointing out to AtUdente where be/ahl in wasting tine,

4-4, Doing able to give suggestions as to how to use

Limo more effectively.

4-5. Ruing able to identify potential complications in

completing the procedurs(e).

5-1, Being able to define Altar-piths treatment protocols.

5-2. Being able to colt Account alternative plan,

5-3. Icing Able to otste Advantage' Ind dinadvantageo of

the treatmont(e) alternatives vhlch 4[11 recommendod,

5-4. Icing a Wu modal In providing eapanve estimaten

to pad:Into fur the student.

5-5. Critiquing various approschos to eutimAtehaplain

expeeael to petieutn,

5-6. Ruing able to communicate about foes to patients.

5-1; interacting with patients to discuao himiher

financial altuation,

6-1, Keeping active records on Au/lento' progress.

6-2. Selecting o follow-up procedure tu Include a time

table.

-36-
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GUIDE TO THE SELECTION OF DISCIPLINE: DENTISTRY

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON CONCRUENCE PRIOR111:

Table 3 (continued)

1

OBJECTIVES

6, (continued)

7, To demonatrate.the.use of a.planed

variety of Instructional activity

questioning, demonatration,

atc.) by:.

8, To identify catudont'a strength'',

wed:milieu in hie currant akIll

level hp

2

ACTIVITIES

_IIIITEUCTIOSUIRATEG LES

3 4

SUPPORTIVE ALTERNATIVE--

6-3, Knowing when to follow-up itudenti.

6-4. Checking periodically on itudent during hialher

clinical tteltmont:

1-1. Being aware of alternative teaching technique.

1-2. "Indent:Writ impla of Iurnativa teaching

technique'.

1-3. Odootaping °naval ucing alternative teaching

technique.

7-4. Being sum of the approprittem of the various

Leaching technique' by developing criteria.

8-1. Identifying vorione type' of atildenta strengths

end walinmes.

8-2, Identifying situation' that impact on the student.

8-3, Deacriblnrand dosonstrating the 4111 Mel

expected of the otudont,

8-4. Specifying the etudontil perception of hildher

ukille.

8-5. Identifying methods to evalualnatudanta' strengthe

Ind wooknoloco. (ability to ace tail inalyelm

procedure").

- 31 -



GUIDE TO THE SELECTION. OF DISCIPLINE; IIENTISyY

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES IASE8 UPON CONGRUENCE PRIOSITY1

Table 3 (continued)

1

OOJPCTIVE9

2

ACTIVITIES

8, (continued)

9. To ask Milieus for poritim or

negative cements on moulted

imbniquee (procedures) by;

To auk student" to vont on quill

procedures during treatment by;

To ask "Mem to porticipate Is his

luarnIng bi diocuseing; 1;e:i pro-

cedure', etc. by;

To ask "Went to define question'

which need tubs milted to "ccoptebly

reuulvo a patient's theism or

mnigesent problem by;

To ask students to identify strengths

tedmakneesee in Choir own

performance by;

10, To describe requisite behavior

prior _to A eluded beginning a

procedure by:

kd

8-6, Wog 161e to citegorize students' strength.

And weaknesses.

9-1. Stang able CO demnetrite questioning skills.

9-2, liming students practice questioning skills by

videotape.

9-3. Suing able to Interpret feedbaCk from student.' by

restating the information.

9-4, loittible to develop clogicel sequence of

queltionIng by active !Welting.

9-5, being able to demonetrsto mnsgerat skills.

10-1. Being able to demonstrate whet the expected behavior

is to Atudent(e),

10-2. Having evellable positive Well on videotape.

10-3. Providing the etudant(e) with a task analysis.

INSTRUCTIONAL SliAliClES

_ _3 . 4

PER _SUPPORTIVE- UTE TIVE

- 38 -



QIN To TIIE IIKEECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATUMS BASED MD CONGRUENCE

Table I (continued)

DISCIPLINE! :=DteliTILL

PRIORITY: _L___

10. (coal:wed)

2

ACTIVITIEE

11, To provide students with _

systematic evaluation of their

plogren by:

(0-i, Providing the student(1) with a sPettfic
pre'

procedure protocol In writhe.

11-1. hewing bov to let-up an evolution eras,

11-2. Setting up evaluation mechanisms WW1 the tuna,

11-). Ileing_teeb nalyets approach in checking off

speCific procedure(e) in accounting for student

progress.

11-i. Being able to give students feedback on dolt

progress,

11-S, lutuatIng the evaluation system,

U. to summarize Important points byt 12 Refer to A-1

II, To plan lot dinueslon time during 13-1. Being able to echeduii time for discussion.

inetroctIoll tyt

13 -2. Arronglee for small group seminars.

13-3. gutimetins time need for etudente regarding

dlocusion,

11-4. Mutating the impartnes of Manion needs.

14, TO -it-mutate nee perceptive- 14-1. Being able to engage In active listening skills.

me to students' protases be

- 39

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

5
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GUIDE TO TUE SELECTION OT

INSTRUCTIONAL. STRATEGIES BASED UPON CoNCNUENCE

Table 3 (continued)

DISCIPLINE; DEPTISTEV

111011111;

1
2

OIJECTIVES
ACTIVITIES

aAt

4. icontinued) 14-2. Wog Alsip intortualen to etiitlente it

level he/ike undoretindi.

14-3, king ibis to select oppropriste the in responding

to students needs or problem.

14-4, king (sillier with the requIrekents, eitustions

aid dosnds being placed upon the 'students in tote'.

1

_111,11111CT IDEAL STRATECIES

1 4 5
SUPPORT IVE ALTERNATIVE_



061ECTIVES

I. To doonetrate.the proper use of

Inutrumeutaond equipment byl

2, To clarify patient manalloment

prohkm0 hp:

_ . .

To explein the Ta10015 for u

particuler treatment modality by

ANION'TO THE SELECTION UV

INSTRUCTIONAL STKATEGIES NASD IIPIIH CONCRCENCE

TAM 4

DISCIell4g:
_

PRIORITY:

2

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECISS

!UNARY summit ALTERNAT1

1-1. Knowing how to 414 chute, video-tepee, other

audio -viva' in donntreln; the Use of instruments

and equipment.

_

. Knowin_g hew ro no equipment Ind practice :ming it

LiLOrO OionijraUu ti :me to the class.

' 1-3. Knowing common ONUS in lining the equipeent.

2-1; Identifying paint management problems.

2 2. Listing COMO to:moment problems.

2-3; Compering common unguent problem*.

2-4. Evaluating patient management responses.

2-S. (Wiping positive NatiEhili to management problem.

3-1. Knowing how to diagnose differentially,

3-2. Designing elternntive treatment plans.

3-1. Conan:ding alternative treatment plans.

3-4. Selecting I mingle treetment :sodality.

3-5. Organising case information end rationale.

3-6. !Irian; alter:intim for trentment;_theirjetionale

(pro and con) end Henn your result ylth s pour;

/

ley: 1. - Lecture

C Conferince_

Demonattain

PE - Performance Eurciee

- Frogrammod Introction '

SA - Study_Anignment

T. - Tutoring.

CON - Coiblnation Instruction

2,i0

..01



CUIDE TO TOE SELVTION OV

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES DAUB UPON CONGRUENCE

Table 4 (continued)

DISCIPLINE: DENTISTRY

OBJECTIVES

cool Iniidil)

2

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

To dealooetrett clinical procedures

at a rate ()roped appropriate to

the students' needs by:

TO explain Aternete t:oatnent

plena to etudent by:

3-1, king able.to "poi in flout of a group of

,; studenis,

4-1. lib; aware of otudent progreee.

4-2. %serving student.' ability to follow directions.

4-3, Checking etudent m rate of retention.

4-4. Estimating the handl for completing lathe)

clinical procedure.

4-5. Preparing i dctallid lilting of huh within the

procedure'.

5-1, UnderetendIng varying COOMMICal00 ORION,

5-2; hint able to write on paper, treatment Plena and

their rationale, (pro - con). Than discuse or

submit that plan to a peer for review and feedback.

5-3; Witching on video a goof inettuctor expliln

Alternative treatment plans to student,

5.4, Reeding a handout orphaning what /actor' enter In

when considering alternetiva treetnent,

atomic, complexity, age; /

PRIMARY _UNITIVE AR_ E
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MIDI TO THE SELECTION OF DISCIPLINE: --DENTISTRY

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON CUNNINGS rillOR ITT: AL

Table 4 (continued)

ORIEL/IVES

6, To jib student If lesietence Is

needed before beginning the

procedure by:

To lob evident to deacribi coulee

of treatment bys

To explain patient WI decision'

to students by;

R. To denenettate 61114 to actively

Illten to student by:

Tu restate, reflect, or clarify

student's explanation by:

TO demenotrete ability to provide

roluforcement when a student

reoponda to a queation by:

2

ACTIVITIES

_INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

NIHAU SUPPORTIVE ALTERNATIVE_

6-1, Ming able to oak questions to maximise learning

'effort&

6-2. Becoming knowledgeable in practice questioning

techniques.

6 -1. Becoming knouledgeeble In recognising nonverbal uses

that vould signal that the student tight need sate

610;

6-4, Snowing end poetising statement' and clarification

techniques In order to. assist the student describe

his/her own come of treatment,

1-1. Engaging role playing marches.

7.2: Knowing obit level the-student is at so that the

explanation viii be understood and viii further the

student's knowledge.

8-1. Learning the dynamics of active listening.

8-2. Attending vorktihop on interviewing technique.

(Including active listening process).

8-3, Producing and participating in trigger tepee that viii

allow the instructor to practice ectivo listening end

receive comments end auggeetions upon hov to Improve

from peers or a combatant.
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0010E TO TOE SELECTION Of

INSTOUCTIONALSTRATECIES IASED UPON COMMENCE

Table 4 (continued)

DISCIKINEt

PRIORITY:

1

MECTISES

2

ACTIVITIES

8. (continadj

9. To collar with siudeute MAMAS

their propel on encoder.. hp

To demonstrate empathy to Itudente

when eppropriste hyl

10. To glow limo Int "rodent to a-

pron differing opinions by

11. To encourage ttudeote to uk ques-

tion' by:

8-4, Iola playing with peers.

8-S, Knowlagind practicing trilled inilient technique.

especially to identify and practice 'Wing the

positive critical beheviors,

9-1. Demonetrating.pereonility choreic:Wel sad

moulting technique.

9-2, Analysing tasks from student perspective of progress,

9-3; Demonstrating how to be a consulted:

I-4, Applying communication skills loin empithetIc wey.

10-1. trecriting active listening fmn listening to

differing opinion.

10-2. Knowing the value of.allowing din 'tubas time to

muss differing °ride%

11-1. Vertitipeticg to interaction ens4siA.

AUSTRUCTIONAL STKATECIES

alum ALTERNATIVE



IIVECTIVES

12, To explain practical approaches to

the management of patient problem

In way' that are chilly War-
xtood by the atudent

mu TO Tim OP

INtitailal0114811lATEGIVI 10.810 UPON COIERIIENCE

Table 1. (conttintat)_

ACTIVITIES

Vaiiietpeso===a Ire ---._

12-1. Knowing and categorising potential problem;

Organizing problem§ in a meaningful way.

Hiscirue DENISMI

111101IMI

INSTRUCTIONAL STIATECIE3

12-3. Deacribleg problems to 'Went' In a logical nip.

12-4. Answering questiona about patient problems.

A I s
SUPPORTIVE I ALTERIATig_
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GUIDE T0.11111 SSLECTION Of

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES MED UPON CONGSUENCE

O11101VES

1; To 'ilea appropriate teething aide

byi

1, To dormant., with student es

observer, client teaching 64

assessment (presenting behaviors

and history) by

TOOLE

2

ACTIVITIES

DISCIfLINRI NURSING

1111)11111

1.1, Reviewing theinventory of teaching aide already awned

by the School of Noel*

1.2, Reviewing Maltose Of teaching 1111 from other

on-campus eradiate units.

1 -3. Identifying through reedlogei workshops, etc., the.

-----instrurtioaal-shentsges-and ItnItstions of variety

of teaching aide,

1-4. Reviewing profeellonal journal. end advertlemente In

Journal, 'laicise for intonation on new teething side,

1-5. Coneulting with other colleagues who use teaching elds

effectively,

2-1, Reviewing (or leernInet

a) steps In mememint

b) process of emelment

c) content of amassment

d) principles of tuchindlernIng

e) teChnlquee of patient telchIng

2-2. Practicing'

1) oment (m without andante preeeni)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

4 5

SUPPORTIVE ALTENSATIVL

keys L - Lecture II - Programmed Instruction

C - Conference SA - Study Aleignmont

Dinetretion T Tutoring-

PR " Performance Imam CCil Coihinatlee Instruction

24 ,4



641.."

MIDI TO MR SELECTION of

INITAUCTIONAL STUMM RAM UPON CONCRUESCE

Table S (continued)

DISCIPLINE! RUT

C11011111: 1

IECTIVE5

2. (Continued)

ACTIVITIES

IMIXTIONAL STARECIES

PI MAI!
4

SUPPORTIVE

b) paha leeching without "Wats present

2-3. Critiquing "practice 111.11110te and "practice

leeching" uboorvodialtiqued by experienced collapse.

24. . levioving (of learning) technique' Involved In

depoontation-type leeching.

2-5. IllilatepIng and critiquing your toiching,porforiance.

Ohnerving maim' kille end_client teaching

petfureed by an motional olloninn,

3. To involve agency staff In Fleming 3-1. Waling etiolation"l structure and casunicalou

WINN experience" by channels (tonal I !dotal) which fUndiOn in the 'gm

Oacribini principles and procedures Involved in

attire collaboration.

3-3. Papering written eaterisis which clearly ippraleo

agency tall at the eaten gale.

3-4 Soliciting input Iron Iteff (fatally I!n!orealiy)rei
the affective incorporation of the students into the

ongoing operation at the limy;

3-5; Talking with a fellows who baa bWitatostut

experience with the issucy ret the "List ills to

°pirate" within that particular Osten.

3.6; Consulting with a colleague oho hes ban.auccoseful IA

developIng conpeative teletlinehips with agency 'tall;

ALTERNATIVE

-



_ _ _OMIT& TULIELECTION_OF

INSTRUCTIONAL OTOTECIII GIBED UPON CONCEUERGE

tile 5 (continued)

DISCIPLINE! NURSING

PRIORITY!

01JRCTIVES

3. Motioned/

To "Met *lofty gal lc evilueting

learning expaioncee by!

5, To nudation etlideate to detectible.

etudentc' understanding of objective"

of tho 410101 experlinco bye

2

ACTIVITIES

3-7. Eveluating how egency_stsff perceive theirt614 14

Motion es'plaoinglleaning olperlence" for student'.

3-11. Developing syetetatic way of saehing advice from 'gooey

staff in placing learning experience',

4-1. Reviewing Ihi orgoniritiiial Itructure and communication

channels rimed and informal) existing In the agency,

4-2. Reviewing principles and eschniqueo_invulved_in the

development of effective collaborative relationshipm.

4-3. Committee; with colleague who Ime been manful in

developing cooperative relationehipl with agency staff.

4-4. Preparing written materiels Which cleerly Apprelme

agent', doff of the WW1' for "Mulling kerning

experiences.

45. Determining howegency 'tuff perceive their role to

relation *.c collation of leaning experience',

4-6. Deveoptng a systematicay of soliciting eveluotion

Bite from spiky staff,

5-1. Learnio how to obit" vied educational objective'.

5-2. Practicing writing 61ictivea.

Objecaveicritiqued by experienced colleague.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

-UMW
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OBJECTIVES

CUM TO THE SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED urou COOCRUENCE

WI. 5 (continued)

Discirum HURSIH

PRIORITY I

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

4 ,

NIIHAU ---SUFPORTIVE

5

ALTERNATIVE

S. (Continued)

6, to question etudents to issue

atedents/ understanding of the planned

completed clinical experience in terme

df thi.rilitiocehip to the unit being

stalled byi

1; To assist itudents in underatending

the eontrihntiona of other heath

taus members to client cure byi

LJ

5-4, Uletributing objectives to students prior to the clinic,

experience,

5-5, Practicing effective questioning end ramie technlquee

5-6. Formulating queelioas to reflect the intellectual

operation specified in.the objective (i.e. application,

onalysla, eyntheels, etc.)

5-7. Sorting slide time for questioning students as pert of

the clinical experience.

6-1, Planning for verationiUg ao In Integral part of tho

clinical exporwce.

6-2, Reviewing (or leerning) effective queation-eaking

and response techniques.

6-3. incorporating specific clinical experience and objective

into the entire instructional unit of which It is a part

6-4. Analyzing questions in terms of MIMI& classIficetion

of required knowledge.

1-1, Talking to other health team members and finding out

their profeseional

7-2. Inviting other health teas Ribero to conferences and

other learning eituations where andenti are preeco.
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CUID1 TO THE SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON CONGRUENCE

ORIECTIVES

Table 5 (coutinuad)

DISCIPLINE; NURSING

PRIORITY;

2

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

3

PRIMA!
5

SUPPORTIVE ACTERAITM__

1. (Continued) 7-3. Wing other health team Inhere to InVita student'

to their conferences whenever feasible.

7-4. Including the rola of other health team member' In

didactic and clinical presentations to studentL

1-5. Teaching .students how to meat with other health

tam members When appropritte.

7-8. Inviting "Wonti to attend inter-disciplinary

workshops and conferences.

1-1, Encrmaging students to Hall other IITHi when

approptiate In patient core.

8. To help students apply research 8-1. Reviewing the component. of the research proms,

findings; by

8-2; Relating research ItlidInga to Inical practice,

8-2. Keeping informed about current reeearch relevant

to the patient care ;lettings In which 'andante

practice;

8-4:Including appropriate research otudles in student"'

reeding lawignmenta.

8-5. Involving atudunto In ongoing research conducted in

the client care petting" where they practice when

appropriate,
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CUIDE TO THE SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STAATPCIES imsE9 oroH cotauma

Table 5 (Continued)

OBJECTIVES

2

DISCIPLINE; WSW
PRIORM;

ACTIVITIES

2

9, To explain relationahlpg between

clinical oalignmeut and educational

cb!ectives by

10. To maintain noteu for reporting and

discussing student progreao after

ench clinical experience by

INSTRUCTIONAL STBATECIES

4 5

_surtativE ALTS INATIVE

9-1, Studying the relationship between educational

eblectives a;J clinical experience,

9-2. Franking welting effective ideation-et objectives.

9-3. Reviewing (or learning) principlea of making clinical

agaignments,

9-4, Learning the nature of "nonverbal" reaponles which

atudenta give that con indicate to you whet4r or not

they. underatood whet you explained,

9-5. Videotaping your explanation and having It critiqued

by experieoced. culleague(s).

1-6, Learning how to wee educational objectives mg thr

basil for detecting the client care setting,

1-1: Dovelopiq specific criteria for chnoaing a clinical

assignment,

9-S, Scheduling 'pacific time to explain relationship

belweee clinical (alignment and educational objecting,

10-1, Identifying, In advance of the experience, incident"

that are faded to the atudenta' achievement of

clinical objectives,

10-2, Studying technique of observation,
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1

OR

CUBE 10 TUE SELECTION Of

INSTRUCTIMAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON COMRUENCE

Table 5 (coutleeed)

DISCIPL1HRt USING

PRIORITY; 1

INSTRUCTIONAL STIATZCa Ea

ACTIVITIES 5

ALTERNATIVE

10, (Continued) 10-3. Developine a method of melee, accurate recording

of ntudent behavior".

10-4; Scheduling speelfic time within the - clinical experience

to diem enJ record 'Went behavior'.

10-5, Loaning bow to we poititIve and negative feedback

mechanilecto Indic/tie epeciflc_wayl in which student"

con maintain culior improve their performance.

11. To obeervo condition of client

assigeed_to caeh_etudent with en_

to. client-related iarriere which

'ay ihblbil eindent.froe nesting

delloffilied loetenctiond objectives

by:

12. To remain objective In etudent

evaluation by;

11-1. Translating proem and content of cilia adornment

Into appropriate treatment plan.

11-2. Anslyeing outcomes of client leaerement In term' of tho

learning objective' which have been erecified ror the

student.

11-3. Aminting clients eiutigned to etude4te by interview and

examinglon and by reviewing the clients' records,

12 -I. Reviewing or learning elementa in the svaluntion

pruconai

12-2. Establishing, a priori-, the epecific criteria by which

all Cuban' will he evslunted,

12-3. Developing a consistent epics for des collection

12-4. Wing the on evaluation tool for all °indent'

achieving the game objectives,
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WIPE TO TILE SELECTION OF

IUSTROCTIOKAI. STIJATECIES BASED RON C9NGIOIENCE

Wiz S (continued)

DISCIPLINE: NURSING

PRIORITY) IL__

OBJECTIVES

,
2 .

ACTIVITIES

INSTkucTi011kl, SIRAT4CIES

PIIHAIT SUPPORTIVE

S

ALTERNATIVE

13. To amain perceptive to 'Went needs 13-1. Reeding current Menton) shout er Heade And

uuu prublem; byi problems.

14. To 'dewily reallet1c_expectatlans

regadIng ;rodent perforeonce by)

13 -2. Coneulting with ear:danced collet:pee about the

neture 'Rodent need); and problems.

13-3. Listening to Micas,

13-4. Assessing non-verbal cues from ardente,

13.1 Avoldlog glvlag luhlbliory non - verbal er vatbol

reeponame to random

13.6. OhNervIng interoctiono among oh:dents In clinical

settings.

11 -); lhtli:Iputing client-relotid situationa whiCh are

likely to Mee 'Went fame,

14-1, PoilllarIting yourself with the level of performance

expected of students prior to the experience currently

being evalnoted.

14.1 Carrying out -the sctivitleideasignmenta required of

students to determine Whether expectationi la

14-1, Recording BIM of gulled etreed related to exceaelve

requirement!).

14-4. Evaluating the actual experience, you hsvo aligned the

rodent') and tietermlne If It's a repoonable expectation,
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WINE TO TUE SELECTION Of

INSTRUCTIONAL, STRATEGIES USED UNN CONGRUENCE

Table 5_1cOntinuld) -

1 2

0111EGTIVES ACTIVITIES

OISCIPLINE:
NURSING

11110E111i

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

14, (Continued) 14-L Observing signs of "overlosd-releter student stress,

14.6; homing en "expected program" rote in order to

regularly assess Actual student progress la 'expected,"

15, To organise leaching stratogiel to 15-1; lev(evirg the advantagee ind Ilisitaltiono of s variety

achieve specified soils bit of teaching lathed.,

15-2. Studying techniques of ellcitlog_ato4001 feedback

regarding effectivunear of teaching method,

15-3, Using experienced colleagues to critique teaching

methods.

15-4, Planning Alternative teaching strategies whp

developing teaching plan.

16, To milt etudenre_in leeklus_ 16-1, Reviewing principled of interpersonal cosonnifation with

cllent'i teurtbutio In deeaIopt

A health care plan by:

16-2, Nanning the clinical experience ouch that the clical

contrihutea l his/her awn health cure plan,

6-1. gocetIon student abaci client's role In planning care.

...y.ng the relevant Ars in nudes and their11. To oNsleritudenta ik understanding 1 Sthil I tl I t I

issues tifil6 effect the profeaslon historical precedents.

of nursing by:

11-2. Identifying resource *aerial* which can keep you and

your etudenta up to date.
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GUIDE TO rue SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED 111011 CONGRUENCE

Table 5 (cent/rued)

DISCIPLINE: _____NUPSINC

PR1OR:TY: 1

1 2

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

If. (Continued) 17-1. pliegslihi the loam with kowledgeable pawn

Inside and outside your own school of nursing,

11-4. Identifying resource persona And materlAla to which

itudente can be referred.

17-5. DiecusaIng profealional Issues with narelng colleague'

and other knowledgeable persona.

17-6. Participating Actively In profeaaional orgeniratins,

17-7. Relating protest:lapel Josue" to clinical practice':

whenever releVag.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

ALTEISTIVt



MINE TO TUE SEKTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES MED UPON CONCRUEOCE

TABLE 6

1 2

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

1. To demoustratkwith student as

°heartier; interpersonal ralationehips

with cliento Git

gigapum: NURSING

PRIORITY:

1-1. hooking the priaciplis and techniques of effective 111.

1,-2. %paving 44 experienced coli448U4 interacting with

cliontu.

1-3. Practicing cumminicatiou akilis without andante present.

1-4. Carrying out a "practice" demonetration of interpersonal.

skills observed end critic .ed by an experienced

colleague.

1-5. Videotaping demonstration of interpersonal skille with

fullow-up critlque by golf mod/or other.,

2. Vemondr414; with 'student 4. ObiOCV4ri -1. NeVIANIV(Orialra41) general principle(' and techniques

relationships with other health tens of effective lit

mellera by:

2-2. Becoming familiar with the Idea of other health team

members.

3. To demonetrete effective Clinical 3-1. Reviewing or learning general principles and techniques

nursing techniloco by of effective clinical nursing tseheil.

3-2. Observing experienced -Colleagues deronetrate ellnics1

vrming techniques.

3-3. Practicing clinical nimbi techniquee without atudeote

preaent.

.nomm

IIIMUCTIOUL STRATEGIES

- 56 -
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GUIDE TO THE SELECTION OF DISCIPLINE! NURSING_

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES EASED UPON CONGRUENCE PRIORITY! II

Table 6 (continued)

0111ECTIVES

2

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL. STRATEGIES

); (Continued) 1 -4, Carrying out "practice" demenetratione uf elinitoi

nursing tecluliquel Weaved and critiqued by an

scpeiienced colleague.

toddling wimples to highlight and el' content.

4. To respond euccinetly to queetIone 4-1. Giving all :ent' a etopuotch end a gong and establieh

by: criteria for wion to ring gag;

4-2, Tape recording gneacionind aneuer MOW with Rodent'

to analyze interecunn (ale Flondera);

4-3. Videotaping cloalrons and/or conference period and

analyzing 46:WOrd to queotione in term of clarity end

brevity.

Videotaping for ouccluctnees and diotracting mannerism.

S, To dliouotroto nureing care rather 54. Reviewing or learning general principle!' and technique!!

than toll about It by of effective clinical %reins technique°.

5-2. Observing experienced ffleaguee demonatreta clinical

nureing techniques;

5-3. Practicing clinical nulling technique' without Itudente

present.

5-4; Carrying out 11)ractIce demopeuitione of clinical

uurrlug techniques observed and critiqued by an

experienced colleague.

3
I 4

.1111{AliT.... I SUPPORTIVE- A' 4NATIVE
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1

OBJECTIVES

GUIDE TO TNE SELECTION OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES ASKI) UPON CONGRUENCE

Table 6 (continued)

2

ACTIVITIES

DISCIPLINE! 'HWANG

PitoiliTil it

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

6. To select clinical experience, that 6-I. keviewing or _learning prim., uhd procelleo of

require ;Went!! LO Wid decision- decialou-soling.

making eking by

6-2. Practicing the level of decision-uaking required by the

clinical experience congruent with the etudentls

ability level.

6-3. 14entifying the legel lipid For decisions matie by

utudcnte and the inetitutionlis policy regarding

legal reepoudihility.

To Illvolvd agency itiff in . /-1, haeseing the capabilities of individual staff memiero

41-0.ertntiOg lOnrniag experiences

ToproviJe exampled to highlight anJ

clarify content by:

lo that eking and student rode can be matched.

1-2. Ching staff 'cohere pooltive reinforcelent about their

particular arm of competence.

1-3. Studying organisational "tructore and casonnicallon

'channels Unreel i Informal) which foncbm in the

agency,

14. Preparing written waterfall' which clearly appraise

agency staff of the overall goals and objectives of

atuJental clinical experience. _Lean howl° eollcit

input from.staff (formally and Morally) rel !ha

effective incorporation of the atoll Into the agency

operation.

Olacusali;t content thoroughly with etedents.

- 58 -
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1

ORIECTIVE3

8. (Continued)

COIDE TO THE SELECTION OV

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED oron CONGRUENCE

Table 6 (continued)

DISCIPLINE: HURSIE

PRIORITY: II

2

ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

. S .6 . .

. SUPPORTIVE Al7MAPVE

8-2, DeveIopin a lesson plan that includes anecdotes of

actual personal experience. that illustrate content,

9. To question students to a1001 9-1. Practicing_writing objectives 04 bug then reviewed by

suniente sbility to identify various experienced colleagues,

client sanifestationa es caliphs of

polticilar physiological or plyckilogl. 9-2, identifying loarn1ng objectives,

col Londitionlabout which the student

should know by: 9-1. Developing questioning and rations. techniques;

10. Te quostim students to dotersine

student.' knowledge regarding the

acceptable.lipits. of "Howley" in

client condition byi

9-6, Identifying discrepancies between the textbook mud the

real-life studio,

9-S; Distributing objectives to students prior 1466 dlinur

olperlinco.

9-6, Scheduling flit [or questioning students as pact of the

clinical experience.

9-2. Asolioing clients to students according to the

educational objectivee.

9-8. Assensing.the_physiologicel psychological condition of

the elicit And taloa' with laabook picture.

10-1. Practicing writing objective. and have the. reviewed by

experienced collaspos.

Ii- 2; Identifying learning objectives,

101, Developing questioning and response techniques,
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CUIDI TO THE SELECTION OF

INSTKUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON CONGRUENCE

TobV 6 (continued)

01.1ECTIVES ACTIVITIES

10; (Continued)

1!, To meth!, students to encourage

students to identify And 014611R4

own.teeling; about the pat rani;;

hie eonditioni_and_the C4111 that

Itsidek 841k the client by

10-4, Identityieg diecrepenclos between the textbook and the

real -life situation.

10-5. Distribaing Objectives to 464ents prior to the

clinical experience.

10-6, Scheduling time for questioning students as part of the

clinical experience,

10-7, helping cllenta to students according to the

educational objectives.

10 -8. leseeelng.the_phyeelogicalleychological condition of

the client and bioting with textbook picture.

11-1. Planning for_queetIoning as an Integral port of the

clinical experience,

11-2; Reviewing (or learning) effective queetion-asking and

reopen techniques,

11-3, incorporating specific clinical experience and lioroloi

objectives into the entire Instructional unit of which

IL is a pert,

11-4. Analysing questions In term of taxonomic clneeification

of required knowledge.

11-5. heisting ',Went') to verhallee feelings,

11-6. Listening to 'Wents and their questions,

DISCIPLINE! ;41M

PRIORITY! IL,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGICS

A

PRIMAII- 14PPORTIVE ALTERNATIVE
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CURIE TO TV SELECTION Ok

INSTRUCTIONAL SUMAS RASED U1111; COHCaCE

1

ORIECTIVES

11, (Cent Weed)

Table b (continueJ)

2

ACTIVITIES

11. To question students to assess tier

sbiiity to correctly interpret

labcritery chart, or equipment

Gii

II. To discuss student objectives lOr

clinical care by;

DISCIPLINE; NURSING

PRIORITY; IL

11-/, auerving student/student Intaract:on ill clinical letting

11-8. SW-dying and anticipaiing cllant-rolsted situations

which ore libely to cause studvia stress.

11-9. Willing how to muss non-verbal cud i from aiSionte.

11-10.holding inhlhitory non-verbal or verbal responses to

mtedenta.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

IIIHARI

12-1. Practicing effective questioning and response techniqueer

12-2. Formulating patina' to elicit interpretation of

!diatom mart or equipment dal;

12-1. Assessing laoratory, chart or equipment data for

clients Wined to andante.

12-4. Drawing ladttaCA 4E0 data.

11-1. Identifying 'Elective discussion techniques.

1!-2. Identifying objectives and need. of as clients;

11-1, Assessing the needs of the clients,

14. To summarls.^ outcomes ol learning 14-1. Reviewing or loarati techsii ca for summarising

esporieges students by learUIng'outcomes.

0.g..

4

SOMITIVE AMAMI-RE
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oruCTIVE5

14, ((,00dnue4

IS, To todlitoto_comoonfealnos
lame*

itudent; and other health care

professionals by:'

MIMI TO pig SELECTINN 01,

INSTRUCTIONAL STOTECIES RASED CONCRUENCI

Tnhla 6 Icontlonod)

2

ACTIVITIRS

OleCiPLINE: __NURTG

riliORiTf

INSTRUCTIONALITRATIOES

5

ALIEN?

14-2. Listing the pilisr,
obleCtIves for each clinical

experience.

14-1, Pieriafig time in each
clinical experience for a cimmary

session,

14-4. Practicing incorporating
data notes end obarestione

from that du Into the sommary---irmadiate reinforcement

lo important,

15-1. Inviting other
health cars professionals to conferences_

And other learning 1(010000 where students ern present.

15-2. linking other health care
professionals to invite etudent"

to their conference' mhenevor feaelble,

15-3: lidli4101 the roles of other health care prafeielonili

In didadie and clinical
presentations to student's.

0-4. Teaching atudents hou to consult with other health

care profesalonala mhen appropriate.

15-5. Inviting students toettend
interdisciplinary workihope

and conferences. 0

11-d: Aiitgling,students to
Mend AO need the "tireless of

chat health care profeulanals._

15-7, Plowing clinical evparlenres
In miach other Os are

Involved,
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OBJECTIVE'

014E 10 ME SELECTION OY

INSTRUCTIONA TEDIES BASED UPON ColICRUENCE

'ale 6 (continued)

2

ACTIVITIES

16. To %flash 11 listing of students'

learning reriences "j:

11. To revki 0.11 HUAI, Iheir

pleparetIon for the clin. .1 exper-

ience by:

9

16-1. Defining the rAucationnl o' 'lives for the andentsi

experience.

16-2. Porratlating a checkliet of 'learning experienced that are

related to 66 educational objectives.

16-1. Mooning the, to alles for frequent updnting of

checklist of isarning experienced.

16-4. Evaineting student learning expetlencea.

16-5. Providing atudents will performance feedback,

17-1. Planning time (or a review session prior to each

clinIcal experience.

11-2. Planning for quealloning la an integral part of the

clinical experience.

11-1. leviesIng (a learning) effective question and reapow

techniqued.

BISCIVEINEl UMW,
PRIORITY: 11

1161111ETIONAL MATE:CIES

4 5

SUPPORT 1VE A41141141-1-VE

17-4. Incorporating specific clinical experiences and objective'

into the entire instructional unit of which it i a part.

11-5. AnalytIng Inestions in terow of teXAGONIC clossiftcatles

of tequired knowledge.

Distributing objectives to atudenta prior to the clinical

experience.
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lECTIVES

IL (Continued)

Ili. To meow le btadents to conaider

approached to cliowt

viohlema hif

Cilia IdE SELECT;." OF

101ho T1GAL .A111E1'11E9 'IS! 1'1 CONGRUENCE

luhle 6 (continued)

DISCIPLINE: Ulla:1;E

PRIORIT1i 11

ACTIVITIES

11ISINUCTIOHAL 6IRA1EG1ES

5

_111111A11.1_ ALTEllilAtIVE

1/-1. Egtoblighing CCOMMUOICA on sygrem by which atuU,:nits

ai glVon alpificant client iniormatlon prior to the

clinical experimo.

11 -IL Neviewing the titudeptg' eognitive and_egporicellal

blic4rOnd al a Welc, for !wing qualily er guident

prarrailon.

18-1. Mining alreriiiit s:;:mcileo to uolvlilE

probl,4,

18-2, 8 -Fling clinical ovrrienceu that it kith

loki of Aedge,

III 1. identifying te66411H wird in 1 Ilem-he'.:

ActIVILIdE.

id-4. practicing queation iikl:.g with litulente to

detormia ,Tether :Hy have congidered

approaches !.,) cliew probl:sig,

lanyIng to uttliv. problem-solving techniques ra part

of Calk. 1 tebchf:g 4rutagica.

I(1 -b, ,,ke.t.lag chtlaal experienceg that Litow dad of

rAimute mittutael,

I0-;, fdcotlfdry mech&luto of providing posItive_feedbnck

to litodentil who.dagniaterote ability to uae dirtrhatIVu

Approlichog to client prohlegn.

-64-
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I

ORIECTIVES

19. To obaave progress toward seetng

InatcortIonal objectiveu made by

atialoatououlgoel to "difficult"

dime by;

20. To allow atudente a tided hornbill

ex:It:deuce, wItlik appropriate

limita by:

I. Ii ;Humid ethical lima of

vith atudenta by

GU1OE 10 TUE SELECTION OV

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED drou CONGRUENCE

Table 6 (cwinued)

PISCIPL1HE:

PRIORI TY 1

2 IIIMUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

ACTIVITIES 4

KLHAfl __SUITORTIVE ALTERNATIVE

19-1. Reviewing proem and content at client nimatiment.

0-2. klyzing Pii1. ofclieut avneouseat in .terma of the

vett which have been apecifleil for tiletom, 1 ub)

19-1. Exar.:.J.1nr,he appropriate !ow:notional objective', prior

to the clinical experience.

19-4. otar.:'1111 In the evaluation proms.

Vet clientjelated altnatIons which are libel)

0)4p .1-,Teat atrena.

19-6. Soleetfog criteria to Bulge thu extent to which the

diffloultlea potted by the patient alload affect the

atudencla performance.

20-I. Providing attidenta appropriate practice in tieing

uelf-evalualion techniques.

.N2. Aaalating atAdenta Iii develOping ociclio.ul UbjectiOna

1 TIng with their ithIlitice.

,eu1og the legol and ogenoy regdatioq. .!.A limit

C.At 4 tito400t con ch000e to do.

21-1. Stor, the plot: and curio of conteapoury cdii iii

21-2. PIOAON ethical WUCH with knowledgeable peere.-
65



C111101 /0_111E 661,1:11011 111

IHSTAUCT101111: STEATEra tr,JF.1) uni CONCRUENCE

011ECTIVES

21, (CoAttoue

TeUe 6 (continued)

1I5C1?1,111Et 111111SIX-

2

ACTIVITIES

INSTIKTIONALSIEMIES

21-3, rructiclig techotquee of eofiductI4 u .Afitii011$

on conIroverelol

21-4, Identifyloi lenr!ttve
ereau uhekdIncuustol ethicol

lUiA,e1 which could (auk In 2tndent Mem

21-5, Illuutreting_for otudentl, elating senolti44

inforintion from Wenti end familiel IL an

urobttunlue Way,

_ . .

21-t. ;.,4erionIng the imotet.o1 own fuelingi (416ei) end

.01AleA on studentii' 61114
to Judi with &loll leaueii,

-66
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APPENDIX G

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

RA ,7 tT.ON SELECTED CRITERIA



CI*IPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF IHSTINTIONAi, STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

1. To explain to stuleets what they

areexoected to lean from the

instruction preeent6d

1-1. Writing lesson pions and distdloiting to

1-2. UevelopIng course and Ls,,cflintin;

1-3. Writing exemin4.Aun Item before course begins.

.1

Strn

Key

INSTR

L

Development

-Time_

(Wee10)

P6d Teat

Perlormance

(Success) Z

A wits

ur

Evaluation

Potential *

PRIORITY L OBJECTIVE 1 .

1-4. Preparing and distributing course review questions

each week.

1-5. AskIng ;.q,..r.1 to summarize or reat;:.e what :ructor

eipeCtO to

1-6. Giving pretest covering Beetlel to bo lee!

ii kO. 1-7. Wr'' devele:'; . end using learning c

Rehearsing tellhQ; obi-donts what thoy

learn (e.g., rola play).

UCTIONAL S;,(ATECIES

C
I)

rE PI

t

SA T
k

CON

S S

N

--i

N

II

?I L

KEY;

p primary

- secondary

L - Lecture

C Conference

DPMOnatrAtinn

PE 0, Performance Exercise

PI M Programmed_Instruction

SA 7 Study_Aselenment

T Tutoring

COM Comhinat inn Instt tim

* Evaluation Potential

A halted prorens and

rodnct feedheck

Loderate_pror ,\ and

probe; [pod;

rinxtmal 7i.ocr Ind

w dirt teens..

N;g1.

3ek..nm

Iry



CcilEARA: i iHSTRDCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED SEbECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MED I (: 1 w F

2. To review and criticise tau
proainantlon or a gueut byl

2-1. Developing mites on what A lecturer any..

2-2; Earnbliuhing criteria for tLe crttiquo of guest

prenentatIonm.

2-3. Inetrueting students in obsern training.

PRIORITY f CBAECIAVE f 2

g okszivation PIO Is via usoof

Devt-7..g feedback and summnry etlle - cO.Lerla anJ
prod. ice.

2-6. Developing aosective [tattling sktila rink taking ralilee

2 -7; Atiacusing knowledge gain of students.

Strategy
Key

Development
C Time

(Neekn)

Cnvf
I for

Developme,

Time _

DillISed
(Hours)

Pont Tent
Performance
(Si-CeS4) 7

UnlIn
of

Equipment

Eval.Intion

Potent lot k

I N S T R II (: 0 II

D

STRATI::GIES

M f M

KEY:

p primary
n . secondary

L Lecture
C Conference
I) Demonntratilm

- Performance ExerrI,e
U. Programmed Inntructin
SA - SiOdy AnnignMent

- Tutoring
COM Combination Instructlor

* Evnluntion Potentinl

a Limited procennnnd
product feedback _

b - moderate procenu
prodbct reedbnck
raxismi procensnnd
product feedback

P High
r, Medium

b -Low



1ThIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OE INSEIDICTIONAL STRATE4IES BASED IIPOII 'SELECTED (RC!' IA

MDIINP
DISCIP LINE

FC
1"

1 To Instruct how to atructece a

consultation requost to elidt

specific inlormatiim

PRIORITY

3-1. Organizing 4 consultation request to olicit specific

informatton.

3-2. heacribing critcrin.for structuring

to elicit Opetific information.

R

F

R

Strategy

Key

conaultatior

OBJECTIVE i 3 .

3-3. OE:mon:awing or role play structuring pf Ansultati3n

request.

3-4. DCacribing 11 i structuring of consultation.

3-5. Being eble to ...licit a structure for A COASilitAtiop

relltiebp,N
-6 Practicing micriteaching a real 11240i00 114114 4 11

AtrialliA0 pres_lted.

3-7. Practicing peer 'pitching with critique.

INSTRUCTIONAL' S1RATEC1ES
1,

Development

Time

(Weeks)

Ccuct

r

Development

Time

Ptflized

Post Tent

Perfotmance

(Snc PRA) 7

Uults

fif

Frildpment.

*

D PE pi SA

S

1,

1, C

KEY!

* primury

- secondary

I

I, Lecture

C * Conference_

D DemonNtratioa

pE . Performance Exerdse

PI Provammed Instruct 0:0

SA . Study Assignment

T . Tutoring_ _-

COM - CoMbination Inst.ructioni

aluntion Potential

H - HO! process nd

prrid feedback

h - modualrprD7e od
product leedbn-k

c maxims] process mil

product 1erdint7A

It , High

M Medium

L - Low



eflPAvAllur. WLY';1S OE TWITROcTIOUAL STRATEC1ES RASED UPOH SELECIED CR'iCRIA

sc ri.i to: RED I INF

4; Describe how one might Interact with

patient,' of different age, sex;

socioeconomic or othnic backgrounds
hyl

4-1, liming films or tapaa to stItuletn diGevax101.

4-2. Dramatizing or simulating a cane presentation.

4 -3; Employing rola play.

PRIORITY 1

4-4. Practicing micro-teaching In simulated nr real sessions.

4-5. Practicing peer teaching crIOqne.

4-6. Designing and employing a collengu c :l;lgec or assess-

ment of tnoiructor.

4-7. Deaigning and employing a atudent critique ..1.! instructor.

St1'

1".

P4 ;

T ine_

Neekret

Coat

for -

Development

Time
DLIllied
Inman)

.'(,
_

nt. Test

Performance

fuceenn) 7

Onlis
of

r1 Ipmc'nt

Eva lu:11 ion

Pot eat t a I *

INSTR 11 C T I I) N A I. STRATECIES

7
C PE PI SA T C011

S

M

al L

M II

b b

M

11

a

9 ,
tj

KEY:

p - priwary
- necondnry

I. Lecture
inference

D Oemonutration _

PP ° Performance Exercise
Pi PrGE,emmed instruction
SA Study Assignment
T Tutoring_
COM nambi:latic1 L.structiou

4 F,,ni .:tfon Poteetfal

n limited procenn and
,46d:iet

moderate proces and
product feedback

c maximal procesn_nod
titodiret feedback

H High

H Medium
I. - Inv



COIPAPATIVE Of 7?"..TPOCTIONAI, STRATEGIES BASED upon sELEcrn, CR I TER I A

DiscIPLiNE MEDIC I NE PRIORITY J OBJECTIVE 1 5 .

S. Toinatruct atudento on how to select 5-1. Dramatizing or_cmploylr. ti colleague critique or

and otills consultants effectively aatiefiument of inatructoc.

by:
5-2. Dranntlzing or employing A stvdent critique of

instructor.

5-3. Defining_probleaa for which answers arc needed

14eutitying thor] which can be adtircoed by n consultant.

5-4. Specifying ways in ubrcb-conanitanta can bo used.

STRATE.' ..ES

PE. PI

KEY:

9

v I opmcnt
!

Time

(W'ekn)

for

Development

Time

L

!,1 L

Niro Vont

PPrfolmloce
M

I (Si Z

A Uniti

of

Liplipment

Evaluation

roleurlal *

L

a
Lb

a

- primary

neconhry

Lecture

C Conference

0_ " Doonnstratina

PE Perform.nnce Exerciae

Pt - Programmed lontructioc

CA m Sw.urly Analgnment

T - Tutoring

COM r;ombtontion Inntruclion

* Evaluation Potential

A . lli itec! procens and

product feedback

b - moderate prOCPSR and

product feedback

r maximal procemn and

product fe-edbaU

H High

H

L Low



COHPARATIVF ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
RASED UPON SELECTEb CRITERIA

op;cipLINE MEDICINE

6, To present Matetiel in A clear,

logical; and organized Manner byt

PRIORITY I ODIFCTIVE i 6

6-4; Describing initrictbr informntion through lociuiei sill=_ .

inotrtittion, etc.

6-5. Dcmonatrating
contreeting_teaching

otyIee (e.g.i

6-1, Describing criteria
eidentild for etkeaivu Preientaiiono,

btgenited vi, dieorganized),

6-6, Conducting peer critique of lesson plAn and presentation

6-2; Constructing
and employing e lesson plan,

6-3, iiflh instructor
infoeimtion on delivery atylei,

11
1 Strategy

6-7, Conducting a stitaMt critique of lesson plait And

preaentAtion.

INSTRUCTIONAL S EGIES

PE II_ SA COM

p
9

pi!vrlopment

ilrnc

(W001(4)

Cost

for

Time

III I I I zed

(Unnrs)_

Pnnt

Iorinnnce

(SorroRn) 7

tin t§

of

L

L 11

L

L

1

bfloatIoo_

Potoollfl *
a C

9

KEY:

p n primary

secondary

I. - Lecture

C Conference_

0 Demonatratton

PE . Performance Eketelse
-------

PI ProgrammedInatruction

SA P Rudy_Assignmeni

T TntOring_

CON - Combination iOntruction

* batUation Potential

a - limited pekeWand

produrtfeedbiek

h moderate_procesa and

product feedback

C Maximal proceattand

product feedbrick

0 -

M Medium

I. Lou



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIE7, (lA. FT) CI6PERIA

iliscniNr. MEDICINE PRIORITY OEJECTIVE / .7 .

1. Tu calmly organize and control a chaotic 7-1, ne-cloptng noLl expinInipo, ' I 1'1. guideline far

clinical situntton by: what. to do rind what not. I t t I. ,Othetient situatiotL

1-2. EmpLying simulation 14.1,' tan,

1-3. Practicing akilla in E.k. Wf

7-4. Engaging in the recognition rf ,4,

7-5. Writing critical incidents of e:lott, eMerget

situations,

7-6, ExaMining and diecusaing trigg

INSTRUCTIONAL. STRATEGIES

PE PI SA

Strntpgy

Key

Development

C Time

(Weeks)

_Cost

or

Development

Thip '

Utilized

(Hourn)

Pont Tent

Performnuce

(Wrenn) 7,

Dunn

of

Equipment

L

M

L

Evaluation

Putemlal * C b

KEY:

pi ;wry

to:ondary

-

LarLetee

Uemonntra,'nu

Pr PerfOrmae!e_Exetelle

PI ' orogrnmmeJ IntartiFtion

Study AnnimW
r - Tutorint,

CON Comhinntioi inntrnalon

* Evalcntion ententlal

limited procesn_and

product feedback

b moderal,! process nnd

product feedback

c maxim:11 procenn nnd

prodte feedback

H High

H = Whin

L - Low



CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATrIES IIASFP UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

OISCIPLINE MED IC 1 NE

3. To inform atudents or_ovaluotion

criteria for mdaaurIng parformlince

PRIORITY ORLECTIVE 1 8

0-1. Exporlencing a learning actuation ul i eritarla for

evaluation were not providod.

0-2. Utilizing a .critical incidont_techni,i
Weed ao

efficacy of evaluntIon &tont',

d-3. Doscribing ronioni ar rntionslo for providing criteria

to studento.

8-4. Examinini And diicusaing a videotape interview of

elution& moppets to situations vices no criteria in

Pregonta4;

NSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

I.

Strategy

Key

Del/1,1°011mA

TIMO

(Weeka)

Coat

fOr

Pevelnpment

Time

Utilized

Port TeAL

Performance

(Succensl 7

Unita

9f

Equipment

Evaluation

Potential k Ii

C 1) PE PI

KEY:

p primary

- secondary

. Lecture

C CrnifOreaC-e

D IR-Demonstration

PE - Performance ExerciGe

PI . Programmed Instruction

SA Study Ansignment

T Tutorfug

- Combination Instruction

a . limited process and

product feedback

b moderate process and

product feedback

c . maximal process and

prodoct feedback

N I11 gti

H Medium

I;



DISCIPLINE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INS1RUCTIDNAL flIRATECES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE.

9. Tu encourage and provide student

opportunities to teach by:

PRIORITY --I-- OLJECTIVE 1 9

9-1. Anklng ttudents_tc_domOnstrate different Instructiond

MOden tied techniques.

9-2. Requiring ntudento to preuent cane prenentntionn.

9 3. Having students instruct other students-

9-4. Dimming the advaniagen of ntudent teaching activity.

INSTRUCTIONA I. STRATECTES

L C 0 PE Pi ,A T COM

R

A

Sttntegy

Key S P S

DevelOpment

Time

(Weekn)

H H l'i

Chat

for

Development
N L

Time-me_ _

DillHed

(Mourn)

H

Pont Tent

Performance

(Success) 7

M L M

Unita

of

Pgninment

1'1 la

Evaluation

Potential *
a

KEY:

p . primary

n secondary

I; Lecture

C Conference

0 m Demonntratinn

PerformnncpExerclae

PI PrOgrnmmed lotruction

SA . Study Annignment

T . Tutoring

COM - Combination Instruction

A Evaluation Potentinl

a - limited procenn nnd

Product ferdhnck

b - moderate pr)cena and

product fudbac!I

c m maximal v.-wenn and

produc feedback

- Hip'

ti Medium

L 0 L60



CoMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICINE PRIUItITY T. OBJECTIVE

10. To auk student' for data and /or

literature references to support

opiolonu (audacious by:

10-1. 'Mt:mining where support for conclusion would not

fncilitute learning or pr9duce mint relevant learning.

10-2,-Developing and diacncolug criteria or

to ask !rodents to perform the tuuk.

guidelines for how

10-3, Role playing or eimulatin3 how to palm' data.

10-4, Recognizing one's own ti:yle in gathering date,

10-5, Providing iniarnetor with rationale for Ols objective,

10-6, illustrating the importance of dat4 gathering;

10-7. UumonatratIne,tho tom of gutlinreJ data,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

L C D PE P7 SA _T____ COM

(:

T

R

I

A.

Strategy ,

Key

,

Development

Time .

(Weeks)
H I, I.

Cost

for L L

_Development

TiMe

Utilized

(flours)

. _

L L

Post Test

Performance

(Success) 7
1,1

L

1,

----4_

110119

of

Equipment

.

L

EvaluatIon.

Pntential 4 C a C

KEY:

p primary

A . secondary

L Lecture

C Conference

D Demonstration

PE . Performance Exercise

PI . Prngrnrnmed Instruction

SA 1. Stody.Anolgritont

- Tutoring

COM - Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potentinl

limited process and

product feedback

b'. modernte_procens and

product feedback

C maximal process and

product feedback

II Nlith

H Medium

L low



DISCIPLINE

coarARATIvE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

HET) I (',1 NE

11. To prepare for class and student

40UpioUi liyi

11-1, identifying student north, in clinical setting,

11-2, Preparing objectives end loosen plan.

PRIORITY J OBJECTIVE I 11 .

11-1. Developing and distributing scallion outline.

11-4. Diocuaaing strategies for identification of studeot

needy or ,enkncoaea.

11-5. Demonstrating differing techniquas.or strategies

for identifying student need° (chart audit).

11-6; Practicing differing atrategics for identifying

audent needs (chart audit, questions, student

observation, es reuidcntn, etc.).

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
L c D PE PI SA T CON

C

R

1,

R

I

A

Strategy

Key s P P

Develcpment

Time_ _

moo
L M M

Cont

for

Development
,

M M

Time

Ntl:Ized

, (11°10)

L II !I

Tint Teat

Performance

(Success)

M II L

Units

of

Equipment

L L

Evaluation

Potential *
a c a

2"1

KEY:

p primary

s vecondnry

1. Lecture

C Conferpnce.

D Deuntintrattnn

PE Performance yo(erciee

P: PrograordInatructIon

SA - Study:Assignment

T . Tutoring

COM CullibinntIon tuntructiou

* Evaluation Potential

n procesn and

product feedback

b moderate process and

product feedback

C maximal process _and

product feedback

High

L n Low



DISCIPLINE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRfTERIA

MEDICINE

12, To provide meaningful and accurate

flatmates of tan-dent performtnce_for

evanntlon, promotion and/or revlcv

committeett on A regular bnoiu 14:

12-1. Developing criteria for estimates.

12-2, Developing method of conveying information,

12-1. Meting the it and purpoues of student evaluetten,

12-4. Recording performance - evaluation date,

PRIORITY I OBJECTIVE f 12 ..

12-5; Participating in rater training activities.

12-6. inecueeing need for end nee of performance data

for students, faulty, and administrators,

12-7. Discussing the consequences of rot maintaining

accurate student performance estimates,

C.

12-8. Lining the criteria for promotion,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

I; ; PE A

Strntegy

Key

Development

Time

(Weeks)

root

for

Development

Utilized

(NoOrn)

Pont Tent

Performance

(16eCein) 7

Units

of

Equipment

Eva!untion_

Poiehtlni *
C

KEY:

primary

A w necondnry

. Lecture

C Conference

D w Demonntration

PE w Performance Exercise

PI Programmed Instruction

SA . Study_Annignment

1' Tutoring .

COM Combination Instruction

Pelvt7tint

n - limited procean and

p,oductfeedbnck

b moderate_prorenn And

prodiict feedbaCk

c mnximni procenn nn(;

product feedback

II Nigh

M Medium

I, Low



CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS (W INSTRUCTIONAL STRATMES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

niscirTINE MEDICINE moury 1 OBJECTIVE S 13 ,

11 To recognize students'

educational problems by:

13-4, Being ably to recognize typical and specific

eAuestIonal problems,

13-1. Knowing when and bow to refer students with.
;

educational problems. 13-5. Diagnosing bow to identify educational problems

in specific student:J.

11-2. Demonntrating knowledge and undersrandIng of kindn

uf problems which exist in educational programs. 13-6. Developing aWatetital of and giving information about

typical and significant educational problems ,-,_ _

13-3, RecoguizIng data to be gochered to diagnose (e4- reading skills, study skillL, problem solving

educational problems. ik/110); through lecture; visa presentation.

ii

INSTRUCTIONAI.

C

STRATEGIES

PE PI SA COM

Strategy

Key S p S

Dpvelopment

Time

(Weekn)

L

COM.

or

Time.

lii 1117.011

(hours)

Pont Test

Performance

(56-c0eiial

Hutto

of

E4610ent

M

lI 1

Evaluation_

Potential *

KEY:

p primary

n secondary

I. Lecture

C Conference

Demonstration

PE . Performance_Exercine

PI Programmed IhiatUttion

SA Study Anaignment

T . Tutoring

CON w Combination Inntrnetion

* Evaluation Potential

limited prouss_and

ptildaot toomma

I) moderate prncens and

product feedback

c maximal process nnd

producL feedback

P 71W)
04-4110dium

Low



DISCIPLINE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES ;lASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA'

MEDICINE

14; TO OtOiride frequent feedback on

student performance byl

PRIORITY I 03JECTIVE it i 4 --.

14-1, Recocnizing tha iMporronce of providing liaraing

feedback.

14-2, Demonstrating giving student foodback,

14-3. Distinguishing purposes of 4iffsrant typos of

!Deana.

14-4, Discuoing implications of delayed faedbaCk_00

student learning and edministrativc discussionS,

14-5. Utilizing rcaourcee available to orouide feedback.

INSTRUCTIONAL STR.ATEGIES

C D PE PI SA T CON

C

T

R

T

A

Strategy

Key
El

Development

Time

(Weeks) ,

Cnnt

for

Development

L
.

Time_ _

Iltilied

(flnurn)

L

Pont Test__

Performance

(Siieeen0 7

H M TI

Units

of _

EquIpment -.:

EvaluntIon

Potentlnl *

i

KEY:

p . primary

N . secondary

- Lecture

- Conference_

Demonstration

PE Performance Zicercise

PI Progrnmmed instruction

SA . Study Assignment

T Tutoring

COM - Combination Inntruction

* Evaluation Pntentinl

a - IiMlred process_nnd

product feedbadi

b . Moderate proctas arid

product Feedback

c maximal precens_ And

product feedbnek

11 -

1 * Med100

L Low



COHPAPATIVE ANALYSIS OF 1,::;TRUCTIONAL STRATECIES RASED von SELECTED CRITERIA

PRIORITY I miECTIVE 1 15 .

15. To_correct mistakes In a ponitive 15-1. (Same an activities for 114

add eonstrucave way

15-2. Ulacussing canine cases of different problems In

correcting mio:dken.

15-J, Analyzin trigger films on providing constructive

reinforcement.

15-4; Soggn'ting improvements anal prospective evaluation.

15-5. Identifying and explaining inappropriate uays

of correcting mintAes.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES

I. i t: D PE PI SA .

.

COM

C

I

F

A

1 Strati. gY

Key P

Development

Time_ _

(Weekil)

ti

.

Coot

fnr

_Developmemt

Time

14 1 1 17ed

(Hours)

M M H
.

hint lent

Performance

(Success) 7

11

Units

Equipment
.

Nalnation

Potential * h a

KEY:

P primary

necondary

L . Lecture

C Conferente

I) Demonstration

rE .. performance Exercine :

PI Programmed Inntroctinn

SA . Study_Assignment

I . Tutoring

COM - Comhinntion Instruction

* DAInntinh POIOntial

n limited procestriSA

product feedback

fi moderate_process and

product feedback

c maxima) prucenn and

product,feedbrick

iI - High

- Medium

L w Lou



NISCIPLIhE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF IRSTRNCTIDNAL STRATECIE5 BASED urott SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE

16; To outline component Marta of a

complex topic or procedure by'

16-1; Andlyting complicated topics,

16-2. Utilixing nontochnicel language to grnetura

into component parte.

16-3; Piactieing,expIninIng or diacuseing medical

topics with non-Oleic/tine.

moron I OBJECTIVE i 16

16-4. Outlining topics prior to preaontotions.

16-5. Llecting n concrete example of n breakdown

of topic,

16-6. Uemonatrating about° and inadequate breakdown

of complex toplco.

16-1. Learning to explain s topic without repeating

any;of the V4MC nouno or key words.

INSTRUCTI ONA'L STRATEGI'E S

C I) PE PI SA T COH

Strategy

Key
S

TIme

(Weekn)

S

C90

for

Development

ire

!Hours)

rota Tent

Performlure

(Success) 7.

Dolt!,

of

EquIpment

Fvnluntton

Potentini A a

M

L

h b

KEY:

p primary

secondary

L Lecture

C Conference_

D_ Demuuntration

PE Performance r, creme

PI Programmud 7 tructIon

SA 0 Study Annignment

T ' Tutoring

CON Colibinati^n InntruttIon,

* Evalultion Potential

a - limited process -and

product

b moderee process and

product feedback

c maximal process -and

. product feedlita

II High

H Medium

L Low



COUPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSUKTIONAL STRATEGIES msro 11P11 SELECTED cRITEFIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICINE

17. To sal( students about difficulties

on service by:

PRIORM I onmilvr I

17-1. Developing format :ar gnestiDning.

17-2. Describing students most commot problems in

clinical leaning.

1)-3. Setting up periodic meetings vith students.

17-4. Training fit AOCuiling skills nod In non tiejentilve

probing of student.

17-5; Simulating relationships through game or rote

Playing.

INSTRUCTIONAL _STRATECIES

1

C1

F.

I

Strategy

Key

DevrlopMent

Time

(Necks)

Coat-

for

Development

Time_ _

HtIllied

(Hourn)

Pont Test

Performance

(Silo:ens) Z

CON

Unlit;

of

Equipment

Evaluation

Potential A

KEY!

p primary

secondary

L r Lecture

C Conference_

D r Demonstration

PE Performance Exercise

PI r Programmed Inntruction

SA r Study_Asalgnment

- Tutoring_

CON Combinationttnntruction

* Evaluation Poteetlal

A v limited process and

product feedback

b 4 moderate_prneeso and

tandfla fordiock _

c maximal process and

product feedback

H r High

0 r Medium

L r low



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES RASED uron SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE PRIORITY ORIECTIVE / 1

18. To provide conaietency In the 18-1; Providing observer training;

critique of student performance byi
184; Critiquing videotape playbacks;

1B-1, Leading faculty diecuaeione on eipaCted

porformance.criteria;

18-4, Reconciling difference° in evaluation ratings.

18-5. Dluomoing opportunities to participate in

observer training activitim

INSTRUCTIOdAL STRATEGIES

I; C D PE PI SA T COH

,

F

R

A

Strategy

Key Ir
8

Development

Time

WOW

Cost

for

Mvelopment

Time

Utilized

(flours)

L

Piiht Teat

Performance

(Sucress) 7

ii

.

MI6
of

Equipment,

Evalingion.

Potential *

KEY:

p primary

s R aecondary

Lecture__

Conference

D Demonstration

PE *R Performance_Exercise

PI Progrhmmed Instruction

SA Study Assignment

T Tutor:1;g

CON Combination Instruction

* Evnluntion Potential

a limited process_ and

product feedback

b - moderate process and

product feedback

c maximl process_ and

product feedback

. High

H Medium

L s L-64



IIMIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICINE pgIDNITY I

19. To provide time for diocduion

with Individual students by:

OBJECTIVE 119 .

19-1, Demonstrating akilla of time management and schedule

periodic conference(' with individual students.

19-?. Nacribing purpose o' individual conferences for

both student and teacher.

I INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES

L C D PE Pt 1 SA T 'Dfl

R

E

A

Strategy .

Key
S

Development

Time _

(WOW
L

.

Cost

for

Development _ ....._

L L

Time

Utilized_ _ ,

(Bourn)

L L

Pont Test

Performance

(Success) 7

M M

Unita

of

fvlipment

L L
.,

Evaluntion

Potential *
b b

KEY:

p primary

0 . 0econdary

Lecture

C ..Conforenee

. Demonstration

PE Performance Exercise

pi . Programmed Instruction

SA . Study_Assignment

T Tutoring

COM Combination InstrnctIon

* EVSIOAtiOti Potential

g ; limited process and

product feedback

b . modernte_process and

product feedback

c.. mnximnl process and

product feedback

II nigh

H Medium

Low



niscirLINE

COHPARATIVF ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE

20: TO convey a 14111'111nm to learn

from students byi

PRIORITY I--

20-1. DemunotraIng improvement in lietuaing skills;

20-2. Developing sensitivity
towatd_learning by being

aware of pellionel/profeeeional concerns of students.

20-3. Describing benefits to be gained from student

learning.

OBJECTIVE i 20

20-4; Employing attitudea which elicit student

responseiranction.

20-5. Recognizing and exprensing qualities of opennoee,

warmth, otc.

20-6, Describing what to meant by Interparsonal promo

recoil,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES

I) PE

Strategy .

Key

PI [ SA

Development

Time

(Weekn)

Coat

for_
Development

Time

fit 111 zed

(smarm)

M

COH1
Pont Tent

Performance

(SOeeenii) 7

Units

of

Eiolpment

Evaluation

Potential

KEY:

p primary

s - secondary

L rketiito

Conference

D Demonstration

PE Performnnce_Exerclne

PI - Plitt-0600d IiintriiCtIon

SA 1. Study Annignment

T - Tutoring

COM Combination Inntruction

* Evaluation Potential

a limited process -and

product feedback

b moderate procenn and

product feedback

c maximal process -and

Ooduct feedback

H

H Hedliim

L



DISCIPLINE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS oF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES RASED Intl SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE

21, To convoy roaPoct for_other special-

tie', diatiplinef6 and

prone byi

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE / 21

21-1. Demonatrating a knowledge of ;00Ods which can bp

onploycd_to paha date (Waal incident, nominal

group, etc.),

_ .

21-2 tilidating dinpunglOg remar;11 In torte of thoir

own Hold end profeadon.

21-3; Wm.:losing problemp ct stereotyping.

21-4. Demonstrating positive role modeling techniques.

21-5; Wiling dircunolons on the topic.

INSTRUCTI ONAL STRATEGIES

L C D PE PI SA T CON

C

R

T-__

I

A

strAr6gy

Key
s P

Development

Time

(Weeks)

M

,

L

COSt

for

Development

L

T100.

Utillied

(Hours)

L L

Post Test

POrformance

(uccerin) 2

H M

Units

of . .

Equipment

L L .

Evniuntion

Potential *
h a

ICEY:

p primary

s . secondary

Lottote

C - Conference

D Demooatrarion

PE PerformnnceExercise__

PI . Programmed instruction

SA Study Assignment

I Tutoring

COM Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

limited processand

_ product feedbnck

b moderAte.procesa nod

product feedback

c maximal proce75771111I

product feedback

H P High

H Hedium

L Low



DISCIPLINE

COIPARAT1VE ANALYSIS OF INSIROCTINAL STRATEGIES BASED UM SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE

1. To 0110=170 major points nt

appropriate times during

instruction by:

1-1. Developing criteria for summarizing Instruction.

1-2. Identifying; majGr Imes and difficult concepts

before instructional session.

1-3. Asking students to summarize.

1-4. Developing repertoire of ways to summarize.

PRIORITY Tz OBJECTIVE i 1 .

1-5: Attention to ['Ming of ausearization beginning,

niter each points nod of end,

1-6. Relating each major point to preceding major

points.

1-7; Developing a summary strategy which ineludea,the_

presentation of information, isle of exemplar, and

practice In oLervntioni and diocusoion summnry.

1-8. OummAriting major points at appropriator times during

instruction

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEDIES

I.

C

It

T

I

Strategy ;

Key p

PE P1 COM

Development

Time

(Weeks)

Coat

int

Development

Time

Ut 11 Ized

(Hoorn)

M

Pont Tent

Performance

(Success) 7

Units

of

,Equipment

Evaluation

Potential *
I)

KEY:

p primary

s secondnry

Lecture

Confereime

D Demunstrnliou

PE Performance_Exercine

PI a Programmed Instruction

SA 2, Study Assignment

T Tutoring

COM Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

a " limited process_nnd

peodii0 feedbiiek

b 4 moderate prorenn and

product feedback

maximal process_and

product feedback

11 111

M MediUM

Low



CoMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED .UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

nisciPLIK -MFDELNE

2; In outline problem-delving

apprunchao to the case byi

PRIORITY II ORJEGTIVE I 2_

2-1, Dailigning a hnndout covering accepted approaches

to problem solving,

2-2, Eapininfq nitornato arrays to alpha cape and have

itudent decide beat;

2-3, Discoscing outcome, pros and Iona of various

approaches to cm 'solution,

2 -4. Having eneh student develop a different primary

diagonals and explain indication and outcome.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIE__S r'

L c n PE PI SA COM

C

.

T

R

A

Strntegy

xoy

nevpInpment

TIiiii

(W-Cke)

N H

Cant ,,t

Nit

Development

L M M

Time

Utilized

(Wants)

L

font:rent

PerTormance

Oaress) 2
M N

Units

of

Equipment

L

Evaluation

Potprillnl * b C

KEY:

p primary

0 14 0otoodary

I. Lecture

C Conference

D Demonstration

PE Petit:mince Exercise

ri Programmed Instruetlon

SA Study_Anslysment

T Tutoring

COM = CoOlnatIon Instruction

* FA$4106t1d0 Ptit00141

a flitted process and

product feedback

moderate process and

product :eraback _

maximal process and

product feedbnck

H Nigh

M Medium

L Low



COMPARATIVE: ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED IPPOII SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICINE PRIORITY --II- ORJECTIVE # .3

3. To check selected elements of student 3-1 i4entifytng key elplants of such winteraction. Ask

work-4 by interviewing or_examining students to dlmonutrato snd document elements.

paCent 10 presence of atudents by

.

INSTRUCTIONA
c

L STRATEGIES

rE pi SA T COM

:

.R

_

I

A

Strategy ,

Key S 8

Development

Time H --
Coot

fnr
Development

L.

Time_ _

litillied

(Hours)

.

14

Pont Tent

Performance

(sticress) 7,

H ?I M

(Inks

a
rollimilit

L

,

L

Evolution
Potentinl *

b h

KEY:

p. primary

necondnry

I. Lecture

C N Conference

neinnotriaton

pg Performance_Exercise

PI . ProgrniMed inntrOttion

SA Study Assignment

T Tutoring

COM Combination Instruction

Evnluntion Potential

a limited procenn_and

product fordhla _

h .modernte process and

product feedback

c mnximnl procenn_and

product feedhnck

H.. High

H Medium

I. Low



DISCIPLINE

CoMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES nAsrn UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE

4. To demonstrate specific clinical

techniques by

4-1. Identifyinticritical elements of techniques.

ITTORITY I OBJEC 4
TIVE g

4-2. Alertinu student to critical element and to difficulties

to be encr.untered. Apprise of advantages and

disadvantages of alternative techniques.

4-3. Identifying and appritte students of cues at each

step; re: whether dune correctly.,

1-4. Making aura student can see demonstration.

Strategy

Koy

Development

Tine .

(Week0

Coat

flit

Development

Time

Utilized

(hinnies )

Font Tent

Performance

(Success) %

Unita

of
.

Equipment

Evaluation

:Potential *

I.NSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

KEY:

p primary

secondary

L Lecture

Conference

Demonatrating

PE Performancexercise

PI Programmed Inatruction

SA Study Assignment

T 0 Tutoring

Cull Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

limited process_ and

product feedback

b iiidernte process and

product feedback

c maximal procens_nnd

product feedhnek

11Illgh

H Medium

L I.nv



COMPARATIVE. ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL. STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICIPE'

5, To !elate educational fading
Laurie' to 4 current patient bp

PRIORITY H

5-1. Asking otudent, to look up and report topic (a)

relevant to patient.

5-2. Describing the patient in relation to current

research.

5-3. lelsting.specific element of work-up to current
literature.

5-4. Premiss bibltogrophy(iC) of relevant topic.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

L C

Strategy

Key

Development

Time

(Weeks),

9

Cont

for

Development

Time

UtIIlzed

Mourn)

Pont Tent

Performance

(Succenn) X

Units

or

Equipment

Evaluation

Potential *

PR PI SA Cal

L

M

a a

OBJECTIVE i 5

KEY:

p primary

aecondnry

L iracture

C Conference

DemohAtrAtIon -

PE Performance Exercise

PI Programmed Inntruction

SA a Study Aanignment

I Tutoring_

COM N Combinntinn instruction

* Evaluation Potential

A limited procenn.nnd

pindikt 10-edbkk

b modernte procens and

product.feedimck

c anxitmal procena_nud

product feedlinck

II High

H Medium

I. a Low



III IPLINF

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL 'STRATEGIES.RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE PRIORITY I OBJECTIVE 6

6; To describe how_to perform a high 6-1. Determining what', Important to note in particular

quality elided axon os related to 4 MO.
specific by:

6-2. Presenting severs1 nays to chuck similar findings.

6-l. Suggesting relevant iherttuts in the case.

6-4. DiatInguiehIng between objective and adjective signs.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

L C 6 PE PI SA T COM

CIt.
T

E

it

Strategy .

Key
S P

Development

Time

(Nrtin)
Ft II Ft

, -
Coot

(Or

Development

I, j/'

Time

Utilized

(Dorn)
L M

Pont Tent

Performance

(Surcenm) Z

I M M

t

HnItn

of

EgnIpment

L

----
Evaioallon

Polyntinl *

.

_...----

KEY;

p primary

' secondary

Lecture

Conference

Demonstration

PE Performnnce_Exerclse

PI i-ogrommedinstrurtion

SA Study Assignment

T Tutoring

CON Combination Instruction

* EvaluntInn lintential

n limited procesn_and

product feedbatI,,

b moderate process and

product/feedback

c maximal process and

product feedback

High

H Medium

L L-64



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

Dist:INANE MEDICINE

1. To stimulate student interest in a

apecific patient during CABO

presentation by

PRIORITY II, OBJECTIVE I

7-j. Calling tI atudent by his/her name.

1-2. Pointiag out interesting or challenging aspects

of the cone,

-3; Identifying or asking tho atudent(s) to describe

unique elements of came or prognosis.

INSTRUCTIONAL _S_TRA_TEGIES

I. C 1) PE, PI COIL

.

I

F

I

Strategy ,

Key
8

Development

Time_ _

(WerkA)

--- , t

tCont

for

Development

,

_

Ike
Utilized

films)

Pont Test

Performance

(Soccer's) 2

M L

Unitn

of

Equipment

L I,

Evaluation

Potential *

KR I:

p primary

recondnry

Lecture

C Conference

Demonstration

PE Performance Exercise

PI Programmed Inntructina

SA mStudi Assignment

T T-Utoiing

COM Comtiinntion instruction

* baluation Potential

a limited process and

product feedback

b moderate proem and-

product feedback

maximal process_and

product feedbcck

0 Nigh

H Hedlum

L



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS (IF 1NSTPUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UP 00 SELECTED CRITERIA

Discir Lim: MEDICINE

8 To inforu student(e) of evaluitior;

ramie for measuring bieher

performance

PRIORITY I I OBJECTIVE i 8

11-1, at:scribing Cadent course objeativue,

. 8-", MLittg hov attainment of objectival 1411 be meured

8 -3 ?roaring and diotributu 4 course syllabus;

Strntegy

Key

Development

Time_ _

(WOO)

1 N S T KU C T 1 OA A L

1 c

S p

STRATEGIES

Cost

for _

Development

lime

Utiltied

(Mourn)

=111M.7. 1-1-1,71=

pont Test

Perlormtince

(Succesnl Z

Unita

of

F401Pment

Ey/Nation_

Potential *

H

.......

/

KEYi

P primary

secondary

Lecture

C Conference

Demonstration

PE Perfnrmance Excreine

PI Programmed InntructIon

SA Study Assignment

I Noting.

COM Combination InntructIon

* EVAICOnlott,potenthil

a * limited' procemn and

product feedback

moderate- process and

product feedbnek

c maximl proem nod

product leedbnek

II High

H Medium

I. Low



COHPARAIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

nrscinit-41-: --MEDICINE PRIORITY II

9. To explain incorrect responsei 9-1. See il5 (Priority I Itetii)

to questions byi

INSTRUCTIONAL STRALT_E_G_IFS,

I. c n PE 1 PI SA- T CON----

.

R

F.

R

...:

f",-;(Soccean)

A

StrnteRy ,

Key 8 p
-.

8

Development
T100_

(Weeks)

.

L M
.

H

Cost

fdr _

Development
L M 11

Time

Utilized
(flours)

L M
.

H

Post Test
Performance

/

,

.

li

Min
of

Equipment

.

.

L

Evaluntion
Potential k

b c -

.

C

3

Oa-ACTIVE I

'0

KEY:

p *. primary

e - secondary

L - Lecture
C Conference
I) - Demonstration

PE - Performance Exercise
PI ° Programmed Instruction
SA - study ASSIgnMent
T Tutoring
CON Combination lontruction

* Evnitintion Potentint

b

c

limited process nod
product feedback
moderate procenn and
product feedback
maximal procesn nnd
product feedback

Nigh
N Medium



CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS oh' HSTRUCTIONAL !TRATES BASED HMO SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE )IENCINE PRIORITY OBJECTIVE # -1.4) :?

LO. To ask for a "problem Hating" 10-1. Learning Problem Oriented Record.

on the patient by:

10-2. Practicing Problem Oriented Record.

10-3. Cop:loping questioning skills.

10-4. Asking for priority of problem.

INSTRUCTIONAL STXATECIES

I, C D PE PI sA I CON

.

R

1

A

Strategy

Key p p 8

Development

'Hie

,(Weeka)

Ia M

---...--------
Cost

[be

Development

M

Time
d.

W ilted

(Doors)

/
b H

m.....*

H

-----.......---..
Post Tent

Performance

(Socces4) 7.

II M

Dolts
.__

of

Elnlpment

L

Evaluation

Potential * c

(

KEY:

p * primary

secondary

I. . Lecture

C Conference_

Demoontralon _

PE Performsticeliterclfte

PI Programmed Instruction

SA * Study AsalguMpot

T * Tutoring_ _

COH Combination Instruction

* EvalUalion Potential

A .'lleittft roceas_nud

Orbilet ieedbaCk

h moderate process and

product feedback

c maximal procemond

Product feedback

Ii .* High

H a Helium

I, . Low



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES RASED UPOII SELECTED CRITERIA

nrimie MEI)IC 1 NE tRuntrry 11

11. To ea atudent.to differentiate__ 11-1. Learning effective questioning techniques.

borween essential ind non-6neential
1I-2. Determining What In essential and non-deaential.dtK, by:

11-3. Peer reviewing tat committal data.

INSTRUCTINAL _STRATECIES

Strategy .

Key

I
C

p

_EL SA COM

Devriopment

Ti _

(Weeks)

11

Cost

for _

DevelOpment

Time

Utilized

(Hoorn)

Pont Tent

Performance

(Success) 7

Units

of

Equipment

EvnlUntion.

Potential t

f,

b b

DILIF.CTIVE I 11 .

KEY!

p . primary

OeCniiilAry

L Lecture

C Confirehei

D Demonstration

PR Performance Exercise

ri - Programmed Instruction

SA swily Assignment

T Tutoring

COM Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

a limited process_and

product feedback

b mOdcrate_process nod

- Product feedback

c maximal procenoand

product feedback

0 High

II Medium

L LN



COUPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF IL6TRUCIONAL STPATECIES BASED 'Iron SELECTED CRITERIA

niscirmE MEDICINE

12, To asiluergiono which mpho itOdcnt

uan diidOctivo reasoning 1y:

PRIORITY TI OillECTIVE 1 12 :

12-t; Writing illusttsting (merlons which shold

deductive roaming.

12-2, Divolopins critoria for deductive' rocoOnins.

12-3. Practlds asking queetionl,

INSTRHCTIONAL STRATECIES

PE SA

C

R

A

St ratepy .

Key 1)

Development

Time

(W.An)

M

C6ht

for

Development

!..
M L

Time_ _

(Hoorn)

Pont Tent

Performance

(Snee000) 7

DnItm

of

Elinlpinent

FvnInation

Potential 4
a a

KEY:

p primary

n - nerondary

L Lecture

C Conference

Demonstration

PE - Performance Exercise

VI Programmed instruction

SA Rimy wimmont
T Tutoring

C011 - Combination Instruction

* Evnluation Potentint

a limited procenn_and

_ product feedback

b moderate procenn and

product feedbnck

c maximal procena_nod

product feedback

H High

H Medium

I, u Low



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INMUCTIONAL STRATECIES BASED urott SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE

11; To Ask student !or succossivo

management steps by

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 13

13-1. )(Doubt; uccoaaive atop' in logical order.

13-2. Ming hypothet1c41 cue. and 44kingicompar1n: to

pear standard.

111, l'OR format,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

L C D PE PI SA T COH

T

A

Strategy

Key P 8 5

-----.4

Development

Time

(Weeks)

M

Oat

i or

Develnpment

M L H

Time

Bi II lied

(11(1111.0

.

M M

hit Test

Perthriafite

(Success) 7

ft L H

Units

Equipment

L L

Evaluation_

Poloallal * C a

KEY:

p primary

s secondary

L Lecture

C Conference

D Demonatration

FE PerformaneeExercise

PI . Programmed Instructton

SA Study Ansignment

T Tutoring:

COO, Cnmhination Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

a . limited process_and

pr6dOet feedback

b moderate process and

product feedback

c w maximal process nnd

product feedback

High

H Hed100

L Low



DISCIPLINE

CONPARATIVF ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIFS RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE

14. To present befit-WWII, aociel family

and financial factori in decliiöni

regarding patient management by:

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE
14

.

14-1. Refer to 14 (PrioritY I Itei) - _

Identifying critical management Interviews highly

affected by tiled° factors.

14-2. rPovding case studies illuetritini influence of

Wad variables.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECLE S

Strategy

Key

PE PI SA T-

Development

Time

(Weekm)

Coat

for

Development

Time

UtIlized

Morn)

Pont Tent

Performance

(Success) 7.

LI

LI

VOW
of

Equipment

Evaluation_

Pote4tIal
a

KEY;

p primary

g - secondary

L Lecture

C + Conference

D Demongtration _

PE + PerfOrmance ExerriO6

PI * programmed Ingtruction

SA Study _Assignment

T Tutoring_ _

CON + Ciiiililnntion Instruction

* Evmlontion Potential

limited process and

product feedback

h moderate procega nnd

product feedback

r maximal proerimAnd

product feedbiek

II nigh

H Medium

1. Low



CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RAM UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICINE

15; TO point out student's missed

ancrvatIong by:

PRIORITY II

15-1. Deciding what student should notice.

15-2. Writing observation reports.

Also 15 (Priority I Item)

INSTRUCTIONAL _STRATEGIES

C D Ii PI SA_

Strategy ,

Key
8 p 8

CON

Development

TIme___

(Weeks)

Cent

(or

Development

ilixed

(Hours)

Font Tent

P( rformance

(SimTerm) 7

Ii L L

L L

Evaluation

Potent lilt *
b

317

OBJECTIVE 115 r,

KEY!

p primary

. secondary

L - Lecture

C Conference_

D Demonstration _

PE Performance Exercine

PI . Programmed Instruction

SA Study_Asnignment

T____ m Tutoring_ _

COH CombiontIon Instruction

* Evaluation Potentinl

limited process and

product feedback

h m moderate process and

product feedhna

c m miixlnml proess and

product feedhiCk

It u High

H Hedlum

I. m Low



MARATIVE ANALYSIN OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATI:GIBS BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

Dist:11'1,111Y, MEDIC LNE PRIORITY OBJECTIVE I 16

16. To renpond_inthuilasticolly to 16-1. Defining and des:ribing enthusiasm,

questions by:

16-2, Wing queutions no nn oppottUttity to mako point

with student's full ottention.

16-3. Practicing antbusinam.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIF.S

I. c PE SA COli

Strategy

Key

Development

Time

(1-644a)

M I,

Cost

For

Development

/1 11

Time_

Utilized

(116Uin)

L M

.-
Punt Tent

Performance

(Success) 7
/1

Unitn

of

Equipment

L L

Evaluation

Potential

4

a

VEY:

P primary

mecondary

, lecture

C Conference

I) Demoustrali 1

PE Performance Exercise

Pt Progrnmmed InntructIon

SA Study_Asnignment

T 0 riitotthg_

COM Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

n limited process and

product feedhnck

b mnderate_prncess and

product feedback _

c inxlinl Orkenn And

product feedback

H High

H Medium

L Lou



NY:H.1.1HE

COMPARATIVE ANAVYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

PRIORITY II

17, To encourngo students while they 17-1, troktitiog eihig the toehniquo of poeltivo

Ars performing pwcoda
roinforcemcnt,res byi

17-2 Diitingtiiih the important things to reinforce,

17-1; lecomo_knowledgenblo DI literature on reinforomont

peycho1ogy,

17-44 Anticipating discourocIng svento end prepare student

In ndvence.

/

.

Strotegy

Key

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECLF

PE PI SA

Development

Time

(Wyrka)

Coat

for

Development

If
Utilized

_Doors)

Pont Tent

reifiqmnorP

f!;nrcrin) X

Uditn

Of

EquiproV.nt

EvalontIon_

Potrotlal A

3

KEYi

p primary

s secondary

Lecture

Conference_

PPOWORtrattail

PE Performance Eiercine

ri - ProgrammedjoatractiOn

SA Study_Asmignment

Tutoring_ .

COM Coitiinntion innfrotton

* EvaInntion Potentinl

A - limited process odd

product feedback

b moderate proceaa and

product feedback

C maximal proceas.and

product feedback

U Ulkh

H !tedium

b [nu .



CRIPARATIPE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES ngrn UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICINE PRIORITY ----II

ie. To give positive verbal reinforcement 18-1. See 07 (same)

on clinical performanccby:

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES

L C- PE PI SA T COH

I

Strategy .

Kry P 8 8

Development

Time

(Weeks)

H

---------------

Ciiiit

for

Drvelopment

M M L
, .

lime_
.

liked

(Noon)

M L

---..

H

rom Tent

Performave

(Cono) X

,

M

,

Unit

of _

Folpoeut

L

EvnluntIon

Potential *
.

C C

)

3
ri

04

()ILJECTIVE

KEY:

p primary

8 w secondary

Lecture

C r)SafireaCe

D Demonstrntion

PE Performance Exercise

PI Prngrnmmed instruction

SA Study Asnignment

* Tutoring

COM Combinntion Instruction

* EvilluatIon Pbtentlol

n * limited prhress_and

product feedback

b moderate process and

kict feedback

c maximal proceso and

product feedback

U * HIgh

- Medium

L Log



ONIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECHS RASED MPON SELECTED CRITERIA

11 I SC I PI, I NE MEDICINE

19. To assess and focus on level of stu-

dent understanding of topic by:

PRIORITY II ORJFCTIVE 1 19 .

19-5: Seneititing student(a) to periodically sumaarize.

19-6. Examining students) for feedback et appropriate

content levols.
19-1. Developing queationing irking re: present utidetotAtiditigJ

19-7, Demonetrating skill in sildroseing topic
19-2. Developing akilla in the design 4nd uso of pre-teato.

ploundoratondIng.

19-3. Becoming familiar with Approprinrc lAngulge end
19-8. Demonstrating skill in the uoo of highor order

concepts.

19-4. Encouraging otudent(e) to Interrupt and question et

appropriate times.

queationo,

19-9. Downright ikill in divolophe And Mit Altnted

onhAtIon.

INSTRUCTIONAL__ STRATECIES

I. C PE PI SA T COM

'Strategy ,

Key p s

Development

Time

(Meeks)

Cost

far

Developmmnt

41.a-....4

Tii6

Milked
(Nours)

M

,.=mollirb.mr.

M

Print Tent

Performance

(SurreAs) 7

II

Units

Of

Equipment

i.

Evaluation_

Potential * C

KEY:

p primary

necondnry

Lecture

Conference

Demonstration

PE Performnnce_Vercise

PI - Prugrammed InAtruCtion

SA Study Analgnment

T Tutoring

COM tombInntIon Instruction

* Evaluntion Potential

limited procesnAnd

product feedback

b modernte process and

product feedbnck

c maximal procens_nnd

product feedback

0 High

M s Medium

L L64



DISCIPLINE

CONEARA'fIVE ANALYSIS 1W IHS1RIICT IONAI. STRATECIES PASED 111011 SELECTED CRITERIA

MED IC I NE

20. To ark tudent(' for feedback and

impatiens for improving learning

experience on ths service by!

PRIORITY II OBJECT I VF, 20

2D-1, Developing altarnata strategics for gathering

feedback data.

20-2. Developing alternate stratogiee for evaluating

feedback data,

Also - Sea i 17(Priority I Item)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

PE PI SA

StrateRy

Key p

Development

(Weelin)

Cont

for

Development

M

I lie
OtIllred

(Donn!)

Pont Tent

Performnnce

(Sof-rens) 7,

M

Unlln

Of

Egnipment .

M

CON

S

M

M

EvnluntIon_

PnlentInl * C b

3 11

KEY:

p - primary

A . secondary

I. Lecture

C Conference

0 Demnnstratlon

PE Performance Exercise

PI . Programmed Instruction

SA Study.Aaaignsont

T Tutoring

C014 Comhlnntlon InntrnetIon

* Evaluation Potential

a . limited procese_and

product feedback

b modetete_procena and

product feedbnck

c maximal procean anti

product feedback

it . High

H Medium

L 1,cni



DISCIPLINE

CO,IPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UEON SELECTED CRITERIA

MEDICINE PRIORITY II OILIECTIVE 1 21

21. To convey A tolerance fer_un- 21-1. Fred:Wing and assess rola as strategics.

certainty in medical problems by:

21-2; Illustrating and diaruatting exaoples of humble,

tolerating and nrrogant intolerance.

21-3. Developing skill in the use of trigger fl/W to induce

in faculty uscrute of belpleinness to dincuss specific

ways of handling uncettAinry.

INSTROCTIONA_ _STRATECIPS

C D PE 1 PI SA t C

C

F

A

Strategy

Key

Development

Time

(Weeks)

M

Cost

for

ninfelopmenr ..----
Thee

Utilized

(Mourn)
H

Pont Test

Performance

(Succeas) 2

H

Mita

of

Equipment

H

Evainotion.

Potential *

KEY:

p primary,

8 . secondary

L . Lecture

C Conference

D Demonatration

PE . Performance Exercise

CI. Programmed Instruction

SA Study hssignmett

T Tutoring

CON . Combinstion Irntruction

* Evaluation Potential

a limited proem' and

_ product feedback _

b Moderate process and

product feedback

c maximal process_and

product feedback

Nigh

H Medium

L Lou



CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIFS RASED UPON SELO:1ED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE
MEDICINE rim miry

22. TO denonotrate 411 interest In the

student.' efforta to learn ly:

22-1; Recognfcing and retaining learner. first names,

22-2, Domoutrating techniques for earablishing rapport.

22-3; Skillfully questioning current learning.

22 -4, Providing appropriate anolittence when probing in

learning are idontified,

22-5. Identifying student learning itylo.

INSTRUCTIONA STRATECIES

D 1111311 PI IletiM

C

II

I

T

R

I

A

Strategy

Key P

Development

Time

(W0010)

17

Coot

far

.,_neve

Time

Utilized

(lours)

him Teat

Performance

(Surcess)"7,

Units

of

EgnIpment .

L

Eviiiiihtibil_

Potent lof *
b

A_

owalvF 1 22

KEY:

P primary

secondary

L Lecture

C CotifOreht0

D Demonstration

PE Performance Exercise

ri w rrogrammed Instruction

SA Study Assiroment

T TaiieNg

con . Combination Instruction

* EvAluation Potential

n limited proem and

product feedback

moderare_process nod

product feedback

c maximal proem and

rodoct feedback

D

H - Medium

I, Lord



nrclri.111E

COMAPATIVE AMALYSIi; OF INSTRUCTION4 STRA4 BASED tII'OI SELECTEP CRITERIA

MEDICINE

21. To admit limits of own modical

knovisdro and exparionco hyi

A 0

23-1. Dolinefttiog ere r
t)

f groneth and veakness.

23-2, Diootiasw bots 0 tuoie to idiqt

23-3. Practicing in_s t playing situation

"I don't knou4.

INSTRUCTIONAL STA_ATI/J- 1ES

Strnte y

Key

C D..).-

Development

Time

(Weelo)...N.
Cont

for

lIcvelopment.

TIO6

Utilized

(Ilourn)

Print Teat

Performnnce

(Suecenn)

NOT
61

Elnipment

FvoluntIon_

POtentinl *

...I.M.

CON

M

ti

OBJECTIVE 1 23

KEY:

p primary

aecondnry

L Lecture

C Conference_

D DemonntratIon

PE Performance Exercine

PI Programmed inotructIon

sA study_Annignment

T Tutoring -

CON r Combination lontrurtion

* EvainntIon Potential

a linfted procena end

product feedback

b moderate_proceaa and

product feedback

c MAW' proem and
product feedback

II 1110

H redium

l 6 Low



CONPARATIVE 'ANALYSIS or INSTRUCTIONAL STAT( IES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

niscipLiNE MEDICINE

24. To emphasize promptneas for

teaching BEHOWI by:

FRIORI1T IT ormaivr I 24 .

24-1; Rola playing the experience Of lateness,

24-2. Developing_techniques to Insure that tardiness is

not ignored.

24-3. Formulating a plan for recognizing and dealing with

tardinenn.

INSTRUCTIONAL_ STRATECLE S

1. C PE PI SA COH__

cR--------
T

.

Strategy

Key P

---.1..2--

L IJ

s

Development

n.
(Week)

Comm

for

Development

L L L

...-

Time

Utilized

(11Ptira)

1, L 1.1

Pont Tent

Performance

(Succenn) Z

Mtn
Of

Equipment

M M M

--I-

L L 1,

Evaluation

Potentinl *
b t

KEYi

primnry

n secondary

L Lecture

C Conference

D Demonntrntion

PE Performance Exercine

Pt Programmed Instruction

SA ' Study_Annignment

T Tutoring

CON Combinntion InntructIon

*'Evalitntion Poteo

'a limited protems_and

product feedbnck

h Modernte_ptotens and

product feedbnck'

c mnximnl prorenn and

product feedbnck

H 1116

H Medium

L Low



COHUARATIVE ANALYSIS ur INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGIES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICINE 1110ArTY Ij OBJECTIVE f 25

25. To provide_for student_particIpation 25-1. Discusalni alternative mechaniame for student

In the InItructional proem by: participaild;i.

25-2. ?anteing technique for_employing and aikiiing

methodi for itOdant participation.

25-3. Having etudente design end preiant Woo °samples of

problems,

25-4i Deeignint riadIng iaiignmente for feemion presontation.

INSTRUCT! DNA!; STRATEC:ES

Strategy

Key

Development

Time

(Weeks)

C 1) PE PI SA

p S S

C

.1

C641.

for

Development

Tlit _

Utilized

(flours)

L

L

Font Tent

Uer formnnce

(SUCCeS4) Z

Units

of .

Equipment

L I;

Evaluation

Potential * a

3 -1 illAO AI

KEY:

p - primary

m secondary

I. . Lecture

C Conference

P_ 7 DemogluntIon

FE - Perfoirance_Exercise

Pi PrOgraimed Instruction

SA " Sttdy kinignient

I

CON Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potefitfail

n limited process_and

pawl fe,edback

b moderate precOha and

product feedback

c maximal process and

product feedback

H High

H Whir,

I. 7 Low



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

-MEDICINE-

26, To Convoy and demonotrate leadorahip

aki11 as a professional attribute byl

PRIORITY II 6 OBJECTIVE 1 26

26-1; Pphavierally dafino leaderihip;

26-2, Aaaeaaing_gamelloying siAations dealing with

problems In profelnional manage went,

26-3, Identifying one. own style of Inadorehip,

26-4. Identifying and giving example of chaTterinice

of professional style and behavior.

I

Strategy

Key

Diiveiopment

Time

(Weeks)

Coat

Far

Development

Time

Utilixed

(Hours)

Pont Tent

Performance

(Soreess)

Units

of

Equipmeut

Evnloatinn

Potential *

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEniES

b

KEY:

p pr!mary

- secondary

Lecture

C Ciniferehre

U Demonstration

PE Performance Exercine

PI Programmed Instruction

SA - Stody.Aasignwent

T - Tutoring

COM - Combination Instruction

* EVAlnation Potential

a * limited process and

product feedback

°15 moderate- process and

product feedback

c - maximal process and

product feedback

0 010

- Medium

L * Low



27.

4ISCIPLILM

tOtIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

To demonstrate eritical_appraisal 27-1.

Of 10 data, and_coosultant

reeeiieeditlons by: 27-2.

27-3.

PRIORITY II OBJECTIVE i 27

Developing and communicating criteria for appraisal;

Relating data to problem lilt.

rroviding opportunitiel for students to demonatrate

ikill lit appraisal techniques.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRA_TEGIES

C PE PE SA

Strategy

Key 8 8

Development

Time

(Weeks)

Cost

Nit

DeieloOment

M

Time

Utilized

((ioors)

H

Post Tont

Performance

(Soccesn)
H

Units

of

Equipmedt

L

Evalontion

'Potouttn1 * b a

3j

KEY:

p primary

secondary

L Lecture

C Cod0r000

D Demonntratiou

PE PerformanceExerciae:

PI Programmed Instruction

SA Study AssighiOlt

. Tutoring

CON Combination Inntruction

* Evaluation Potential

limited process and

product feedback

b moderete_procena and

product feedback

c maximal process and

product feedback

U High'

H - Medlum\,

L Low



COIIPARATIVF, ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE MEDICINE _ PRIORITY 11 ORJECTIVE i 28

28, Toincourage atudeuts to evaluate . Same as 1 27 also

critically lab data, consUltdfit
.

recommendation', etc, by 28-1; Assessing whether consultant or lab nmored

quostipn asked,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

L C D PE PI SA

Strategy

Key

COM

Development

Time

(Hi!eki)

M

Cost

far .

Development

Time

Utilixed

(NOB)

PoatTeat

Performance

(Success) 2

11

11

Units

of

Equipment

Evaluation

Potential * h

KEY:

p primary

secondary

L Lecture

C Cafer.Ofiti

D Demonstration

PE - Verformance Exercise

PI . Programmed Instruction

SA - StudyAasignment

T Tutoring

COM Combination instruction

* Deleatiini Potential

a - limited proem and

product feedback

Mod@rite_pincesa And

product feedback

c maximal proms and

product feedback

0 High

M Mho
L Low



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES DASED UPON SELECTED CRI'T'ERIA

DISCIPLINE DENTISTRY PRIORITY

To baplain to itedents_what thay

Jiro expected to learn from the

iatructiun preeented by; 1-4.

1-5;

1-1. Doing able to etas objectival' according to a

proscribed way.

1 -6;

>44 Practicing statement of objectivos to students.

1-3. Identifying -and writing the anquendal step, of

thb Mika task.
1-7.

OBJECTIVE 1

Evaluating the clinical tusk in a positive way.

Observing oneself on videotape when explaining

expecteciona.

lecording your expectntious on -an audiotnpo fot

review and critique with a colleague.

Pointing out the importaneo and relevancy of the

instructions being undertaken.

INSTRUCTIONAL _STRATEGIES

; V

Strategy

Key

PE sk CON

KEY:

Development

Time

(Weeks)

Cost

for .

Development

Time_

Utilized

(Doors)

Pont Tent

Performance

(Soccesn)

UnItn

of

Equipment

II

Evaluation

Pineotini 4

..1=1.

C -

p primary

secondary

Lecture

Conference

Dgmonot rat Inn

PE Performance Exercise

Pt Programmed Inatruttion

SA 0 Study Asnigoment

T Tutoring_ _

CON Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

a limited process-and

ttodbet feedback

b modern te process and

product feedback

c maximni process an4

product feedback

H N High

H Medium

L



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS UV INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES RASED ueou SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE DENT I STRY

2. To uscardlovlatel side or 2 or 3 _

dimonalonal aids (when nprropriate)

in describing trchniluse or concopte

that are different bp

2-1, being shift to prepare visual aids.

PRIORM llictIvi g 2 .

2-5. Being able to state and use, criterir and standard.

for evaluating the quality of

LletIng currant source which 11164 dietribute, give

or produce A.V. reeourceu.

2=2. Identifying situntinnn or conditions in which the uio

of A.V, aide would ha beneficial to inattnction. 2-6.

Is-3. Poing ably to state and cm WWII' and atandada
for vulustIng A.V. methods in order to select thO

moat appropriate method,

2-1. Doing able k4 recognize). eialuata, and state the

benefits or (Itabilities) of various A.V,'. to the

student.

INSTRUCTIONAL STPATECIES

PE

Strategy

Key

Development

Tlid

(Weeks)

Cola

for

Develop!'

Time

Utilized

(Douro)

limit Teat

Polorisuce

(Success) I

Unita

of

Kluipment

Evoloation'

Napoli-al 4 C

COM

p primary

n . secondary

L N Lecture

C Conference

U Demonetration

PE Performance Exercise

PI Progrpmmed Inntrucilon

SA . Study_Aseignment

T Tutoring

CON . Coibination Inntruction

Evaluation Potenlial

limited proceni and

product feedback

b modevate procees and

product feedback

C maximal proresn and

product feedback

H Vigil

II Hedlom

L Low



CMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES RASED UPOH SELECTED CRITERIA

viscipinE DENTISTRY

). TO Immolate tlia tuella that aro

necesoury In order to accompliah the

obloctiva(s byi

PRIORITY 1 OBJECTIVE

3-/. Being Ale to identify the spaciflestope needed to

accomplta the objective.

3-2. Poing able -to idanOty_the Appropriate time when

summarization 10 Needed.

3-3. POW Able to ihnttly the main points of the

Dummy succinct:1y.

3-4, Aaklui the Student to comment on the major points

Pao In the snowy,

----------------------
-INSTRUCTIONAL VT_KALTLW V

L C p PE I PI SA T ADM--

A

St Men ,

Key
p 8 8

Development

'Flom_

(Weeks)
i. L 1,

Coot

for

Development_

Time

Utilized

(Doors)

--____

Poet Test

Performance

(SucC.esa) 2 M M

Nita

of

Equipment

Evaluation

PoteotInf 6 h
b

KEY t

p primary

secondary

L Lecture

C Codetehie

Demonstration

Pg Performance_Exercise

PI Programmed instruction

SA Study_Aasipment

T Tutoring.:

CON - Combination Instruction

* Evalontfon Potential

limited rroress_and

product feedback

b moderate_process and

product feedback

c maximal procena and

product Icedheick
,

U Hith

N NOIld4

L Low



COIIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

I)ISCIPLINK poiRiry I

4, , To eltsblish a Lila framm_necessary

(or elodants to accomplish thu

objective(s) by'

4-1. Knowing how long a procedure (task) will take for art

avorago @Wont by asasseing a random number of

itudants/procedure.

4-2; Identif17 ,g :Imo welters 10 completing (X)

procsduro(6).

4-4,

OBJECTIVE i

Pointina out to student:1 whore ho/she ill venting time.

Being able to give soggestiono as to how to use
time more effectively;

_ n
4-5-. Being sole to identify potential complications In

completing the proccdura(s),

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES

L C PE PI 5A_1 CON

,

I

.

I

A

Strategy

Key
P 8 S

DevelopOcot

Time V

(Wean)

.

L H

Cairn

for

Development
L

V

L L

Time

Utilized

IN646)
L

i

M

Pont Test

Performance

(succese) 7
14 Ii H

.

With

of

EquIpowlit_
L L L

Evaluation

Potent ial *
, b C C

KEY:

p primary

s . secondary-

ketture

C F Conference

D Demouotration

PE Performonce_Exerclee

PI - Programmed Instruction

SA . SiiL Anaigument

. Tutoring

COM Combinction InatructIon

* Evaluation Potential

a limited procese_and

product feedback

b;0, moderate,proceaa and

product feedback `:

c maximal process and

product feedback

High

Nedium

L s,LOU



COIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

5,

5-1.

PRIORITY

Todemonatrate 6111 or explaining

eatimataa of expellees to

patients byl

'ding shlo to define alternative treatment protocols. S-S.

OBJECTIVE 1 5-

Critiquing varlone_spprochae to estimate/Wain

expenses to patients.

5-2. Being able to coat Account alternative plan.

. 5 -6. Doing able to monolog° about foes to patiantii

5-3. Doing able to state advantages and filaadvoutagos of

the treatmont(a) alternatives which are rocommondoil. 5-71 fnloraetiol_oith_petlunto to discus. his/her

financial situation.

5-4; loins a role -Model in providing expense eetimatee

to patients for the atudent;

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

L C D 1 PE PI SA CON
_---

T

K

A

Strattgy ,

Key

Development

Time

(Weeks)

.

Cost

Int

Development

Time

Utilized

(Uours)
H

.

Post Tea,

Perlman-ince

(Success) Z

------

H

Units

of

Equipment

L 1.
?
J) 1..

Evaluation.

Potential *
b 6

___

KEY:

p primary

a ' aecondary

L Lecture

C Conference

D Demon-titration

PE tetformance_Exerciae

PI Programmed Instruction

SA Study AesIgnment

T Tutoring_

CUM CoibluatIon'inotruction

* Evaluntion Potential

.., process_and

product feedback

b moderate prr T88 and

product le( ick _ .

c maximal pro 9 nod'

product feeu

II High

- Medium

L - Lo4



WHPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES DAM UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DIscIrLim DENTISTRY PRIORITY I OILIECTIVE 1 6

To exhibit ono's ebillty to follow'. 6-1. Keeping sctivs records on etudenta program'.

6-2; Saluting s follow-up procedure to include m timm

table,

6-3. Knowing when to follow-up ordeal'.

up etudents 141

6-4. Chocking periodically on student during his/her

clinical treatment,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

'PE PI

f
SA T

-- --

CONL

T
c D

C

R

A

Stria* ,

Key ..: P S .

Development

Tile

(Wein)

L M

.

Cbit

for -_

Development__

TIme

Utilized

(Doors)

VOA Test

Nrformaoce

ISuccess) Z

-------

.
.

Wilts

0( ,

Equipment,

. L
.

_r.

L

Evaluation_

Potentlnl * C
....

KEY:

p primary

o . secondary

I. Leethre

C In Conference_

D Demonstrhtion

PE Performance exercise

PI Programmed Instruction

Sh Study Assignment

T Tutoring

CON Combination Instruction

A Evaluation Potential

a limited process and

product feedback

b moderate process and

product feedback

c maximal process -and

product feedback

II High

H Medium

L Gov



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES BASED UPON SELECT CRITERIA

DIscinillE --DENTISTRY

1. To demonatrete the use of a planned

variety of instructional activity

(e.g., questioning, demonstration,

etc.) byt

PRIORITY I ORJECTIVE 1 7 .

7-1. Being aware of alternative te.ching teehniques.

7-2. Underatonding Impact of alternative teaching

.iechniques.

7-3. Videotaplag oneself using alternative teaching

techniquae.

7-4. Being aware of the epproprieteneas of the various

Main' techniques by developing criteria.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
L C D PE Pl. SA I . CM-

\

_\

C

A

I

A

Strategy

Key
.

6 8

Development

.Time

(Weeks)

11

.

II

for

Development
M

Time

Utilized

(lourn)

L L

.......---

11

Pont Tent

Performance

(Su cceed) 1

,

it

.

--

II

Unite.

of

Equipment

L U ft

Evaluation_

Potential *

-
, C

KEY:

p . primary

a . secondary

L Lecture

C Conference

D Demonetrattoo _

PE Performance Exerciae

PI Programmed Instruction

SA ...Study_Asaieument

T- Tutoring

COH Combination inntructton

* Evaluation Potential

á. limited procesn and

product feedback

b modernte_procena and

product.feedback

c maximal process and'

product feedback

0 High

H &diem

LOW



COHPARATIVE ANALYSIS WINSTEUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED dPON SELECTED CR!TERIA

DISCIPLINE DENTISTRY PRIORITY I

II; To identtfra studimee strangthal

wankneamea in hie currant skill

level bpi

11;; identifying various typos of studacts etrongths

And weaknoseas.

-0-2. Identifying situations that impact au the student.

0-3; Describing and Jamonstrating the skill level

expected of the student,

ogIECTIVE

0-4; 'Specifying the arudentel perception of hio/hor

phI le;

0-5. Identifying methods to tveleneastudente_itrcallihol;

And weaknoaacs. (shitity to oho teak snalyits

procada04);

11-6;' Doing Ale to categorize etudeuts. strengths

and viekneasea.

INSTRUCTIONAL ft:IPATECIES
C

Strategy

Key.

Development

Time

(Weeks)

Coat

f6t

Development

Tile

Utilized

(Hours)

Pont Test

Performance

(Siccens)

Unita

Equipment

Evaluntion

Potential *

L

PE

li

C

CON

11.

ii

II

onom......1.10.
C

KEY!

p primary

. aecondnry

L Lecture

* Conference

. Demonstration

PE Performance Exercise

PI 0 Programmed Inotruction

SA Study Asgigotot

'1' tutoring

COM Cohinatior Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

a . limited process and

product feedback
_

b . moderate process and

product feedback

c w momfmol,procus_and

product feedback

II Iligh

H 0 Medium

L Low



tallIRATIVEANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL $111Ad BASED UFOII SELECTED CRITERIA

it! sc 1.1:1 Jun ant

To oak etudeuti for poiltiws or

0014tive"eommente on suggested

todmIques (procedures)- by!

To ask andante to comment on !pacific

procedures during treatment kyl

To auk student to perticipAto in his

burning by diecuelini, i.e., pro-

cedures, etc. bY1

....1.1

00011111

To ask student to wino 40:!tisso

which need to be ood to 04Optably

royolvo A patient's 0040 of

mOusgmt!t! ?robleme byl

OBJECTIVE i

91, Rana mho to doonotrAto questtoolog 6411A, p

9-2, ;!..!!:!: 4tolluuto proctice queetioning ektlle by

uldentapa.

loinc Able to Interpret ftediock from students' bj

restating !be information.

9-3.

To sok students to jjontll1
40/100s .

end uoAknousos in 'holt 00

performance byl

INSTRUCTIONAL STBATtIE

r SA p con

,9-4, icing able to develop s logical sequence of

queotioninl by active listening.

9-5i hint able to domonAtrAto management skills,

Development

Time_

(Decks)

toot

for

Development

Tile

Utilized

(Douro)

Pont Teat

performance

(SuCcees)

00101

0.

Equipment

Evaluation

miens lug

KEY;

p primary

e secondary

Lecture

-------- C Couterence_!

D Demougralin

PE -0 PerforinnceIxerclas

PI Programmed InotructIon

SA StOdy Adilgoot
I Tutoring

CombInntiou InatkOtion

* Evaluation Potential

limited process and

product feedhnck

b moderate ptoceott and

product feedback

c maximal proceed and

product feedback

II Hie

H Hedinm

r.OW



CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UP011 SELECTED CRITERIA'

PRicHITY

Discinio DENTISTRL,_

In; To describe requicits behavior

prior to i student boainelna

precodura byt

OBJECTIVE I iv.

104, being abIA to deionittAti that the leafleted behavior

IL to etudent(e).

40-2, Wins eyelid/6 roaltive models on vidootapei

10.3, tioilding the itedeht(i) With i talk sublic

10 -4. Providlni the atudent (a) with A BOWL: pro -

pro Oura protocol /a writing.

Development

Time_

(Weeks)

INSTRUCTIONAL STN.ATEGIES

8

Cy
8

PE PI SA

,
Coat

for

Development

Time

(Iiourn)

Peet Test

Performance

(Sutees) Z

1, M

OH

H

Volta

Of

Eluipment

..,1N,

NY1=m.

Evaluation

Potential *

KETi.

p prism

fl eecunditry

L Lecture

C Cenlercnce_

Diiiiiiittstiob

PE: Fedora/1 Exercloe

PI Programme0 instruction

SA Study Atikgnment

Tatar lop

COH Cumbind Iui lni#t ruct i00

* Evaluation Potential

a limited proceatt and

product feedback

b moderato wasp and

product feedback

t maximal proffoo_oW

product feedback

II ilith

H Medium

L hat



CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL. STRATEGIES BASED UPOU SELEC1E1 CRITERIA

mum DENT ESTRY PRIORITY I OBJECTIVE I 11 .

11. To provide atudonto with a

systematic evaluation of their

progreio by:

11-1. Knowing how to sot-up en evaluation system.

11-2. Setting up evaluation mechaniama within thd system.

11-3. Using task analyals approach In checking off

opecifIc proccdure(e) in accounting for student

progress.

11 -4; Being able to give student': feedback on their

progoen.

11-5. Evil-tinting the oviauntIon 'qua;

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

I. C

Strategy

Key

Development

Tlie

(Weeks)

Coat

for

Revelopmeat___

Time_

Utilized

(HoUrs)

Post Teat

Performnuce

I I (Sweet's)

A Units

of

Equipment

Evaluation_

Potential
a

M

t)

PE

8

I.

1)

KEY:

primary

- secondary

, . Lecture

C Conference

D Demonotratlao

PE Performance Exercise

ri Programmed Instruction

SA Study_Assignment

T Tutoring

CUM . Comhinatioa Instruction

Evaluation Potential

limited process nod

product feedback

b moderate_procesa and

prodict feedback

c mutual process and

product feedback

" 010

Hed16i

1. 0 Low



COIIPARATIVF ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRA'T'EGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE DENI'ISTRY PRIORITY I OBJECTIVE i .

12, To summarise Important points byl 12 Kau' to A-3

INSTRUCT1 ONAL STRATEGIES.

Strategy

Key

Development

Time_

(Weeka)

Coat

(Or

Development

TIMe

Utilized

(Hoorn)

Pont Test__

Per formance

06eCena)

Win
of

FluIpmeht

EvaiuAtIon

Pon4ii lal

p

c I

13

PE PI SA CO{

KEY:

p priMary

s . secondary

I . Lecture

C COWtOdt0

Demonstration

PE Performance Exercise

P1 PrograMMed InStrottion

SA . Study Assignment

Tutoring-

CON Combination instruction

* Evaluation ratentia1

a (lotted proceea_and

product feedback

b moderate process and

product feedback

maximal process and

product feedback

II MO
H Hedlum

I. Lou



DISCIPLINE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OP ftSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DENT I STRY PRIORITY OBJECTIVE

11; To plan for discueition tiwo during 13 -1, Being Wu to acheilulo rim° for dlaCtiooloos

inatruction byt

13 -2. Arranging fa small group mellitus,

13A. Litigating time need for etudonts regarding

diocueelon,

11-4, illustrating the importance of diectieelon mod..

INSTRUCTIONAL' STRATEGIES

Strategy

Key

Development

TTme_

(Weeks)

Cost

Development

Time

Utilized

(Uoura)

Post Tent

Performance

(Swear))

Units

of

Equipment

Evaluation

Potential

SA COH

KEY

p = primary

R secondary

Lettnte

- Conference_

D Demonstration

PE . Performance Exercise

PI 0 Programmed Inntruction

SA . Study Aabignmont

T . Tutoring

COM - Combination inatruction

A Evaluation Potential

. limited prnceso and

product [(Aback

b modernte proccsu nod

product feedback

c . maximal roceskand

feedbaCk

II . nigh

II pittlium

Lbw



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRIICTIONAL STRATECIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE DENT1 MAY PRIORITY I OBJECTIVE 1 14

14, To dcaonatrato oneu perceptive- 14-1. Dein' able to engage in active lietoning dine,

nee* to deat problems byi

14-2 eing able to relate intimation to etudenta at

A level botabo enderetanda.

14-3; Ulna able to °elect avpropriate timo in responding

to students needs or problems.

14-k. Being familiar with_the_requlrementaoltuationa

and demands being placed upon the students in total:

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

I. C PE PI SA

Strategy

Key 8 S 8

Development,

Time_ _

(Weeks)
1,

Cost

for

Development
L

Time

Utilized

(Hoorn)
H LI

Post Teat

Performance

(Success) I

L s

Nits

of

Equipment

L I.

Evaluation

Potential A a

ISi

KEY:

p primary

- necondary

- Lecture

Conference_

D w Demonstration

PE /5 Performance Exercine

ei . Programmed inntruction

SA Study AnnigUlent

T Tutoring

COM Combination Instruction

* Evaluation Potential

a limited process and

product feedback

Poderate process and

product feedback

c maxfial process :and

product feedback

II high

M Medium

L II Lo0



DISCIPLINE

COPIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTOCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED Mg SELECTED CRITERIA

DENT I STItY

To dumonstrata_the proper oue of

instruments and equipment by:

PRIORITY II pillECTIVE i I

1-1. Ynouing how to uan chartai viden7tapes1 other

audio-visuals in demonetrnting the urw ., Instrumento

and equipment.

1-2. Ynouing_hou to use equipment end practice using it

'before demonstrating its use to the class.

1-3; Knowing common error° in using the equipment.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

L C D FE PI SA I COH

I

II

A

Strategy

key 9 9

Deveiopment

Time

(Weeks)

.

P1 H M

Cost

for

Development

L 11

Time

Utilized

(flours)

.

M H

Pont Test

Performnnce

(Saccens) 2

M II

Unita

a
Egolpmont

I. H

Evnluntion

Potential 4 b c h

KEY:

p primary

n - secondary

L Lecture

C Conference

1) DemonstratIon

PE Performance Exercise

PI Programmed Inntruction

SA Study ASAignient

7 'I Tutoring

COV, Combination instruction

* Evaluation Potentinl

a hilted process and

product feedback

b moderate procene and

product feedback

c maximal procens_and

product feedback

II - High

Hzdiam

L Lou



COHPARAT I VE ANALYSIS OF INS11411Cliotim, sTRAINIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

locipLINE liENTisnly

2. To clarify patient management

problems by:

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE

2-1. Wentifying patient manageMent preblems.

2-2; Listing common management probldms.

2-3. Comparing amen management problem;

2-4. Evaluating patient management moms.

2-5, Designing positive olutions to management problems.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

Strategy ,

Key

Development

Time

(Wk4(6)

COla

for

Ikvelopment

TIle

lit II Ize(I
(Douro)

Pont Tent
Porformance

(Sueereiti)

I.

p S

.a6 PE P1

Wits

of

Equipment

L

Evaluation

Potential A C ii

KEY:

p primary

- secondary

L Lecture

m CO-detente

D m Demonstration

m PerformanceExerciae

Pt moinglid Iilntri (ion
SA m Stody_Assignment

T m Tutoring_

COM Combination Instruction

EvnInatIon Potentini

s limited proceon_and

product Feedback

b modernteprocess and

product feedback

c maxlmal'proceasand

product feedback

II 010

H Hediiius

L Low



ORIPAHRTIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTE CRITERIA

DENTIsinci

To axrlaln ilia rdtionala for a_

particular treatment matitility bpi

3-1; Knowing how to 41ognosa gfferentially,

3-2; Pulping alternative treaLmont plane.

3-3; Contraetins alternative treatunt plani.

PRIORITY 11 OBJECTIVE

3-4. Meeting a elogio treatment modality;

3-5, Urpanisinti ma information and rationale.

3-6. Wahl altornativo for treatment, glair rationale'

(pro and-eon) and dimes your molts with a poor,

3-7. Being able to open in front of a group of

Students.

Strategy

Key

Development

TiMe

(Weeia)

Gehl

for

Development

Time

Utilized

(1166ia)

I5 Teat

Performance

(Surceaa) E

Mita

of

Equipment

Evaluation

Poteuilal *

INSTRULTICHAL STRATEGIES

1. C

11

1.

C

KEY:

p m primary

a . secondary

Lecture

C Conftrence

2 Olmostration

PE Performance Exercise

21 m Programmed instruction

SA Siudy Assignment

T Tutoring

CON Combination Instruction

Evaluation Potential

limited process and ,

product feedback

b moderatelaocess and

product feedback

c maximal process_and

product feedback

II m Nigh

H Hedium

I. Low



DISCIPLINE

"COIIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSMICTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UP11 SELECTED CRITERIA

1WNTI Y

4; To demonetrete clinical procedures

at a rote ef speed appropriate to

the students' needs byt

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 1 4_..

4-i. peing swaro of student progress,

4-2. Obnerving student Milli to follow directions.

4-3; checking student's rote cf retention.

44. Eatimotlug time demandla for completluB a(the)

clinical. protedurn.

4-5: ,rreparing s detailed listing of tasks within the

vrocedurco,

INSTRliCTIONAL STRATECIFS

PE

Strategy

Key

Devc;opment

Time

(Neoks)

Cost

fer

Development

Time .

Utilized

Pours)

Pont Tent

Performance

(Success)

Units

of

Equipment

PL....1.,

ii M t II

Evalualloo

Potential 0

11 11

M II I 11

H

....17.

SA CON

S

-.1

C C a

KEY

p - primary

s secondary

. Lecture

C Conference

" Demonstrat:

PE . PerformP nnPI " Progrn structio

SA 0 Study .iiient

1 nitork;

g Combination lortrnction

PoI6Olfhl

a limited process_and

product feedback

b moderate process nod

product feedback

c maximal process and

product feedback

0 . nigh

M . Medium

L40



CRIPAMATIVE AtiALYS1S OF INSTRIICTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UP011 SELECTED CiliTeRIA

DISCI NIDE DENTISTRY

J. oq-4;26 lci,aimuut;

pinne to studont

E

Strategy

Key

l)A.vqopment

Time _

(weein)

Ciot

fot

Development__

Time

Utilized

Print Teat

Performattee

(Surrese) 1.

Onlim

of

Equipment_

Evaluation

Potenlini I

r 1

JLo

momi If onJEcTivE 5

A .

WWW,01.0iWilife vm.y,ng ciwa,:unicati;Al pr.ttt=:,

5-2. Being nblo to write on paper; trontmant plane and

their rationale, (pro - con). Then diacusa or

mutimit that plan to c Peer for review and feedback.

5-3. Watch:no on video A good inotruetor explain

alternatiwo treatment piano to n studont.

5- Reading A handout explaining what factors enter in

when conaidering alternative treetment, i.e.,

economic, complexity, age.

H 5TPHCTICA% STRATCGIES

KEY;

p - primary

a - secondary

I. 0 Lecture

C Coaetenre_

D_ ° DtisdhatfUi04

PE Performance Exercise

PI Programmed lontructioa

SA Study Aasigument

T tutoring

COM Combination instruction

Evaluation Poteutiol

limited proceso nod

product feedloick

b moderate process and

product icedback

c maximal proccua_and

prodw.t feedbock

II - High

H u Medium

I. Loy

rE PI I SA COH

L

ti

L 11



CONPAHATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCnOttAl, STRATEGIES BASED UPON SEI,E(1.Ep

inscinINE DENTISTRY

6, To ask student if sasiatance is

needed before Leginning the

procebre by:

T

To sbk student to describe coerce

of trantrent by:

PRIORITY 1 OBJECTIVE 1 6

6-1, Being able to oak questions to maximiro learnin

°from).

6-2, Becoming knowledgeable in practice questioning

techniques,

6 -3; Oecomioe bowledgeable In recognizing nonverbal CrOl

that would signal Oat the sentient might need some

help;

L- , Knowing and-practicing statements and_clorification

techniques In order to violin the stueent describe

flitaher own course of treatment.

Strategy

Key

Development

Tlie

(Weeks)

Cost

for

iNlvelopeot

Time_

Utilized .

(Nora)

Pout Teta

PerfOriOne

(Sm:ream) Z

Evalnat ion

Pot A

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

C

SA T CON

111

KEY!

p primary

a - secondary

L Le0Oire

C Conference

m DemonotratIon

PE ferformance ExcrcIat

"' Programmed Instruction

SA Study Assignment

T w Tutoring

CON w Combination inaiructiou

Evaluation Potential

a w limited prncess and

product feedback

w moderate procesa and

product feedback

w maximal procens_and

prod:let feedback

U ... High

H - Medium

I. w Low



CUWARATIVE ANALYSIS OE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES PASEO OPON SELECTED CRITERIA

111:;C I PURE DENTISTRY PRIORITY If ODJECTIVE

1; To explain patient care deelsions 7-1. Engsting role playful exercioes.

to etudentsly1

7'2. Knowing what level th0 001400t 10 et, 00 th4t the

explanation will_be understood and will further the

stdont's knowledge.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

Development

Time .

(Weekm)

Cost

for

Development

Time

Utilized

(HourH)

Pout Test

Nrintmante

(Success) Z

Units

Eftnipmeni

Evaluation

Potential 4

Ii

C ii

KEY!

p primary

secondsrY

Lecture

, - Con!i-jence

t"L_.

PE . Pcrforanticelllerciae

rl " Progromed Instruction

S Study Aselpownt

Tutorlog

CON Combination 1"9/ructiall

.

D41011(160 rotcnilla

n limited prorlds_nud

product (0040(

6 moderate 0,0,019 nnd

Product ree°11CK

c w aaXtnI POcenti

product iecdhock

II nigh

II Nfdloo

L Low



cosPARATivr ANALYSIS OF Inguturtioric stwAnciEs AsEs UlUll siorrEn CHITEHi-A

DISCIPLINE DENTISTRY

:As

8. To demonstrate ability to Actively

listen to atudoot byi

To ractnto, talect, or clarify

student's explanation by!

To demonstrate ability to provide

reinforcement when a student

rcaponds toi question by)

Pit IORI TY aniEcim, I 8

8-1; Learning tbo dynamico of activo listening.-

8-2, Attending ..'orkehop on interviewing techniques

(1kb-idles active listening prOeetia).

8-1; Producing and participating in trigger tapes thnt will

allow tho instructor to practice active listening 4n(1

rOCOIVO commente and oPitiloationi upon how to improve

from purr or A conoultint;

8-4; Role playing with peers;

8-5; Knowing and practicing critical iocident techniques

especially to identify and proctie 'stating the

pooltiva criticabchdviere:

Strategy ,

Key

Development

Time

(Weeks)

Cost

fur

Development

Time

Utilized

(onni)

Post Tent

rerlormuce

(Succeos)

Units

of

Equipment

EvolnatIon.

Potential '

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

0 PE PI-......,
S

......

II

II

La

I) I)

KEY

p primary

s aecandnry

L Lecture

C m Conference

D b6monalratInn

PE Performance Exercise

PI Programmed Instruction

i SA IR Study Aaaignment

T Tutoring

COM ComIllaatioa 1WitifiaIde

* Evaluation rotential

a limited process and

product feedback

Ii moderate roceso and

product feedback

c - maximal process null

product feedback

II Nigh

H u Whim

trig



CRIPAKATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED um SELECTED CRITERIA

OlgCIPLINE DENTISTRY PRIORITY 00.1ECTIVE I 9.

9. To consult with students regardlog 9-1. Demonatrating peraonslity characteristics and

their progresa on procedures by consulting Let:.

TO 4cmonstrato empathy to atudento 972. AusireIng taste item atudent peropectivo of progreea,

when appropriate by;

9-3: Domenstrating how to be n consultant.

9-4 Applying communication skills In an empathetic way.

INSTRUCTIONAL STr;ATEC I ES

Strategy ,

Key

Development

C /lie

Wean)

Coot

fur

Development

Time

Utilized

(Hoorn)

Nit TeL
Performance

(Smelt's) E

Units

of

Flolpmnnt

Evaluation

PE

II

M

..
C

.111....M.I.

KEY

p primary

ti a secondary

. Lecture

C Conference

DemonntratIon.

PE - Performance Exercine

PI Programmed Instruction

SA a Studyilasignment

T Tutoring

COM Coaluation instruction

Evaluation Potential

a 1 IMILCd procesnanti

pr6diitt 1.6611160

Ii moderate proem and

product feedback _

c maximal proeens and

product feedback

II High

H Medium

I. = LOU



DISCIPLINE

CIRIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL. STRATFCIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITAIA

DENTISTRY

10. To allow time for titudont to ex-

am. difierine npin!Ant by:

Strategy

Key

Development

C Ttme_

It

(Weeks)

Cost

I fOr

Development

T
TIMe

Utilized

"Moors)

PRIORITY H OBJECTIVE i 10

10-1, traeticing actiw lietening Ten liatening to
'Wining opinion'.

10-2, Knowing tha value of_nllowing Cho rtudonto tteo to

expre31 differing opiniono.

Pont Test

Perfotmaoce

Norcimsi 7

;Win

of

FgnIpmew

Evaluation

Potential k

INSTRUCTIONAL ST.R A. LE

KEY:

p - primary

s secondary

O Lecture

s Conference_

D Demonstration

PE . Performance Exercise

PI Programmed loatruction

SA Stlidy Aiifilkuient

T Tutoring

COM m Combination instruction

* Evalantfoe Polentl,a1

P w ilmfterA process and

prot:oc' feedback

- moderate procenn nod

product feedback

o maxtmailtocasn. and

joherleedbnck

II Hedlum

I. m Lou



CONPARAM: ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED upon SELECTED CRITERIA

PISCIPLIFE DENT I S TRY

11, To encourage studento to eak ques-

tions 4p

PRIORITY morcrivE 1 11

11-1, Participating In interaction nrnlyele;

Strategy

ROY

INSTRUCTIqDAL _S_T_ILA_TECIES

: ii

Development

Time

(Weekn)

Cost

fbi

Development

IlMe

Utilized

(Hoorn)

Te0.

Performance

(Snec(nn)

Onito

it

Flidpment

S

Evaloallon

Potential 4

KEY;

p primary

B secondary

Lecture

C Conference_

D Demonstration

PE - Performance Exercise

PI - Programmed instruction

SA study Aottioien

T - Tutoring

COH Combination Instruction

* Evnluntion Potential

a Halted process and

product feedback

h moderate process and

product feedback

c maximal proceatvand

product feedback

II High

H Medium

L Lou



DISCIPLINE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STUTECIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

12, To explain puttied approaches to

the mx:t.lgeNent of patient problems

in ways Out ar.clearly under-

ttOOd by td Dtudent by: .

PRIORI'T'Y OBJECTIVE i J.

12-1, Knowing and categorizing potential problems.

12-2. Organizing problems in a meLningful way.

12-1. Describing prWc.tmo to utudents In a logical way.

12-4. Answering quuutionu about patient problem.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIE_S

C D PC PI

Strategy

Key S

1 SA C0f1

Devi,opment

Time

(Weeks)rdow
Cost

for

Devolupent

Time.

E '

UM:zed
(Hours)

R Pcst Test

Performance

I (Success)

L

M

L H

Units

of

-.1..1Nalbee mMMIMM.P4

Evaluation

Potential *

101....en-

KEY:

p primary

s secondary

L Lecture

C Cooft.::--.

D Oemont.ration

pE Perfotatavce_Exoeise

PI Programmed Inuiruction

SA Study Assignment

T Tutoring

con Cumbinativa Ingructt

h Evaluncloq Potential

a limited process and

product feedback _

b moderate process and

product feedback

C maximal prueecllonu

product feedback

II high

M Med166

L Low



CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSFROCTIONAL yrnagcm USED UPON SELECIEP CRITERIA

PRIORITY _.1
00.1PCTIVE j.

To select appropriate teaching aid by:

1-1. Reviewing the inventory of teaching aids already owned by the School of Nursing.

l-2. Reviewing catalogs of teaching aids from other on-campus academic units.

1-3; Identifying through readings i workshops i etc.i the instructional advantages

and_lititations of a variety of teaching aids.

14. Reviewing professional journals and advertisements in journal articles for

information on new teaching aids.

1-5. Consulting with other colleagues who,use teaching aids effecC.vely.

niratri.4

Koy

h.vc'

( 48)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGICS

'Cost

for

fleveloPment

Time_

UtIllind

(flours)

rK It SA

Pliat Tddt

Performance

(Success)

1100)

Of

Equipment

L

M

Evaluation_

Potential 4
a b

bwmml

S

L

..ffigmameg.

.
..m,..

KEY:

0 primary

8 - secundhry

Lecture

C. - Canference

* Diocusulou Croup

rr - Performance Exerciae

Pi Programmed lontruction

SA . Study ASAIAnmenE

Tutoring_

COI Combination

A Evaluation Potential

flniltea proCC80 11811

product feedback'

b mod;.
prodact feedback

c maximal procesa_end

product feedhaek



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OP INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES IIASEO UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

mmHg Nursing
011F,M1Vg i

To demonstrate, with student as observer, client teaching and assessment (presenting

behaviors and history) by:

2-1. Reviewing (or learning):

a) steps in assessment

b) process of assessment

c) content of assessment

d) principles of teaching/learning

e) techniques of patient teaching

2-2; Practicing:

a) assessment (without students present)

b) patient teaching without students present

It

23, Cti4quitit practice assessments"

and "practice teaching" observed/

critiqued by experienced colleagues;.

2=-4. Reviewing (or learning) techniques

invelVed in ddiidiitttgiot-typ m6thing.

2-5; Videotaping and critiquing your teaching

performance;

2-6. Observing assessment skills and client __

ruled by an experienced colleagu

.1.1...11

Stralory

Key

Development

Time

(Weeks)

INsTRUCTIONAL STRATEC1CS

Cnst

iupNeat

Time

affixed

(Nolan)

I)

S

Pont Test

Performonce

(Success)

Un II

Pr

EquIploent

Evaluation,

Pntentinl A

H

H

c

S

COIL

H

KEY:

p N pritilary

- secondary

Le.c..re

C Culference _

I) Discussion Croup

.
Perfnew,nce ExercIA.

PI qined ltuct. i011
,tr,4,1e1 riL

I, TtIZOtillg
cuN

* evaluntIno Potential
4

8 '2 limited process and

product feedback

mnderntp orniwn and

product feedback

c ^ soxlmal process_snd

.
product feedbrick



CONPARAT/VP ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES A4SEU UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DINIPUNE NOrSit8 1$1,ORITY
DILIECTI V

To involve agency chaff In planning learning experiences by;

3-1; Describing organizational structure & communication channels (formal & informal) which

function in the agencyi

3;2. Describing principles and procedures involved in effective Collaboration;

3-3, Preparing written materials which lárl #ptAi8t agency staff of the overall goals.

3;4. Soliciting input froT staff (formally & informally) re; the effective incorporation of

the students into_thL ongoing operation of the _agency.

3-5. Talking with a colleague who has had successful experience with that agency re; th "best

ways to operate" within that particular syste6.

3-6. Consulting with a colleague who has been successful in developing cooperative relationships

with agency staff.

3ISLEff-7.Evaluaerceive

I

V.

01

INSTRUCTIONAL

their role in telation tolanningilearning dipint

STflATIiES

KEY:

p w primary

- ae6indhey

C I) PE PI SA T _COIL

Kty

S

.M.11.=.=4

Development

TI M6

(Weeka)

=11,11,-.

I. Lpciure

C Conference

U. . Dlaeusalon Crimp

PE Nirformance Exprchk:

PI . trugracmic4 Innlructlun

SA . Study Annloment

nitorIng

- Combination

EfinluAtioo ewenlIal

a ,Tna -663

prodna
I. m n"
10.

prodorL fepanck__.

M3XIM4)

(or

....
L L

.....
TIme

Ut11;4.d

(JIorh)

N

Nnt Tent

Performanre

(Succes)
11

jail St p

of

ElinIpmcnt

Evaluation_
PotenrInl A a b

3-7 (continued) for Students.

3-8. Developing systematic way of seeking advice from agency staff it plar ing

learning experiences.<



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS Or INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES HAM OVON SELECTED CRITERIA

incinnw. -5
PRINTY I

To assiSt agency staff in dVd1Uating learning experiences by:

4-1. Reviewing the organizational structure and temmUnitation channels (formal & inforMal)

existing in the agency;

4-2; Reviewing principles andtechniques involved in the deVelopMent of effective

Collaborative relationships

opJ::dnv1 I 4

4-3. CenSUlting with a colleague who has been successful in developing cooperatiVd relatiOn-

ships with agency Staff.

4-4; Preparing written materials which clearly appraise agency staff of the criteria for

evaluating learning experiences.
4_5; Determining how agency Staff perceive their role in relation to evaluation of learning

experiences.

4=6. Developing a systematic
evaluation dt frøency staff;

INSTRLIGTIONAL _STRAJEGIE S

C

A

Strategy

Key

PVI,Iopmeat

Time

(Weekn)

Cost

fur

.Wevelopment

Time

NtiMed
(Hours)

Pont Tent

Performance

fSncresni

S

1;

p

.......

.w...."

L

nuita

Equipment

Evnlunilua_

Poteufil *

L

.1,..

L

PE LL__ I A (Au

a

-...+.1.
C...N.M.

11

(..tml
H

3 ti

KEY:

p primary

ft - secondary

I. w Lecture

C w Onferenc!

Oiccwiaini, Group

PE Performance Eiiiqcise

PI Programmed

SA w Study Assignment

I Totoring

COM Combinailon

* EV316ntion Puy,

n limited prom and

product feedback

- moderate procm_l and

product feedith-ek

c mixtmal prucconnnd

product feedbnek



CONPARATIVR ANALYSIS or INSTRUCTIONAL STWECIES AANEU UPON S: MEI) CRITERIA

niscrrimiti Nurs-in-g. r- NE. r,

PRIORITY 1-- maim # 5

To qui-on students to derermine students undort;tandin3.of objectives of the clinical

experience by:

5-L Learning how to write good educational objectives.

Practicing Kiting objectives, '

5--3. Objectives critiqued by exnerienced colleague.

5-4. Dittributing_objectives to students prior to the .71inical experience.

5-5. Practicing effective quesLiooing and response tc aiques.

5-6. Formulating questions to refloctthe intellectual operation specified in the objective

(i.e. application, analysis, synthesis, etc.)

5-7. Setting aside time for questioning students as part of the clinical experience.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIEN 1
7(Tml.V
Key

Devriopment

Time

(Wl.01(s)

Cost:

Development
____-------
TIMO

Utifized

(Hours)

I'L' That

Performance

(Success) Z

Units

of

61olpment

p
=1.=10=

KEYi

p primary

- secondary

Lecturc

conrerence

I) plocunsina Group

PE Performance Exerciae

Programmed Instruction .

SA . Study Aunignment

Tutoring

CON Combination

L

I=.1

A EvAloatIon Potent131

ilmilcd Vr0Ce6G 40d

product feedbach

K moderatti 4:600LS 404

product feedback

c 010 maximal process_nnd

pradnci feedback



CONPARATIOE AhAWiti OF INSTUCTIORAL
MIXT& thitE41A

DN;c i HA tir __Nursing
VE 1 6 .;

11E10111V

To question students to assess students t uhderstandingof the Planned COmplv.ed clinical

experience in terms of the reLtionship to the unit being sttidied by

6,=1; Planning for questioning as an integral part of the clinical eicperience,

6-2, Reviewing (or learning) effectivc.question-asking_and
response teChniques;

IneOrperatihg specific clinical experience:and objectives into the entire

instructional unit a which it is a part.

6-4; Analyzing questions in terms of taxanoMid
classification of required kiow1idge.

ell,

F.

A

1 s It u c () /4A_I, STilATI;C 1 FS

I.

:ittategy

Key

Voyelopment

Time

(Weeks) '

p

L

Pt PI SA

cuht.

fur

I

L

Time

Utilized

(lionr)

POO( Tent

Irfnruiiiice
(Swress)

1101.14

Of

Equipment

La

L

L

N

11

11.FNM.. .....11 m=TI.MIRM.m.

Evaluation_

Potential A
b C

'S
KEY:

p -

secandsry

ixclure

C ConfereuCC

Mow:lion Croup.

rE Performance Exercise_

PI n frOArnmmed Instruction

SA " Study Arisign.ril.:

T Tutoring_

COM Combination

A Evaluatirn

d pio'ceosand

product feedback .

b moderate procesii and

proditct feedback

M1 AIM31 process nod

product feedback



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OP INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES [WED um SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE NurSjiy, PRIORITY Z OILIEGTIVE i .

To assist students in understanding the contributions of other health team members to

Client Care

7-1. TaIking to other health team members and finding out -their professional roles,

1 2, Inviting other health team members to conferences and other learning situations

where students are present .

Askinil other health team members to invite students to their conferences wheneVer

feasible.

74. including the roles of other health team members in didactic and clinical

presentations to students.

7-5; Teaching students how to consult With other health team members when appropriate,

7 -6. inviting students to attend interdisciplinary workshops and conferences.
il=1.,m1=1.1.1..

NSTRUGTIONAL STRATEGIES

C

Strategy

Kay

Devtlopmvt.

.Time

(Weeks)

PE PI

S

SA_ T COM

==.1=....11..M1111..........1.1111111%=.1

Coat

for

Development

Time

Utilized

(flours)

NW: Teat

Performance

(Sueeesa)

Unite

of

Equipment

Evaluation

Potential A

&ammo.. ,...o.....

H H

a

MOO

b

KEY:

p primary

a - accondary

L Lecture

C Conference

D_ Diaeusaion Croup

PC Performance Exercise

PI 45 Programmed Instruction

SA Study_Aseignment

; Tutoring

COM Combination

* Evaluation Potential

a limited process_and

product feedback

b moderate proceas and

product feedback

c maxima' process -and

product feedb4Ck

Encouraging students to assess other HTHS when appropriate in patient care.



COMPARATIVE ANAMIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASE0 UPON SUFAUt CRITERIA

Nursitta______ PRIORITY

41

OAJECTIVE i 8 ,

Te help students apply research findings by:

8-1. Reviewing the tomponentsof the reSearth process;

8-2. Relating research findings to clinical prattita,

8-3; Keeping inforMed about current re arch relevant to the patient care settings in which

students practice,

Including appropriate research studies in studeLS' reading assignments.

8;5. Involving students in ongoing research zonductet in .ht Client care settings where they.

practice when apiiropriate.

INSTRUCT1jNAL STRATEGIES

L C 0 Pt P1 SA t COM

..

Strhi-ro

Evy
S S p

,,

Development

Time

(worAn)

M M

----' _

cqm.

Development

..
M

---,

M

.4.,...
Tlik!

Utilized
...

(floors)

ii H

.04
H

Pont Tent

Performance

(;iitetts) 7;

M H H

110iiR

a
Ellikma

L L

_____

L

.......

Evaliiallen

Potential A
b c c

-

KEY:

.

$ secondary

I. Lecture -0_1,,

C COukrence

DustrFoU Group

- Performance Exeiclie
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MIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STAATECIEN PASEO UPON SELECTE9 CRITERIA

i
011gCTIYE f 9

dINCIPTINE Nursng muuml

To explain relationships be,__:n clinical assignment and educational objectives by:

9'1. Studying the relationship- between educational objectives and clinical experience'

'9-2. practicing writing effective educationalobjectives._

9-3; Reviewing (or learning) principles of making clinical assignments,,

9-4. Learning rle nature of "nonverbal" responses which students give that can indicato

to you whether or not they understood what you explained.

M. Videotaping yew: explanation and having it critiqued by experienced colleasuqs).

94. Learnihg how to use edUcatibnal objectives as the basis for selecting the cliehc

care setting.

9 -7 Developing specific criteria for choosing a clinical assignement;

9 -8. Scheduling specific time t6 explain relationship between clinical assignment and

educational obiectives:

115TRUCTIONAI. STRATEG111.5
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COMPARATIVE ANALYNIS or INSTRUCTIONAL STAATECM BASED UPON SETAlili CRITERIA

PilloorY
OBJECTIVE i 10

maintain notes for repvting and discussing student progress after each o4nical

experience by:

lOrli Identifying in advanzA of C.' 7.'flicriencei incidents that are critical to the

students' achievement of cL

104; Studyitg u!

10-3.; Dcw,loping method oi accurate_recnrding_of student behaviors;

10-4 Scheduling specif the clinical experience to observe and record

student behavirs:

10-543arning how to use positive and negative feCback mech.apisms to indicate 3pecific

ways in which students cart maintain and/or improve their performance

ili5TR'DCTIONAL STRATECI S -,.
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»I tiC1Pi,l

COMPARATIVE ANALYSii illSTROCTIONAL STKATEClB IMSED UPON SEbECTEP CRITERIA

PEiOitiTY
ORJECTIVE

To observe condition of client assigned Li e4ch stu'ont with an eye to client-related

barriers which may Inhibit stud6nt from meyting delineated instructional objectives by;

11-1. Translating process andoontent :)f client assessment into appropriate tcatint plat;

112. Analyzing outcomes of client asEiasment in terms of the learning objetiVe Which hdV

been specified for the student.

11-3; Assessing clients assigned to students by interview and examination aw: by reviewing

the clients' records;.

It

it

1NSTRUETIONAL STRATECIES__
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conpAnArivg ANALYSIS OI? INSTRUCTIONAL JATECIES HAM UPON SELECTED LUITERIA

11=1113NE
Nursing

-OMER . 11 a. AO a. MO. NYE

PRIORITY
ORiECT:v4 : 12 ;

To remain objective in student evai-oation by;

12-Ii Reviewing or learning elements in the evaltiation preteas._ 9-

12-2; EStablishingi a priori:; the specific criteria by which all students will be evaluated.

12-3.-Dov4lop1ng a consistent system for data collection.

12 -4. 1.1814 the same evaluation tool for all stu'dents achieving Ore same objectives:

Stratnv
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INSTRUCTI NAL STRATECIES
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COI1PARATIR ANALM5 Or INSTRUCTIONAL riTAATECIEli RASCU OVOU !.!.E.CTED CRITERIA

1)1 flC?I'LIliE
I MOT? I

/i i V 1

To remain perceptive to student needs and problems by:

13-1. Reading current literature about student needs and problems.

13-2. Consulting with experienced colleagues about the nature if student needs and problemL.

13-3. Listening to students.

13-4. Assessing non-varbal cues from students.

135. Avoiding giving inhibitory non-verbal or verbal responses to studonts.

13-6. Observing interactions among students in clinical settings.

13-7. Anticipating client-related situations which are likely to cause student stress.
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Dk,MLINE

CONPARAT1VE AtIALY:.;15 01 INSTRU( TIIHIAL SELECTi'll) Clii.fEllIA

IIUORIrY --I
1 14_i_:

To identify realistic expectations reE;arding student performance by:

14-le Familiarizing yourself with the level of performance expected of studenLb priu4 to

tha experience currenL.y being evaluated.

14-2. Carrying out the activities/assignments required of students to Ltermine Wiether

expectations are realistic.

143. Tacording .141n of student stress related to excessive requirements.

14-4. Evaluating the actual experience you have a:,signed the students and determine

if it is a reasonable expectation.

14-5. ObsLrving signs of "overload-related" student stress,

14-6. Assessing an "c,:pc:cted progress" rate in order to regularly assess a?.tual student

progress as "expe-,ted."
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GG1PARAT1VE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPdfl SELECW) CRITERIA

DmipLINE Nursing PRIORITY I OBJECTIVE #

To erganize.teaching strategies to achieve spcified goals by:

15-1. Review the advantages and limitations of a variety of teaching methods:

15-2; Studying techniques of eliciting student feedback regarding effectiveness of

teaching method:

15-3. Usiu i,. experiencedColleagues to critique teaching m.thods.

15-4. Pl..nIng alternative, teaching strategies when develcpinr teaching plan.

ilisTRucTi NA1; STRATEGIES

1. C
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COMPARATIVE ANALYAS OF INSTRUCTIL_AL STRATEGIES 2ASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

Nursin7 PRIORITY OBJECTIVE # 16. ;

assist students in seekinE,, client's contribut on in developin a heHlth C.10 plan by:

ifit6t.fibttbn1 ClientS.

16-. P1anning clinical expcionce sum that cL concbutes to hiS/her

,-.are plan.

16-3 1;uesaon s tudent E rolu in planning care.

C

T
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KLy

1N:; T UCTIONAL STRATEGIES
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CDTARATIVE ALLYSIS OP INSTRUCTWAL STRATECILi, PASEO LPOM SELECTLU CR:TP.RIA

inscl Nursing PRIORITY 1 CEY:CTIVF P

'10 asSa3t 8tudentJ in underS. :ndinp issues which aifect the profession of nursing by:

17-1; Studyinp the relevant issues in n1::sing and t eir historical precedents.

17-2 IdentEyinp resource materials which Lnn keep you and your students oo to date.

17.=" Discussing the issues with knowledgeable persons inside and outside ',,Jut own school

of nursing.

17 , Identifying resource persons And materials to which students can be refer:.ed.

1--5; Discussing professional ..sua, with nursing colleagues and other knowhdp,eable persons;

-6. Participating actively in pr)fesoional organizations,

7-7; P.olating professio: ti ciLical practices THenever relevant.
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COMPARATiVE ANAnSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RASED UPON SEL:CTED CRITERIA

D SC IP L INg
Nursing PRIWU Ty SI nicvEurt 0

To iemcnstratei with student as observeri interpersonal relationships tlith clients by:

1-1. Examinihr the principles and techniques of effective IPR.

Observing an experienced colleague interacting With clients,

1-3. Fracticin9 corounicatiorLskilis withc students present.

1-4. Carrying out a "practice demonstration of interpersonal skills observca and

critigped by an experienced colleaguo_

1-5. Videotapin3 demonstration of interpersonal skills with follow-up critique by

self and/or others.
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DISCIPLINE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES llASCD UPON SELECTED CUTERIA

Nursing PRIORITY OgJECTIVE i 2

Demonstrate, with student as observarirela_ionships with other health team members by:

2-1; Reviewing (or learning) general principles and techniques of effective IFS.

2-2. Becoming fami far with the loles of other health team members.

I STRUCTIONAL .TRALECIES
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COMPARIE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTFD

DISCIPLINE --Nursin17, PRIORITY %Lf

damonstratL effective clinical nursing t6chniques by: ,

3-1; Reviewing or learning general principles rinc! ccthuiqueL D4." effect cal

nursing techniques;

Obscrvi4,7nooriehtdd colleagues eiomonstrate clinical. nursing techniques:

3-3. Practicing clinical nursing techniques wif,:hout_students present._

3-4. Carrying_out_npractice" demonstrations of ell ical nursing techni4ue6

and critiqued /Lxperienced colleague.

3=5. Providing cx.i- to 'nighlight and clarify contenL.
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COhMARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPO f::LECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE rlarsinp PRIVITY II OBJECTIVE 0 1.

respond tut-ciiialy to qUeStiOns by

, 1. Giving all students 1 stopwatch and a gong and_esta0i.8,-, criteria for when to ring

T4titetotdiiig question answer-L;essiin with students to analyze interaction (1.-a

4 -3, Videotaping classroom and/or conference period and ,::,alyzing answers to que-stien6 in

terms of clarity and brevity.

4-4; VideoLaping for succinctness and distracting mannerisms.

TIONAL STRATEGIES

KEY;
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CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

otscirun Nursing ['MONTY II 613,n:carve Q 5 ,

To demonstrate nursing care rather than tell about it by:

5-.1. Reviewing or learning general principles and techniques of affectiv e clinical

nursing tec:Iniques,

5-2; Observing experienced colleagues demonstrate clinical nursing techniques.

5-3. Practicing clinical nursing techniques without students present;

5-4; Oarryingout "practice' demonstrations of clinical nursing techniques observed

and critiqued br an experienced colleapue.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATNIES BLED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

arscirutd: Nursing.=.IN/efgel. PRIORITY IT macula e 6.

To select clinical experiences that require students to use decision - making skills bv.

6-1. Reviewing, or learning,' principles and processes of decision-making.

6-2. Practicing the level of decision-making required by the clinical ey.perience con:ruc7:t

with the student's ability level

6-3. Identlfyi7 , legal limits f, decisions made by students and the institution's

po:! ,J,;,iaing legal _spont,
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CO:tAMTIVZ gALYSIS V INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES EASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

Nvirsinf PRIORITY LEL OBJECTIVE # 7.

TO involve acncy ih Implementing learning experience by:

7-1; -A8:8ii: to artbilitia of individual staff mambers 5O that skills and student.

aLeds can be matched, _

72. .iin-g; Staff ifib6i-s pbSitiVe reinforcement bout their particular areas of

competence,

7-3: Studyin2 arEanizat*onal. struct,i:c and coMmunication channels (formal & Informal)

which function. in the agency;

7-4; Preparing writtan materials which clearly appraise agency staff of the overall goals

and_objectives of students 1 clinical experiance;_ Learn how to soIirit_input from
staff .(formally &;informally) re: the effective incorporation of the staff into

tlie nrencv OP cratibin,
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 114C.TIONAL :wTRATECIES USED UPON SUECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE ___112rjz. mum or,Tic:

o provide zxamples to highlight and Clarify content

6-1; Discussine content thoroughly with stvients.
8-2. Develogn a lesson plan that includes anecdotes of actual per:onal experiences

that illustrate content.

INSTRUCTIONAL I.STRATECIES
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CONPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 116TaDCTIONAL STREECICS BASED UPCN SELECTED CRITERIA

urc =...1 . PRIORITY -II OUJECTIVE # 9 ,

To question studeIlL3 to assess studentv! to identify various client malifestatics

as examples of particThr p!iycho3c.6ioal. i.olldirions shout which the

student should knot : by:

9-1. Practicing writing obctives,and have them reviewed by experienced colleagues.

9-2; Identifyin learninr, objectives.

9-3. Developing questioning and response techniques,'

9-'4. Identifying discrepancies between the textbook and the real-life situation.

95. Distributing objoctivi.?s to student sprior to the clinical experience,

9-6. Scheduling time for Tuestioning studentsas.part of the clinicalexperience,
Fq. Assigning client cidents according to the educational objectives,

Assessinq the phytngita --I of the-clienz ari compre with textbook icture;
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comrAwrivE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE Nursing Pitiotti Ty II biiiktiCt 11 -1-0

To oesdon students to determine students' knowledge regarding the acceptaT:Je limits of

"normalcy" in client condition by:

10-1. Practicing writing objectives and have them reviewed by experienced colleagues.

10 -2; Identifying learning objectives.

10-3. Developing questioning and. response techniques.

10-4; Identifying discrepancies between the textbook and the real -life situation;

1075. Distributing_objectives to students prior to the clinical ,experience:

10-6. Scheduling time for questioning students as part of the clinical experience.

10=7. Assigning clients to students according to the educational objectives.

10-8, Assessing the physiological psychological condition of the client and comparing

.with textbook picture,
-,--------,-7--7------------
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OP INSTRUCTIONAL STRATECIES BASED UPUN 5ELEC1D CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE Narsinr, mortlu ouJEcTIvE

To question students to encourage students to identify and verbalize their own feelings

about the patient; his condition; and the care the student gave the client by:

11-1; Planning for questioning as an_integralpart of the clinical experience;

112. Reviewing (or learning) effective question-asking and response teChiques.

11=3. Incorporating specific clinical experience and learning objectives into the

entire instructional unit of which it is a part;

11-4; Analyzing questions in terms of taxanomic classification of required knowledge;

11-5; Assisting students to verbalize feelings;

11-6; Listening to studentsand their questions.

11-7; Observing student/student interaction in clinical setting.

StUdying and anticipating client-related situations ;kith arelikely to cause students

It
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product feedback
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c maximal procesoand
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1.1-9; Learning how to assess non-verbal cues from students;

11-10.AVOiditit!, inhibitory nbil-vabal or Verbal 1.08PM18b8 to Stlidat8;



COMPARATIVE GALYSIS or INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE NursinF, PRIORITY TT 08JECTIVE 0 12

To question students to assess their ability tc correctly interpret laboratory chart,

or equipment data by:

12-1. Practicing effective cie.z;tioning and response techniques.

12-2. Formulating quesLion:, to elicit interpretation_of laboratory, chart or equipment data.

12-3. Assessing laboratory, chart or equipment data for clients assigned to students.

12-4. Drawing inferences from data.
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COHPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE g PRIOR11/ OBJECTIVE I,

To discuss stadent objectives for clinical care by:

13 =1, Identifying effective discussion techniquf.ls,

13:2. Identifying objectives and needs of the clients.

13-3. Assessing the .needs of the clients.
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DISCIPLINE

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STR/TECIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

PRIORITY ii OBJECTIVE I

To summarize outcomes of learning experiences for students by:

14-1. Reviewing_ or learninc' techniques for summarizing learning outcomes;

14 -2. Listins the priMary Objectives for each clinical experience;

14-=3. Planning time in each clinical e%perience for a summary session,

14-4. Practicing incorporating data rotes and observations from that clay. into the

summary---immediate reinfor-:4:ent is important;
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DISCIPL"E

COXPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES nAsti) upwl SELECTED CRITERIA

PRIORITY 011JEe'r1V1f.

To facilitate communications between students and other health care professionals by;

15-1. Invitinp. other health care professionals to conferences and other learning

situations her students are present;

15x2; Asking other health care professionals to invite students to their conferences

whenever feasible,

15-3. Includin8_the roles of other health care professionals in didactic and clinical

presentations to students.

154. Teaching students how to consult with other hcalh care professionals when appropriatL,

15-5. Inviting students to attend interdisciplinary worKshops and conferences,

15-6. Assignin2 students to clierts who need the services of other health care professionals,

15-7; Planninft clinical ex eriences in which other 11TMs are involved,
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES UASED UPC1 SELECTED CRITERIA

nIsrIpLIN NUiting PRIORITY II OBJECTIVE o

To maintainalistiir, of students' learnini! experiences

16-1; Defining the educational objectives for the students' experience.

16-2. Formulating a checklist of learnin3 experiences that are related to the

caiicatioiial objectives.

16;3. Planning time to allow for'frequent updating of checklist of learrii:ig ex cricrices.

16=-4. EValUatinr; student learning experiences.

16-5. Providing students with pciformance feedback.
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4
L,

COMPAKATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL. STRATEGIES BASED UPOI SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE Nursing PIiiOKITY 7i OBJECTIVE #

To review with students their preparation fok the clinical experience by:

17-1. Planning time for a review session prior to each clinical experience;

17-2. Planning for questioning as an integral part of the clinical experience.

17-3. Reviewing toe learning) effective question and response techniques.

17-4. Incorporating snecific clinical experiences and objective.; into the entire

instructional wilt: of which it 48 a part;

17=5. Analyzing questions in terms of taxanomiP. classification of required knowledge.

17-6. Distributing objectives to students prior to the clinical experience.

17-7. Establishin a communication system by which 8tudents are given significant client

information prior to the clinical experience.

17 -3. Reviewing the students' cognitive and experiential background as a basis for judging

niln v of tllcient preparlti.an.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES liASED UPON SELECTED CRITNIA

DISCIPLINE Nursihg OBJECTIVE 0 1$

To encourage students to consider alternative approaches to cliunt problems by;

18-1; Defining alternative approaches to solving client problem.

182. Selecting clinical experiences that are congruent with students' level of knowledge.

18-3. Identifyin? technioAs used in problem-Solving activities.

18-4. Practicing questioning skill with students to determine whether they ?law: considered

alternative approaches to client problems;

18-5; Planning to utilize problem-solving techniques as part of clinical teaching strategies;

18-6. Selecting clinical experiences that allow use of alternate approaches. i

18-7. Identifying mechanisms of providing positive feedback to students who demonstrate

ability to use alternative approaches to client problems.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SMTECIESZSEO UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

Ns in PRIORITY IT 011JECTIVE 0 19 ;,

To observe progress toward mee.ting instLnuctional objectives made by students assigned

tO clients bY:

19-1. Reviewing process and content of client assessment:

19-2. Analyzing outcome of client assessment in terms of the learning objectives which

have been specified for the student.

19-3. Examining the appropriate instructional bbittLIV-e prior tO the tlihital okporiohto.

19-4. Reviewing elements_in the_evaluation_procesS.

19-5. Defining client-related situations which are likely to cause student stress.

196. Selecting -criteria to judge the ditent to ihic1i the diffiCUltieS POSed b the

patient should affect the student's performance.

.........r...........=....d..
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COMPARATIVE,ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES DLSED UPON SELECTED MURIA

'DiSLIPL1NE Nursing PRIOIt.IY II 01.1JECTI VI; 0 -,

To allow students to select lerning experiences within appropriate limits by:

PtoViding students appropriate practice in using self-ev,Iluatiba tethniqUS,

; 20-2. Assisting students la devchTfag educational objectives ia:kedpiii thdit

abilities;

20-3. Reviewing; the legal and agency regulations that limit what a student can choose

to do;
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES BASED UPON SELECTED CRITERIA

DISCIPLINE' NursiTT PRIORITY 11

I

UDEGTIVE ;

To discuss ethical issues of patient care with students by

21-1; Studying the pros and cons of contemporary ethical issues;

21-2: Discussing ethical issues with knowledgeable peers.

21-3; Practicing techniques of conducting group digtuStiOnS on controversial issues._

214. Identifying sensitive areas when discussing ethical issues which could result in

StUddnt stress.

21 -5. Illusteatin2 for students eliciting sensitive information from patients and families

in an unobtrusive way.

21-6. Questioning the impact of own feelings (values) and biases on students' ibiIity to

deal with ethical issues;
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APPENDIX H

SURVEY RETURN DATA

MEDICINE* DENTISTRY* AND NURSING



EAST

WEST

CENTRAL

TOTAL

EAST

WEST

CENTRAL

TOTAL

EAST

WEST

CENTRAL

TOTAL

APPENDIX H

-RETURN RATE

MEDICINE

FACULTY ADMINISTRATORS

Sent Received % Sent Received %

144

51

110

115

44

97

79.9

86.3

88.2

31

13

27

21

8

18

67.7

61.5

66.7

305 256 83.9 71 47 66.2

DENTISTRY

FACULTY ADMINISTRATORS_

Sent ReceiVed % Sent Received %

95

42

103

87

37

95

91.6

88.1

92.2

14

8

20

14

6

15

100.0

75.0

75.0

240 219 91.3 42 35 83.3

NURSING

FACULTY ADMINISTRATORS

Sent Received % - Sent Received %

322

123

426

248

96

328

77.0

78.0

. 77.0

67

26

74

47

19

53

70.1

73.1

71.6

672 77.2 167 119 r 71.3871



APPENDIX I

SUMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE DATA: MEDICINE



APPENDIX I.

MEDICINE

SUMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE DATA

Academic Rank

Academic Commitment

(days/week)

Instructor 2% 2-1/2 days or less 15%

ASst. Professor 32% 3 or 3-1/2 days 8%

Assoc. Professor 32% 4 or 4-1/2 days 8%

Professor 34% 5 days 69%

Percentage of Time Given
Clinical Teaching Experienceto Clinical Instruction

Less than 25% 9% Less than 2 years 5%

25% to 50% 51% 2 to 5 years 22%

51% to 75% 25% More than 5 years 73%

More than 75% 15%

Activities Participated in
to Improve Teaching Skills

(During Past 3 Years)

Workshops or Seminars 69%

Professional Meetings 72%

Formal Course Work 28%

Reading Educational Journals 75%



APPENDIX J

SIGNIFICANT X2 OF DESCRIPTIVE AND STRATIFICATION VARIABLES:

MEDICINE



APPENDIX J.

KEDICINE

SIGNIFICANT_XOF_DESCRIPTIVE_ALTISTRATIFZCATION_VARIABLES

Type _o f_ Su

Public Schools

Private Schools

Less__Than
5 Days 5 Days

28 g,2

47 71

6.76 p.c.01

Type of Support by Workshop Attendance

Do D6 Not
Attend Attend

Public Schools
85 25

Private Schools 67 44

6;59 p =.01

Geographic Region by Academic Time Commitment

Eastern Region

Central Region

Western Region

Less Than
5 Days

40 72

29 57

6 34

6.16 p4.05



APPENDIX J. (page 2)

MEDICINE

GEOGRAPHIC REGION BY CLINICAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Eastern Regign

Central Region ,

Western Region

Less Than 2_ to 5

2 Years Years
More Than
5 Years

22 90

9 23 56

4 8 29

14.30 p < .01

TEACHING ENCOUNTER BY ACADEMIC TEME,COMMMCMC

Group Seminars

Patient Rounds

One-to-one Interactions

Lectures

Case Presentations

Less Than
5 Days_ 5 Days

24 47

12 49

5 31

15

15 23

x2 1 24.28
4

4 .1

p < .001
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FACTOR ANALYSES STATISTICS: MEDICINE



APPENDIX K.

MEDICINE

FACTOR ANALYSES SL,..CISTICS

Actual Ideal

onsItem later- correlations Tr rester. -co r 1gt

-;I0 ---;01 ;6% -.10 - -.01 ;1%

.00 - ;09 7.9% ;00 - .09 1.9%
;10 - ;19 24;5% ;10 - .19 14;2%
;20 - .29 38;07.- ;20 - ;29 37.0%
;30 - .39 19.0% ;30 -'.39 33.5%
.40 - .49 7.3% ;40 - .49 11;4%
.50 - .59 2.2% ;50 - ;59 1.4%
.60 - .72 ;5% ;60 - .74 .4%

Loadings on One Factor Loadings on One Factor

.10 - .19 1 1.3%

.20 - .29 3 3.9% .20 - .29 1 1.3%

.30 - .39 11 14.5% .30 - .39 3 3.9%

.40 - .49 16 21.1% ' .40 - .49 18 23.7%

.50 - .59 26 34.2% .50 - .59 34 44.7%

.60 - .69 18 23.7% .60 - .69 20 26.3%
.71 1 1.3%

Oh6 factor explains 26.9%
of the total variance; the
second factor explains 5;4%.

One factor explains 30.5%
of the total variance, the
second factor explaihs 4.1%.



APPENDIX L

IT MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS: MEDICINE



RECT1ONS:

P' circle, for each statement one response which approximates actual
.

Jse and one response which approximates Ideal skill use. .

Presentation end Providing Skills

1. Explain to students what they are expected to learn
from the instruction presented

2. Summarize major points at appropriate times during
instruction

/3. Take time to check and clarity ambiguous points during
presentation

4; Review and criticize the presentation of a guest lecturer

15
i, Instruct how to Structure a consultation request to

elicit specific infOrMatibri

-IL Ceicribe how one might interact with patients of di;/erent
Iage; sex. socio-economic or ethric backgrouncia

7 Outline problem-solving approaches to the ca4

OMB 68-577004 December 1977

ACTUAL
How often do you :eV CM.
cal instructors in your
disciplin.:

IDEAL.
How often do you feel

instmOtors n your
discoll no Should:

2.77 (0.92) 1.50 (0.73)

2.34 (0.88) 1.46 (0.63)

2.29 (0.90) 1.2 (0 59)

3.95 (0.96) 2..85 (1.05)

3.46 (1.14) 2.03 (1:07)

3.06 (1.07) 1.95 (0.96)

2.37 (0:96) 1.61 (0.83)

(1.04) 1.95 (0.91)

2.07 (0.89) 1.52 (0.67)

2.11 (0.92 1;5/ (0.74)

2.79 (1.23) 2.10 (1;16)

2.46 (0.87) 2.05 (0.81)

2.; 16 (0; 75) 1.55 (0.68)

2.1, (0.82) 1.54 (0.74)

2.39 (1.07) 2.08 (0.99)

2.62 (1.16) 1.77 (0.89)

2.36 (0.93) .L.67 (0.78)

2.42 (0.85) 1;64 ', .66)

2.42 (0.93) 1.58 (0.33)

2.24 (0.71) 1.,16 (0.44)

2.37 (0.79) 1;41 (9.79)

2.29 (0.78). 1.41 (0.67)

2.89 (1;27) 1.57 (0.80)

2.21 (0.77) 1:36 (0.63)

3.48 (0.98) 2.39 (0.90)

2.99 (1.09) 2.05 (0; 85)

S. Instruct students an-how to select and utilize
Iconsultants effectively 3.17

9. Provide significance of the laboratory data

r1.

Explain apparent prognosis

. Use a "problem listing" In organizing case summary

12. Refer to the research of others

13: Discuss and explain basis of alternative diagnostic
procedures and data with students

j4. Discuss and explain basis of alternative therapeutic procedures

I5. - Discuss labaratory results witn resident in presence
of students

16. Check selected elementa of student work-up by intorviewing
or examining patient in presence of students

II_7. Demonstrate specific clinical techniques

13. Relate educational reading, ;material to a current patient

19. Give pointers oh huw to a good clinical physical
exam as related to specific can(

20. Present material in a clan 100CA; organized mariner

Calmly organize and control a chaotic clinical situation1.

. Stimulate student interest in a specific patient during
presentation .

. Inform student of evaluation criteria for measuring'I 3
his performance

, . Relate general alsease.concepts to a specific patient

5. -Encouragcand provide student opportunities to teach

EL Give wading or work-uo assignments prior to
presentation or diacussion



igECTiONS:

se circle, for each statement, one response which app;.oximates actual
use and one response vernai dpproximater. Ideal skill use. .

I

IL Questioning Skills

19'

ia.

r
I
36.

17'
08.

C.

APPEND IX L .
(page 2)

E.xplain incorrect responses to questions

Guide the student to a desired answer through a
series of "hints"

Fos. nontrived questions to increase depth of
discussion or understanding

Question students regarding diagnostic tests
appropriate to situation

Cuestion students about significance of physical findings

Ask for a "problem listing" on the patient

Ask for a differential diagnosis by the student

Probe student responses with further questions

Ask student to differentiate between essential and
non-essential data

Ask students fog data and/or literature references
to support opinions and/or conclusions

Ask students how to manage patients

Provide discussion by presenting hypothetical patient problems

Ask questions which make Student use deduitive reasoning

Encourage students to think about or state other
diagnostic possibilities

Elaborate on student responses

Ask student for successive management steps

Attending Skills

Present behavioral; social; family and financial
factors in decisions regarding patient management

E. Prepare tor class and student sessit:ns

Point out student's missed observations

48. Provide meaningful and accurate estimates -of student
performance for evaluation. promotion anedor review
committees on a regular basis

Respond to student requests for advice regarding
patient evaluation and management

Give a series of hypothetical management complications

Respond enthusiastically to questions ..

Recognize students' educational problems

Encourage students while they are performing procedures

Give positive verbal reinforcement on clinical performance

Provide frequent feedback on student performance

OMB 68-S77004 December 1977

ACTUAL
How often do you f..
ical instructors in your
dIsciplino:

IDEAL
How often do you fool clin-
ical instructors in your
chinolint: should:

2

2.22 (0.86) 1.40 (0.61)

2.53 (0.85) 2.30 (0.91)

2.61 (0.92) 2.24 (0.88)

2.08 (0.71) 1.59 (0.70)

1.96 (0. 78) 1.42 (0.62)

2.74 (I.20) 1.97 (1.03)

1.83 (0.79) 1.42 (0.61);

1.98 (0.80) 1.55 (0.66)

2.37 (0.90) 1.51 (0.64)

3.14 .(0.90) 2.20 (0.82)

2.20 (0.90) 1.79 (0.81)
2.62 (0. 99) 2.21 (0. 88)

2.44 (0.87) 1.73 (0. 74)
.

2;04 (0; 77) 1. 49 (0. 61)

2.27 (0.84) 1.78 (0.72)

2.58 (0.91) 1.89 (0.80)

2.67 (1.02) 1.76 (0.87) ,

2.46 (1.01) 1.52 (0.75)

2.19 (0.72) 1.49 (0.64)

2.41 (1.03) 1.37 (0.61)

1.66 (0.73) 1:21 (0.50)

2.80 (0.90) 2.22 (0.89)

2.16 (0.80) 1.36 (0.60)

2.70 (0.89) 1.33 (0.60)

2.47 (1.02) 1.63 (0.82)

2.35 (0.88) 1.44 (0.62)

2.78 (0.88) 1.49 (0.66)



I

[DIRECTIONS:

ise circle, for each statement; one response which approximates actual
use and one response which approximates Ideal skill use.

APPENDIX ;_

(page 3)

I
Assess current level at student understanding of topic
and gear discussion to that level

55. Correct mistakes in'a Obsitive and constructive way

156. provide a breakdown of complic,ated topics to more .
easily understood terms

57. Ask students about difficulties on service

158. Ask students for feedback and suggestions for
improving looming experience on the service

D. Teaching Styles/Attitudes

In Convey a tolerance for uncertainty in medical problems

80. Demonstrate an interest in the students' efforts to learn

r Admit limits of.own medical knowledge and experience

1...7.. Encourage students to give information

63. Consider student suggestions on patient
evaluation and management

64. Redirect instruction or discussion to originartopie

_65. Emphasize promptness for teaching sessions

166.
Show enthusiasm about their profession

F67. Allow for open discussion during a presentation

-66. Provide consistency in the critique of students' performance

169. Provide time for discussion with individual students

70. Provide for student participation in thu
instructional process

171. Provide a teaching melon on an event the Just
occurred during rounds

72. Convey a willingness to learn from students

attributeprcfessional a
73. Convey and demonstrate leadership skill as a

74. Demonstate critical appraisal of lab data,
consultant recjrnmendations, etc.

75. ,4 Encourage students to evaluate critically, lab data.
consultant recommendations. etc.

[73.and professions
Convey respect for other specialties, discipfines

OMB 89-977004 december 1977

ACTUAL
How often doyouf seedin.

EAL
Howattandoyouleciclin-

iCal instruce: tors in yOisf iCal insinscrOrs in your
Caadlaciplinct.OSks WANaisi:

. .

2.54 (0.89) 1.63 (0.71)

2.29 (0.79) 1.24 (0.49)

2.44 (0.85) 1.46 (0.60)

2.55 (1.06) 1.56 (0.73)

2.31 (1.14) 1.38 (0.64)

2.22 (0.86) 1.51 (0;73)

2.10 (0.84) 1.25 (0.50)
...

2.23 (0.99) 1.44 (0.64)

1.95 (0.77) 1.38 (0.59)

2.26 / (0.91) 1;68 (0.76)

2.37 (0.75) 1.81 (0.68)

2.51 (1.03) 1.65 (0.79)

1.98 (0,88) 1;34 (0;58)

2.07 (0.84) 1.58 (0;72)

2.58 (0.96) 1.31 (0.59)

2.72 (1.00) 1.54 (0.72)

2;55 (1;13) 1.78 '(0.77)

2.87 (1;00) 2.08 (0.78)

2.58 (1.02) 1;48 (0.66)

1.50 (0.68)2.35 (0.87)

2.16 (0.81) 1.51 (0.65)

2.12 (0.79) 1.37 (0.59)

2.35 (0.97) 1.39 (0.61)
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APPENDIX M.,;

MEDICINE

MULTIVARIATE RESULTS FOR SKILL GROUPING BY

STRATIFICATION_VARIABLES

Actual

Skill Grouping Size Location 1!1PPEL

A NS* NS NS

B NS 1=.05 (2)**
.

p...04 (1)

C- NS NS NS

D NS NS NS

Skill Grouping

A

Ideal

Size Location Support

p=;03 (4) NS NS

NS NS NS

NS

NS

NS NS

NS NS

*NS indicates not significant at the ;05 level;

**Numbers in parenthesis indicate number of individual items with
a significant univariate F;
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T

A

1.0

H

2.0

M

3.0

4.0

1.0

H

A

C 2.0

=T
M

A 3.0

4.0

APPENDIX N.

MEDICINE

PRIORITIZATION _OF ITEKS

High Difference

(d.93)

1;20;21,23 26
44,46,50i
53;55;5637
68,69;72;
_76

6;8 4,5,25,
36

1.0 2.0 M 3.0 L

IDEAL

Low Difference

(d 4.66)

4.0

31;33;34;
47;62;66

9aoa3a4;
24,30,37i40
41,63, 64,

67

12;15,28;
29;38;48

1.0 H 2.0 M 3.0 L 4.0

IDEAL

1.0

A

2;0

T
M

A

L 3.0

L

4.0
1.0 H 2.0 M 3.0

IDEAL

-M4d-tura Difference

(;66 c d z.93

2,3,7,1647,11,71
181922,2_7,

3235,39,42,

,495L5Z
5 8,596,
61465,70" 73
74.75

Priority 1 Items - High

Difference; Below Diagonal

Priority 2 Items,- Medium

Difference, Below'Diagonal

Priority 3 Items - Low

Difference; Below Diagonal

Priority 0 Items - On

Diagonal

4.0
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-AYPENDIX 0.

MEDICINE

ITEM PRIORITIZATION BY SKILL GROUPING

PERCENT OF ITEMS IN EACH PRIORITY CLASS

Priority Priority Priority
2 3Skill Grouping 1

Priority
0

35 31 19 15

6 31 25 38

44 44 0 12

22 44 17 I 17
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APPENDIX II.

DENTISTRY

SIZIMARY OP DESCRIPTIVE DATA

Atadamlt-Rank

Academic Commitment

_coLa41Qatk)-

Instructor 8% 2-1/2 days or less 8%

Asst. Professor 27% 3 or 3-1/2 days 6%

Assoc. Professor 33% 4 or 4-1/2 days 29%

Professor 32% 5 days 57%

Cliaicalleaching_Experielace. -

Less than 25% 13% Less than 2 years 3%

25% to 50% 32% 2 to 5.years 27%

51% to 75% 36% More than 5 years 70%

More than 75% 19%

At-ti:vities-Participated ift

to -I trpr ove T-ea-c h in gSk-111-g-

(DurIng- Past -3Yoars )-

Workshops or Setinars 91%

Professional Meetings 86%

Formal Course Work 36%

Reading Educational Journals 86%
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. - .

Public Schools

Private Schools

Less Than
4 Days

4 or 4.5
Days

5

Days

13 21 89

15 38 24

Xi = 33.6 .001

Smaller Schools

Larger Schools

Assistant Associate
Instructor Professor Professor Professor

15 41 36 33

2 14 29 29

X3 . p < .01
3

.Size of School Iry_e_linical Teaching Experience

Smaller Schools

Larger Schools

5 Years
or Less

Mbre Than
5 Years

47 79

12 62

2 = 8.98 p < .01



APP

DENTISTRY

Size of School by Attendance at Professional Meeting

Smaller Schools

Larger Schools

Do Not

104 22

70

= 4.97 .05

Size of School by Reading Educational Journals

Smaller Schools

Larger Schools

MI Read _No_Nat_RPad

104 22

70

4.97 p < ;05
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APPENDIX KIK;

DENTISTRY

FACTOR..ANALYSES_STATISTTCS

Actual

Item Inter-correlations Item_intax-earxelations

;00 - .09 1.8% -;10 --;01 1.1%
.10 - ;19 12.3% .00 - ;09 10;1%
.20 - .29 37.;3% .10 - ;19 33.9%
.30 - .39 33.3% ;20 --;29 35;4%
;40 - .49 12.8% .30 - ;39 15.8%
50 -i;59 2.1% .40 - .49 3.3%
.60 -.x.69 ;3% .50 - _;59 ;4%

;711 ;1%

oadinis on_ One Factor Loadings_o_n_One Factor

.30 - ;39 2 3;3% .10 - .19 1 1.6%

.40 - ;49 13 21;3% .20 - ;29 1 1.6%

.50 ;59 24 39.3% .30 - ;39 .9 14.8%
;60 - .69 19 31.1% .40 - .49 26 42.6%
.70 - ;73 3 4.9% .50 - ;59 19 31.1%

.60 - ;69 5 6.2%

One factor explains 31.4%
of the total variance; the
second factor explains 4.8Z.

One factor explains 23.3%
of the total variance; the
second factor explains 5.1%.
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D!FIECT1ONS:

skill
circle. for eacti.statement, one response which approximates actual

skill use end one response which approximates ideal skill use.

rPresentation and Providing Sk Illi

APPENDIX

1. Explain to students what they_are expected to learn
from the instruction presented

I2 Identify and emphasize the more Important concepts

3. Make specific suggestions regarding procedures before
treatment

I4. Explain own patient-management observations

5. Give suggestions to .1c-ease speed in performing
procedure i

I Dernostrate proper use of in and equipment

Use audio-visual aide or or 3 dimensional aids when
appropriate in cieSCri'-_iig techniques or concepts that
are different

is 8. Summarize tasks necessary for each student to accomplish
the objectives

Q Summarize time-frame necessary for each student to
accomplish the objective

10. Use ht.i.,. J r appropriately

'U. Assist in clarifying patient-management problems

2.. Suggast alternate procedure when student is corm .,t

or incorrect

13: Mve rationale for a particular treatment

14: Demonstrate appropriate clinical techniques

15. Decrionatrate clinical procedures at a rate appropriate to
the students' needs

r .-

18. Explain alternate treatment plans to student

17. Demonstrate skill of explaining estimates cf
expenses to patients

8. Exhibit ability. to follow-up on students

19. Use a planned variety of instructional activity (e:g.;

C

questioning; demonstration, etc.)

9. Guesdoning Skilli

N. identify a student's strengths/weaknesses his
currant skill level

21; Answer student questiOns immediately

22. Ask student for positive or negative comments on
suggested techniques

Ask student to comment an specific procedures during
treatment

24: Ask student to participate in his learning by
discussing; i.e.; procedures; etc.

. OMB 1W-677CO3

.

Decernoer 1977

ACTUAL
Howorterp do you feel dirk.
'cal instructors vl your
disciolimr

Ar.1111M. IMM111.11..M1010101

How :;1, WI Oo yOtdEve c!rft-
iall situ etc it your
CU= OHM sher.i14:

2.50 (0.97) 1.52 (0.85)

1.99 (0.76) 1.23 (0.47)

2.19 (0.89) 1.59 (0.73)

2.68 (0.86) 2.15 (0.81)

2.85 (0.91) 2 '8 (0.87)

2.35 (0.93) 1.67 (0;75)

3.33 (1.18) 2.07 (0.94)

2.92 (1.03) 1.89 (0.87)

3.16 (1.10 2.14 (0.91)

2.77 (0.81) 2.24 (0.83)

2.39 (0.89) 1.67 (0.74)

2.54 (0.89) 2.09 (0.95)

2.08 (0.90) 1;32 (0.61)

2.23 (0.86) 1.68 (0.80)

2.39 (0.87) 1.56 (0.76)

2.53 (0;92) 1.84 (0.83)

3.59 (1.11) 2.38 (0.97)

2.89 (0.96) 1.70 (0.75)

2.81 (0.95) 1.74 (0.80)

2.52 (0'.87) 1.37 (0.60)

1.73 (0;74) 1.36 (0.60)

3.14 (1.04) '2.23 (0.93)

3.08 (0.94) 2.17 (0.88)

2.63 (0.94) 1.67 (0.72)

.>Ifte ha,
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1RECTIONS:
ACIVAL

Rlease circle. toreach statement. brie resoonse which approximates actual How often doyou
in youri14,;i1 use and one response which approximates Ideal skill use. cal instructors

discipline:

APPENDIX LL:
(page 2)

5. Ask for student opinion

P.13. Atk ttUderit if assistance is needed before the procedure

!7.- ASk student questions during demonstration to
maintain their ttantion

!& Ask student fo describe course of treatment

3; Ask student to define questions which need to be
asked to. acceptably resolve a patient's treatment or
management problems

10; Permit students. to assume primary responsibility
tor answering questions

11. Ask students to identify strengths and weaknesses in
their own performance

_ Attending Skills qt,
Explain basis for decisions in patient care to student

Atterr,..4t to describe model behavior prior to a
student b'eginning a procedure

14. Give students systematic evalUatitin of thitit progress

11. Maintain eye contact

18. Actively listen to student

17. _avide direct and to.the point responses to
st dent questions

ie. S manic important points

19. Retttite. reflett or clarify student's explanation

10. PetiVidi instructional timer discussion

11. Provide reinforcement when a student responds
to a queStion

Willing to offer assistance it needed in procedure

3; TeachingStylesiAttitudes

13. Encourage students to use own judgment. when appropriate

14. Prepare for class and student sessions

Consult with students regarding progress on procethires

18. Perfnit student explanatiOn of issus

Take time to be perceptive to students' problems

. Provide artipathy lb students when appropriate

19. Offer constructive criticism to student

i0. Allow time for student to express differing opinions

11. Establish rapport with students

ID LIU.
How orien do you teal clin-
ical :ritructors In your
discipline shoed:

2.89 (1.04) 2.19 (0.85)

2.72 (1.10) 1.84 (0.97)

2.78 (1.01) 2.05 (0.94)

2.60 (0.96) 1.80 (0.81)

3.03 (1.01) 1.96 (0.87)

2.46 (0.91) 1.85 (0.74)

3.23 (1.04) 1.79 (0.82)

2.10 (0.87) 1.38 (0.63)

3.04 (1.02) 2.07 (0.90)

2.63 (1.09) 1.44 (0.64)

2.22 (0.96) 1.67 (0.78)

2.00 (0.93) 1.22 (0.51)

1.90 (0.79) 1.31 (0.56)

2.44 (0.94) 1.52 (0.69)

2.64 (0.88) 1.93 (0.82)

2.84 (1.09) 1.75 (0.80)

2.31 (0.82) 1.61 (0.64)

1.43 (0.65) 1.14 (0.39)

2.07 (0.90) 1.46 (0.66)

1.84 (1.03) 1.30 (0.73)

2.24 (0.83) 1;55 (0;70)'"

2.22 (0.86) 1.61 (0.66)

2.19 (0.87) 1.26 (0.47)

2.02 (0.84) 1.35 (0.56)

1.91 (0.76) (0.53)

2.44 (0.96) 1.69.

1..89 (0.80) 1.26 (0.49)



DIRECTIONS:
4;:

Please circle. for each statement, one response which approximates actual
Skill Lee and one response which approximates Ideal skill use.

APPEMiX LL.
(page 3)

Oka 68- 577004 December 1977

ACTUAL
How often cloyou /set
ical instructors in your
di c Aline:

101.M.
How ohm do you feel ctin-
ical instructors in your
discipline sheeie:

52. Make themselves accessible to students 1.68 (0.72) 1.29 .(0.49)

53. Assist rather than direct students in completing
procedures

2.48 (0.88) 2.19 (0.91)

54. Clarify uncertainties in clinical diagnosis i.84 (0.79) 1.22 (0.50)

55. Encourage Students to ask questions 2.11 (0.94) 1.34 (0.59)

58. Provide the opportunity for the student to diagnose 1.74 (0.80) 1.23 (0.47)

57. Explain practical approaches to the management of
patient problems in ways that are clearly
understood by the student

2.11 (0.79) 1.33 (0.64)

58. Avoid negative criticism of students in front of
patients

1.59 (0.82) 1.06 (0.31)

59. Avoid negative criticism of students in front of staff 2.07 (0.99) 1.46 (0.74)

80. Attend clinical teaching sessions 2.18 (1.14) 1.46 (0.71)

Treat students with respect in the presence of patients 1.41 (0.64) 1.04 (c.31)
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_APPENDIX MM.

DENTISTRY

MULTIVARIATE RESULTS FOR SKILL GROUPING BY
STRATIFICATION VARIABLES-

Skill Grouping

A

Skill Grouping

Actual

Size Location Suppatt

NS* p,;02 (l)** NS

p 1.02 (2) NS p.1.01 (2)

NS t1.05 (1) NS

NS NS NS

Ideal

Size Location , Support

NS NS NS

NS NS NS

NS

NS

NS NS

NS NS

*NS indicates not significant at the .05 level.

**NUMbers in parenthesis indicate nutber of individual items with a
significant univariate F.

4:23
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APPENDIX NN.

DENTISTRY

PRIORITIZATION OF ITEMS

r 3h Difference

1.0

F.

2.0

3.0

L

1,3,18,19
20,24,34,
38,40,47

29,31 7,9,17,22
23,33

C

A

1.0

H

2.0

M

3.0

4.0 4.0
1.0 H 2.0 M 3.0 L 4.0 1.0 H

IDEAL

1.

2;

M

Medium Difference
(.631 d .88)

2,51

5,11,13_15 5,35,27
16,26,28,32

36,39,41,45
!i8,0 50,55,57
-6

3.0

L

4 0
1.0 H

Low Difference
(d <.63)

, .------,..------,

21,37,42,
44,49,52,

54,56,58,
61

3,14,30,
35,43,46,
59

4,10,12,
53

2.0 M 3.0 L 4.0

IDEAL

2.0 M 3.0 L

IDEAL
4.0

Priority 1 Items - High

Difference, Below Diagonal

Priority 2 items - Medium

Difference, Below Diagonal

Priority 3 Items - Low

Difference; Below Diagonal

Priority 0 Items - On

Diagonal
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APPENDIX 00. .

DENTISTRY

ITEM PRIORITIZATION BY SKILL GROUPING

PERCENTGPI-MSIN EACH PRIORITY CLASS

A

Priority_ prilrist priority priority.
1 2 3

37 26 11 26

50 17 8 25

36 36 9 18

5 32 47
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APPENDIX III.

NURSING

SUMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE DATA

Academic-Rank

Academic_Commitment

(days/week)

Instructor 34% 2-1/2 days or less 5%

Asst. Professor 47% 3 or 3-1/2 days 3%

Assoc. Professor 18% 4 or 4-1/2 days 8%

Professor 1% 5 days 842

Percentage of_Time_Given
Clinical Teaching Experience

Less than 25% 4% Less than 2 years 10%

25% to 50% 48% 2 to 5 years 35%

51% to 75% 40% More than 5 years 55%

More than 75% 8%

ActivIriat-PArticipated in
p

95%Workshops or Seminars

Professional Meetings 80%

Formal Course Work 66%

Reading Educational Journals 93%

4
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APPENDIX III:.

NURSING

SIGNIFICiNT X2 OF DESCRIPTIVE AND STRATIFICATION VARIABLES

TVtie

Public Schools

Private Schools

ime Given to Clinical Instruction

Up to 50% 517. _to 75% More than_ 75%
. of Tntal of TotalOf Tbt4

159 152

174 103
,

18

= 10.81

Geographic Region_bv_AcademicRatat

Eastern Region

Central Region

Western Region

Instructor
ASsistant
Professor

p < ;01

Assoc/Full
Professor

86 102 51

115 147 J 52

19 54 21

= 11.50 .05



APPENDIX J.T-J (2alt_1)

NURSING

Geographic Region by Time Given to Clinical Instrizotion

Eastern Region

Central Region

Western Region

Smaller Schools

Larger SchoolS

Up _to 50%; 512 to 752. More than 751
of Total of Total of Total

143 76 17

J51
1

139r/ 21
_2

39

z

40 13

.40

Size of School by Academic Rank

Assistant Assoc/Full
Instructor Professor Professor

141 197 64'

106 60

=7.26 p < .05
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NURSING
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APPENDIX KKK._

NURSING

FACTOR-ANALYSES STATISTICS

Actual Ideal

Item Inter-correlations Item Inter-correlations

-.10 - -.01 -.10 - -.01 .2%
.00 - .09 1.3% .00 - .09 12.8%
.10 - .19 16.2% .10 - .19 44.2%
.20 - .29 43.4% .20 - .29 29.9%
.30 - .39 27.7% .30 - .39 8.6%
.40 - .49 9.9% ,40 - .49 2.3%
.50 - .59 2.7% .50 - .59 1.1%
.60 .69 .7% .60 - .69 .7%
.70 - .80 .11. .70 - .83 - .2%

Loadings on one Factor
IP

Loadings on one Factor

.20 .29 1 1.4! .20 - .29 6 8.3%

.30 - .39 3 4.2% .30 - .39 17 23.6%

.40 - .49 20 27.8% .40 - .49 22 30.6%

.50 - 59 2.1 29.2% .50 - .59 IS 25.0%

.50 - .69 26 36.1% .60 - .69 9 12.5%
.71 1 1.4%

One factor explains 30.4%,
of the total varience; the
second factor explains 5.3%.

4

One factor explains 21.6%
of the total variance; the
secon6. factor explains 5:6%
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ITEM MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS:

NURSING
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DIRECTIONS:

Please circle, for each statement, one response which approximates actual

II use and one response which approximates ideal skill use.

APPENDIX LLL

A. Presentation and Providing Skills

1. Inform students of objectives of upcoming learning
experience(s)

2. Provide examples to highlight and clarify content

.3. Direct student to learning resources

4. Select appropriate teaching aids

5. Demonstrate nursing procedure

6. Demonstrate. with student as obServer, nursing
care for client

7. Demonstrate; with student as observer, interpersonal
relationships with clients

9. Demonstrate, with student as observer, interpersonal
relationships with other health team members

9. lIernoristrate, witn.student as observer, client teaching
and assessment (presenting behaviort and history)

Demonstrate effective clinical nursing techniques

11. Respond succinctly to questions

12. Darncristrats nursing care rathei than tell about it

13. Select clinical experiences that require students
to use decision-making skills

14, Involve agency staff in planning learning experiences

13. Involve agency staff in implementing learning experiences

16. Involve agency staff in evaluating learning experiences

B. Questioning Skills

17. Question students to determine accuracy OrabItrations
of client conditions

18. Question students to determine completeness of
observations of client conditions

12. Question students to assess understanding of the purpose%.,

of procedures

20. Question stuCents to assess students' ability to
apply principles to client's condition and reeds

21. Question students to assess students' ability to
apply facts to client's condition and needs

Question students to_assessstuderitt. ability to
identify various client manifestations as examples of particular
physiological or psychological conditiont about which
the student should know

23. Question students to tetermine students' knowledge
regarding the acceptable limits of "normalcy- in
client condition

OMB 68-577004 December 1977

ACTUAL__
'riOw often dayou tees Ctin-
ical instructors in your

IDEAL
Nov: often c10 you teeiclin-
lout instructors in your
discipline should:

1.97 (0.86) 1.25 (0.59)

2.03 (0.68) 1.37 (0.55)

2.12 (0.71) 1.57 (0.73)

2.43 (0.81) 1.30 (0.56)

2.40 (0.99) 1.96 (0.94)

2.94 (0.98) 2.19 (0.93)

2.68 (0.97) 1.92 (0.83)

2.63 (0.96) 1.85 (0.83)

2.98 (1.02) 1.99 (0.90)

2.38 (0.91) 1.69 (0.85)

2.17 (0.78) 1.34 (0.65)

2.81 (0.92) 1.97 (0.88)
2.02 (0.77) 1.25 (0.4')

2.68 (1.07) 1.76 (0.80)

2.76 (1. ) 1.94 (0.88)

3.28 (1.12) 2.10 (1.01)

1.86 (0.72) 1.29 (0.53).

1.92 (0.76) 1.30 (0.55)

1.91 (0.78) 1.28 (0.54).

1.98 (0.77) 1.25 (0.49)

1.98 (0.78) 1.31 (0.56)

2.02 (0.81) 1.34 (0.58)

2.15 (0.86) 1.37 (0.61)



DIRECTfONS:

circle. for each statement. one response which approximates actual
II use and arm response which approximates Ideal skill use.

APPENDIX Lkk
(page 2)

24. Question students to determine students' understanding
of objectives of the clinical experience

25. Question students to assess students' understanding of the
planned completed clinical experience in terms of their
relationship to the unit being studied

26. Question students to encourage students to identify and
verbalize their own feelings about the patient. his condition.
and the care the student gave the client

27. QueStion students to assess their ability to correctly
interpret lab. chart. or equipment data

28. Determine level of student preparation

29. Help students to understand the contributions of
other health team members to client care

'r). Help students apply research findings

C. Attending Skills

31. Answer students' questions during a teaching session

32. ExpIain relationship between clinical assignment
and educational objectives

33. Inform agency star, of student assignments
and responsibilities

Explain modifications necessary to correct ineffective
plans of nursing care

35. Discuss student objectives for clinical care

35. Prowca written feedback on students' performance

37. Provide oral feedback on students' performance

33. Keep written evaluation (numenc or narrative)
on students' performance

39. Summarize outcomes of learning experiences for students

40. Compliment students for competent clinical performance

41. Return assignments to students as promised

42. Mainttin notes to report and discuss student progress
after each clinical experience

Observe condition of client assigned to each student with
an eye to client - related barriers which may inhibit student
from meeting delineated instructional objectives

44. Identity errors in students' procedure

46. Inform students of correct procedure

48. Give students,the opportunity to perform procedures correctly

0M13 68577004 December 1377

ACTUAL
How often do you Nei On-
ical instructors in your

IDEAL
How often do you le*i clin-
ical instructors in your
disapiine shoilakk

274 (0.99) 1.53 (0.71)

2.78 (1.05) 1.60 (0.72)

2.10 (0.92) 1.36 (0.58)

2.18 (0.90) 1:47 (0.68)

1.96 (0.86) 1.30 (0.54)

2.44 (0.88) 1.53 (0.62)

3.24 (1.04) 1.7/ (0.70)

1.56 (0.70) 1.35 (0.63)

2.43 (0.99) 1.44 (0.65)

1.53 0.77) 1.11 (0.34)

1.96 c0.76) 1.34 (0.60)

2.14 (0.92) 1.28 (0.51)

1.86 (0.97) 1.34 (0.65)
1. 70 (0. 77) 1.07 (0.31)
1.65 (0.87) 1.17 (0.47)

2.29 (1.04) 1.50 (0.77)

1.98 (0.90) 1.20 (0.48)

1;68 (0.79) 1.05 (0.23)

2.33 (1.10) 1.37 (0.66)

2.36 (0.97) 1.43 -(0.68)

1.70 (0.71) 1.19 (0.48)

1.63 (0.74) 1.27 (0.64)

1.76 (0.75) 1.16 (0.46)



DIRECTIONS:

OMB 6B-S77004 December 1977

=VAL
3S0 circle; for each statement. ont.-. r .sponse which approximates actual Hcr;4 &tart do you teei

use and one rezoilse which approximates ideal skill use. icai instructors in your

APPEND I X_LLL
(page 3)

101Lat
How ottert clo you t mei dirt.
ical inStructort in your

47. Give direct assistance to students when performing tasks
the students perceive as being difficult

1.89 (0.87) 1.65 (0.86)

48. Remain objective in student evaluation 2.10 (0.81) 1.16 (0.42)

49. Remain perceptive to student needs and problems 2.02 (0.76) 1.10 (0.31)

50. Remain realistic regarding expected student performance 2.13 (0.77) 1.12 (0.33)

51. Facilitate communications between students and other
health care professionals

2.25 (0.85) 1.40 (0.58)

52. Facilitate student participation in discussions 1.96 (0.76) 1.26 (0.49)

53. Modify teaching stratolieti to achieve specified goals 2.21 (0.81) 1.24 (0.48)

54. Assist students in intervening on behalf of the client 2.12 (0.81) 1.56 (0.75)

55. Encourage students to express feelings 1.80 (0.88) 1.27 (0.49)

Teaching Styles/Attitudes

56. Maintain a listing of sttidents' learning experiences 2.30 (1.17) 1.58 (0.91)

57. Review with students their preparation for the 2.22 (0.93) 1.42 (0.65)

Clinical experience

53. Encourage students to consider alternative approaches
to client problems

2.07 (0.80) 1.32 (0.54)

59. Observe progress toward mee.ing instructional objectives
made by, students assigned to "difficult" clients

2.02 (0.83) 1.32 (0.58)

60. Assist students in seeking client's contribution in
developing a health care pla!

2.39 (0.96) 1.41 (0.64)

Si. Assist students in understanding issues which affect the
profession of nursing

2.38 (0.94) 1.42 (0.59)

62. Seek student opinions regarding teaching effectiveness 1.94 (0.91) 1.35 (0.56)

63. Provide time for student accessibility 1.76 (0.80) 1.24 (0.44)

64. Advise students about performance 1.72 (0.73) 1.19 (0.40)

65. Maintain calmness and deliberateness in behavior 1.84 (0.72) 1.23 (0.47)

65. Deal ..vith student's frustrations; confusion;
and anxieties

1.97 (0.82) 1.31 (0.53)

67. Allow students to select learning excerieriCet
within appropriate limits

2.18 (1.00) 1.56 (0.67)

68. Display enthusiasm 1.87 (0.78) 1.26 (0.46)

69. Remain consistent in behavior toward students 1.91 (0.76) 1.17 (0.42)

. Discuss ethical issues of patient care with students 2.01 (0.88) 1.37 (0.55)

71. Display self-confidence 1.68 (0.67) 1.17 (0.38)

72. Ask students for suggestions in improving
the learning experiences

1.80 (0.84) 1.26 (0.5j)

4 I
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APPENDIX 1fl4;

NURSING

MULTIVARIATE RESULTS FOR SKILL GROUPING BY
STRATTFTCATIONVARTABLfa_

Skill_Ccouping

A

Skill Groupie:,

A

Actual

Size location Support

NS* p..;02 (4)** NS

NS NS NS

NS NS NS

r.03 (2) NS NS

Ideal

Size Location Support_

NS NS NS

NS NS NS

NS

NS

NS NS

NS NS

*NS indicates not significant at the ;05 level

**Numbers in parenthesis indicate number of individual items with
a significant univariate F.
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PRIORITIZATION BY ITERS:

NURSING
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1.0

H

2.0

M

3.0

L

4.0

APPENDIX NNN.

NURSING

PRIORITIZATION OF ITEMS

High Diffete:..ce

(d> .85)

4,9,14,24
25,29,32,
42,43,48,
49,50,33,
60,61

.zo 16

I 0 H 2.0 M 3.0

1.0

H

2.0

3;0

4.0

IDEAL
Lto Difference

L 4;0

rI7,3103,
36,38,44
45.46,47
55;J2,'63;

64,65,68
7T,72

3,5,54

1.0 H 2.0 M 3.0 L 4.0

IDEAL

1.0

H

A

2.0
C

A

L

M

3 0

L

4.0

1 0 H 2.0 M 3.0

IDEAL

Medium Difference
(.62.85)

1,1 45,20
21428,34,37

41,5246.6

,;)

2,7,:;1All
12;13,15,7:2

23i26i27,35
39;51,56,
7,58,59,

67,70

L 4.0

Priority 1 Items _= High
Difference, Below Diagonal

Priority 2 Items - Medium
Difference, Below Diagonal

Priority 3 Items _= Low
Difference, Below Diagonal

Priority 0 Items - On
Diagonal
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APPENDIX 000
NURSING

ITEM PRIORITIZATION BY SKILL GROUPING

PERCENT OF ITEMS IN EACH PRIORITY CLASS

Skill Grouping

A

B

C

D

Priority Priority Priority Priority
1 2 3 0

25 50 12 12

29 29 0 43

23 12 4 56

12 35 0 53
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INTERATER RELIABILITY COEFFICIOTS

MEDICINE DENTISTRY; iiND NURSING
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APPENDIX P

11131

Obj4Ictive

MEDICINE -

Priority #1 Items Priority #2 Items

1. .89

2. .75

.46

4. .86

5. .74

. 6. .84

7. .82

8. .70

9. .71

10. .80

11. .57

12. .71

13. .61

.14. .89

15. .81

16. .71

17. .71

18. .76

.42

20. .85

21. .88

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

49

.58

.86

.82

.88

.43

-79

.67

.76

.94

.02

.54

72

.64

.71

.39

82

. 70

64

.80

96

.78

.73

. 89

.77

.92

.68

.83

.89



APPDZIX P

/NTERATER RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS

- DENTISTRY -

Priority Priari-ty #2 Items

1. .71 .96

2. .60 .93

3. .68 .73

4. .82 .52

5. .86 .77

6. .66 .60

7. .79 .68

8. .42 .68

9. .6:3 .73

10. .63 .77

11. .68 .73

12. .92 .60

13. .86

.60

7 14



Objective

43c

APPENDIX P

INTERATER_RELIAMLIT7 COEFFICIENTS

= NURSING =

Priority #1 Items Priority #2 Itets-

1. .92 .68

2; .73 ;67

3. .80 .83

4; ;86 ;80

5. .60 .79

6; ....0 ;88

7. .79 .86

8; ;75 ;88

9. .71 .88

10. .81 ;87

11. .92 .92

12. ;92 ;88

13. .86 .8:

14; ;86 ;73

15. .82 .82

16; ;81 ;37

17. .94 .68

18. ;89-

19. .81

20; ;84

21. .79


